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We’ve built a business dedicated to being the tool box for our customers. 
When you need what you need, we have it. It’s simple really, we want to 
make your job easier by equipping you with easy-to-find and buy tools that 
get the job done right. We do this for you because we ARE you — see, we 
have a heritage that goes back some 75 odd years as educators, farmers, and 
ranchers. We share the same dirt-under-our-fingernails work ethic that you 
value with a roll-our-sleeves-up and do-what-it-takes attitude. With Nasco, 
you’ll find what you need, when you need it, for a price that makes sense. 
And, if you need a little help, you can still pick up the phone and give us a call. 

AND THE JOB AT HAND DEMANDS 
THAT YOU HAVE THAT THING THAT DOE S THAT THING

WHEN IT ’S TIME TO GE T TO WORK

THAT THING.

AND WE ARE DEDICATED TO EQUIPPING YOU FOR SUCCESS.

NASCO + COMMUNITY
Nasco is proud to be one of the co-sponsors for the Dairy Production Placement Proficiency Award Program, a special project of the 
National FFA Foundation, Inc. This program recognizes outstanding FFA members for their ability to efficiently produce and market 
beef. It is one of 40 national proficiency award areas that recognizes FFA members for achievement in activities leading to careers 
in agriculture. Students participate and advance through local chapter, district, and state judging. Awards include certificates, 
plaques, and cash awards for state and national finalists. Four national finalists in each program travel to the FFA Convention 
to participate in final judge’s interviews. The national winner is selected from this group, and receives an additional plaque, cash 
award, and is recognized at a special luncheon, as well as at a convention session.

WE ARE

WE HAVE 

NASCO
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WE’RE HERE TO HELP
Online or off, Nasco is ready to serve you, whether you’re placing an 
order or trying to find a unique item. Call us at 1.800.558.9595 or 
visit our website at eNasco.com/showing_grooming for 24/7 access to 
more items than our print catalog – new products added frequently.

ORDERING MADE EASY
Online: NascoFarmandRanch.com

Phone: 1.800.558.9595

Fax: 1.800.372.1236

Email: orders@eNasco.com

Address: 901 Janesville Ave.
 Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

SUCCESS
ti�  f� 

Showman
BEEF  PG. 43

SHEEP + GOATS  PG. 52SWINE  PG. 56

NEED THAT E X TRA EDGE?
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NATURAL 
WHITE

KNOCK OUT
Sullivan’s

DYE-FREE SHAMPOO A powerful all natural stain remover to 
restore color to dirty hair and hide. Simply 
spray in and blow out to remove stains. 

A uniquely designed, all natural 
whitening shampoo to enhance white 
color and clean down to the skin. 

Sullivan’s

Instant Stain Remover
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NATURAL 
WHITE

KNOCK OUT
Sullivan’s

DYE-FREE SHAMPOO A powerful all natural stain remover to 
restore color to dirty hair and hide. Simply 
spray in and blow out to remove stains. 

A uniquely designed, all natural 
whitening shampoo to enhance white 
color and clean down to the skin. 

Sullivan’s

Instant Stain Remover

6-8 SHAMPOOS + CONDITIONERS
9-10 ADHESIVES + FINISHERS
11 DISINFECTANTS + PEST CONTROL
12-13 TOUCH-UP PAINTS
14-18 BRUSHES + COMBS
18-20 SPRAYERS + BLOWERS + FOGGERS

GROOMING SUPPLIES

From the barn to the show 
ring, this is your source for the 
grooming supplies to take you 
to the top. Whether grooming 
your cow, heifer, steer, goat, 
sheep, or hog, make sure you're 
stocked up on the items that 
give you that winning edge.
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SULLIVAN EZ CLEAN 
WATERLESS SHAMPOO
Ideal when weather does not permit a regular 
washing and does not require rinsing. Great 
for sheep, cattle, pigs, horses, goats, and 
many other animals. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. 
C31621N591 — $15.10

“DOC” BRANNEN’S 
LIVESTOCK SHAMPOO
Super-concentrated livestock shampoo. 
Only a small amount of water is needed to 
get the cleaning action that comes from 
thorough scrubbing. Biodegradable product 
rinses out easily. Does not cause skin irrita-
tion or leave a residue. Mild apple fragrance. 
½  -gallon bottle. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.
C11716N591 — $22.50     2+  $20.99

EZALL® TOTAL BODY WASH GREEN
With extra cleaning power and a fresh natural scent, this green 
formula is a show favorite! Plant-based body wash effectively 
loosens dirt and grime so it can easily be rinsed away — without 
the hassle of scrubbing. Effective, gentle formula results in smooth, 
flake-free skin that won’t attract mites or fungus. A little of this 
concentrated formula goes a long way. Just a few ounces offer 
enough cleaning power for a large animal.
C31316N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs. — $17.35
C31315N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $33.25

ORVUS® PASTE SOAP
Neutral, synthetic detergent possessing out-
standing wetting, penetrating, sudsing, and 
emulsifying properties. Unbreakable 7½  -lb. 
jar. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C01036N591 — $27.00     4+  $26.41

SULLIVAN BRIGHT LIGHTS™ WHITENING SHAMPOO
Highlights, enhances, and whitens hair or wool. 
Brightens white hair, intensifies colors of all coats, and 
shampoos away yellow-tinted, sun-faded, and stained 
hair. Leaves coat with a beautiful luster.
C18992N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.75
C32497N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $39.25

SULLIVAN STAIN BUSTER™ LIQUID BLUING SHAMPOO
Get hair white again with this extra-strength liquid bluing 
shampoo. Cleans hair severely stained from urine or 
manure. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C23957N591 — $15.50

SULLIVAN VITA HAIR™ VOLUMIZER FOAMING SHAMPOO
Natural, plant-based proprietary surfactant technology creates 
an opposite-acting polar electrical charge within each hair 
strand — actually pushes every hair follicle apart. Designed to be 
used in a foamer. 
C32746N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $14.50
C32745N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $35.50

NASCO WHITE DAZZLE SHAMPOO
Shampoos away yellow stains and leaves hair bright. Not 
only does it enhance white hair and wool, it will intensify all 
hair colors. 
C26875N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $9.05
C31035N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $27.50

NASCO COCONUT OIL SHAMPOO
Highly concentrated coconut oil shampoo 
used by leading purebred breeders. Marvel-
ous cleansing properties leave the hair soft 
with a natural gloss.
C01416N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $11.85
C01417N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $30.75

WEAVER® MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Specially formulated with natural antiseptic, antibacterial, and 
antiviral ingredients like tea tree oil and eucalyptus. Also condi-
tions skin and repels insects. Suitable for use on all livestock. 
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C30604N591 — $17.25

WEAVER® 
WATERLESS 
SHAMPOO
Formulated to easily 
remove dirt, grass, and 
manure stains with no 
water required. Suitable 
for use on all livestock. 
C30602N591  Quart 
with inverted sprayer. 
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.35
C30601N591  Gallon. 
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $27.95

SULLIVAN REJUVENATE SHAMPOO
With olive oil, pomegranate extract, and the 
Vita Skin package, this shampoo is a great 
non-degreaser shampoo designed for small 
animals. It cleans while leaving key lanolin 
in place to preserve the wool, skin, and hide. 
Safe for everyday use, leaving the skin silky 
smooth without dryness or irritation. With its 
mild antiseptic and toning properties, pome-
granate extract helps tighten pores and tone 
the skin. Vita Skin package contains all the 
essential vitamins. For hogs, sheep, and goats.
C35031N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $14.50
C35032N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $34.50

SULLIVAN NATURAL WHITE
Dye-free whitening shampoo enhances skin, 
hair, and wool of all livestock to give animal 
a lighter, brighter appearance. All natural 
with no abrasive chemicals. Cleans deep to 
the skin. Easy to rinse. Infused with coconut 
oil. Can use daily without purple staining. 
Using with a soap foamer is recommended.
C35562N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $17.25
C35561N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $54.00

WEAVER® 
WATERLESS 
SHAMPOO
Formulated to easily 

Dye-free whitening shampoo enhances skin, 

new

Customer
favoriteSHAMPOOSSHAMPOOS
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SULLIVAN CLEAR CHOICE™ SHAMPOO
pH balanced for livestock skin and hair. Cuts dirt 
and grime deep into hair coats and allows hair 
to separate with ease. Rinses out easily. Enriched 
with VITA HAIR™ Vitamin Package for added 
nourishment to skin and hair.
C18996N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $9.75
C33281N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $26.75

SULLIVAN MINI SOAP FOAMER
Dial on foamer allows you to adjust 
concentration of soap emitted. When 
finished applying shampoo, simply turn 
the dial from the soap setting to the rinse 
setting without disconnecting from hose. 
Reservoir holds 4 oz. of shampoo. 7-set-
ting adjustable sprayer. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C33357N591 — $14.45

WEAVER® DEGREASING SHAMPOO
Hygienic shampoo strips away grease and 
show day product. Mild on sensitive hides 
while still being extremely efficient at remov-
ing grease and soil. 
C34061N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $9.80
C34062N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $28.50

WEAVER® MILD FOAM SHAMPOO
Gently loosen and remove dirt while conditioning 
the coat using this foaming formula with coconut 
oil. For use on cattle, sheep, swine, goats, horses, 
or dogs. For best results, use with a foamer for an 
extra clean finish. 
C30569N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. — $11.75
C30571N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $30.75

WEAVER® WHITENING FOAM SHAMPOO
Foaming lavender and chamomile formula 
with coconut oil enhances white colored 
cattle and gently loosens and removes dirt 
and stains. May be used with a foamer. 
Suitable for use on all livestock. 
C30574N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $13.05
C30575N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $31.95

WEAVER® ANTI-DANDRUFF SHAMPOO
Relieve irritation, itching, and flaking caused by 
dandruff. Formulated with the trusted antimicro-
bial zinc pyrithione, moisturizing aloe vera, and 
soothing tea tree oil. Restores healthy, flake-free 
skin. Seals in moisture to heal and protect. Effec-
tive at both treating and preventing dandruff. 
Quart. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C34608N591 — $17.25

WEAVER® EZALL® 
STARTER LIVESTOCK BATHING KIT
Kit includes a 1.35-liter foamer (holds 32. oz. of 
product; enough for several washes), hose nozzle, 
on/off valve, 2-oz. bottle of eZall® Green It’s Gone 
adhesive remover, and a 4-oz. bottle of eZall® 
Super Concentrate Body Wash that makes 32 
oz. of product when combined with water in the 
foamer. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C32675N591 — $24.95

RING OUT
All-natural solutions used to control ringworm and 
fungus. Great for all livestock including sheep, cattle, 
horses, goats, dogs, etc. Also kills bacteria, spores, and 
viruses. Reduces scaring and hair loss. 
32-oz. Shampoo. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C32838N591 — $19.95

4-oz. Spray Concentrate. Mix 4 oz. of concentrate 
with water to make a 32-oz. spray. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32839N591 — $19.90

Spray Bottle Only. 32-oz. capacity. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33466N591 — $2.45

PROH ANTIMICROBIAL SOLUTION
Antimicrobial solution mixes with water and sprays 
to safely kill viruses, dangerous bacteria, fungi, 
and spores. Use in livestock facilities to prevent 
the spread of E. coli, Salmonella, Avian Bird 
Flu, Thrush, Staph, and many others. Solution 
is a food-safe product that will not harm you or 
your animal. Use as a wash for the animals and 
effective treatment of ringworm, rain rot, and other 
topical skin conditions resulting from bacteria, 
fungi, and spores. 32-oz. concentrate (makes 2½   
gallons of spray). Water soluble. Biodegradable, 
hypoallergenic, and nontoxic. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C32836N591 — $45.00

Ring Out Concentrate & Shampoo Kit. Kit includes 4-oz. Ring 
Out spray concentrate (mix with water to make 32-oz. spray), 
32-oz. empty spray bottle (use for mixing 4-oz. Ring Out spray 
concentrate with water), 32-oz. Ring Out shampoo, and ½  -oz. ProH 
pocket sprayer (a ready-to use sanitizer that safely kills dangerous 
fungus, bacteria, viruses, and ringworm on animals, hands, and 
other surfaces — water soluble, biodegradable, hypoallergenic, and 
nontoxic). Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C33490N591 — $37.50

ProH Pocket Sprayer. 1⁄2-oz. spray. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C33318N591 — $3.99

WEAVER® STAIN OUT
Citrus-based formula gradually removes manure, 
urine, and grass stains from your animal’s hair. 
Contains an enzyme blend specifically developed 
to break down the components of grass and 
manure stains. For best results, apply daily at least 
2 weeks prior to a show.
C34997N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $13.50
C34998N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $49.95

SULLIVAN KNOCK OUT 
INSTANT STAIN REMOVER
Restores discolored spots to their natural 
color. No bleach, dye, or stripping agent. 
Safe, clean, easy to use, clear color, and no 
purple mess. Biodegradable formula.
C35564N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $17.25
C35563N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $54.05

new
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SULLIVAN DOUBLE DIP™ CONDITIONER
Daily skin and hair conditioning dip is naturally healthy for hair. Fortified with vitamins to condition 
and stimulate skin and strengthen the hair shaft. Detangles and separates hair, allowing comb to 
easily glide through. Adds a light shine, helps repair split ends, and promotes a healthy hair coat. 
Will not weigh hair down. Requires no washing out. Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C34579N591 — $25.95

WEAVER® PROPOLISH
Light hair polish is nonsticky when dry. Adds shine to hair 
while repelling dust and dirt and protecting follicles from 
the harsh environment. Excellent for clipping, provides 
an ideal sheen before entering the show ring. Can use 
daily. Recommended for show cattle, but suitable for use 
on all livestock. 
C30579N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $13.95
C30578N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $29.25

WEAVER® PRO HAIR 100
Encourages growth of new hair while revitalizing existing 
hair. Nourishing blend of argan oil rich in vitamins A and 
E, hair-building hydrolyzed keratin, and moisture-boosting 
Pro-Vitamin B5.
C34609N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $25.75
C34610N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $58.50

SULLIVAN 
RUSS’S RAG OIL™
Use as a skin and hair 
conditioner to restore natural 
oils, bring life to dull hair, and 
control flaking skin. Also used 
for show day preparations. 
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C31626N591 — $28.95

SULLIVAN SURE COAT™
Promotes hair growth in a flake-free formula that utilizes natural oils geared for feeding hair follicles. 
Concentrated blend of natural essential oils to promote hair growth and healthy skin. Coconut oil, 
jojoba oil, olive oil, lanolin, tea tree oil, and other natural oils work together to promote natural shine 
and luster. 
C35566N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $38.50
C34538N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $104.75CO
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1.800.558.9595

SULLIVAN REVIVE™ SKIN & HAIR CONDITIONER
Restores natural oil and nutrients to skin and hair. 
Brings life and vigor to dull, dry hair. Enriched with 
vitamins for added nourishment to skin and hair. 
17 oz. Sh. wt. 2 lbs. 
C19005N591 — $9.95     12+  $9.51
Sullivan Revive LITE™ Skin & Hair Conditioner. 
Features all of the great conditioning properties of 
“original” Revive™ above (C19005N591) in a lighter, 
more refined approach. 17 oz. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33280N591 — $9.95

WEAVER® CONDITIONING TREATMENT
Provides essential hair nutrition while adding body, shine, and set for the perfect pop and 
bloom. Use as a daily treatment for stressed or damaged hair. Suitable for use on all livestock. 
C30598N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $18.70
C30597N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $46.29

ORIGINAL M-T-G 
(MANE-TAIL-GROOM)
The ultimate mane and tail 
conditioner, skin treatment, and 
hair growth product. Use on 
long tails to enhance fullness, 
condition, and retain length. 
Quart. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C30858N591 — $16.60

WEAVER® PROCHARGE RECONDITIONERS
Olive oil and other conditioners replenish, nourish, and restore natural beauty of the hair coat 
for the perfect bloom. Recommended for show cattle, but suitable for use on all livestock. 
Spray Can. Lightweight formula won’t weigh hair down. 16-oz. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C30587N591 — $9.60

Liquid. Use daily to restore stressed or damaged hair.
C30576N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $21.50
C30577N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $52.50

WEAVER® STIERWALT PROCONDITIONER NOURISHING VITAMIN TREATMENT
Thick cream contains coconut oil, shea butter, jojoba oil, and vitamin E for a light, silky treat-
ment. Promotes a healthy hide. Fortified with wheat protein. Peppermint-scented formula 
strengthens hair. Recommended for show cattle, but suitable for use on all livestock.
C33364N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $19.20
C33363N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $49.50

Customer
favorite
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SULLIVAN DAIRY MAGIC
Ideal for grooming the topline on dairy cattle. Delivers a 
lasting, yet manageable hold. 12-oz. can. Cannot be sold 
in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30039N591  Clear C30040N591  Black
Each — $9.20

SULLIVAN TAIL ADHESIVE
Strongest adhesive for hard-to-hold, coarse stubborn hair. 
Used to form tail bush and on leg hair when a fuller, stouter 
look is desired. 12½  -oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C18998N591 — $8.95

“DOC” BRANNEN’S GROOMING ADHESIVE
Tame hard-to-hold, unmanageable hair with this 
quick-drying adhesive. Firm hold goes on in a smooth, 
even spray. Great for use on tail head feathers, poll 
topknots, tail bush, and for boning up legs. 141⁄2-oz. 
can. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C11385N591  Clear — $9.65     12+  $8.82 
C11386N591  Black — $9.95     12+  $9.10

EZALL® IT’S GONE® ADHESIVE REMOVER
Safe cleanup of paint, glue, adhesive, and other 
show day grooming products. Plant-based formula 
rinses clean with water and won’t dry out coat or 
skin. Dye-free formula.
C31314N591  32-oz. spray bottle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $19.45
C31313N591  Gallon jug. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $55.25

WEAVER® ADHESIVE REMOVERS
Leaves no oily residue, making it 
ideal for refitting. Suitable for use on all livestock.
ProRefit 14-oz. Aerosol Can. Cannot 
be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30586N591 — $9.75

ProRemover Quart Spray Bottle. 
Mild citrus formula. Includes 
inverted sprayer. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C30594N591 — $22.95

ProRemover Gallon Jug. Mild 
citrus formula. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C30593N591 — $61.25

ESSENTIAL AIDS TO SUCCESSFUL FITTING

ADHESIVES + REMOVERS

SULLIVAN PRIME TIME™ ADHESIVE
Super-strong leg adhesive designed for medium length, 
thinner-type hair. 13-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C18999N591  Clear C19000N591  Black
Each — $8.95

“DOC” BRANNEN’S CLEAR AND BLACK MAGIC
This aerosol is not a paint or lacquer. Great for 
tails, hooves, legs, and white spots; works on black-
faced sheep too. Won’t rub off; leaves hair soft and 
pliable. 10-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 
C12244N591  Clear — $8.30    Mix 12+  $7.90 
C09918N591  Black — $8.60    Mix 12+  $8.18

WEAVER® SPRAY ADHESIVES
With multiple degrees of adhesive strength, these sprays do a great job 
on stiff, fine, or unmanageable hair. Adhesives have a slightly white tint 
as they dry.
Stierwalt Natural Hold. Hair product with holding power that can be 
used at non-paint shows, leaving calf with a natural appearance in the 
show ring. Works well for a variety of hair types and fitting applications 
including legs, tail heads, tops, and flanks. Dries quickly to a hard finish 
for easy clipping. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34591N591 — $8.60

Medium Adhesive. Use when moderate hold is needed. 
Builds volume and body while adding definition and 
shape to average hair coats. Provides a firm, workable 
hold for a natural look. 11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C30620N591 — $8.10

Firm Adhesive. Offers the strongest holding power with 
little to no fall down. Quick-response formula is perfect 
where maximum hold is needed. Must-have for the stiff-
est, shortest, and most unruly hair coats. 10-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33370N591 — $8.60

SULLIVAN HOCUS-POCUS™
For safe, effective removal of show day preparations. Contains no 
harsh products that affect hair coat or skin. 17-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C18997N591 — $9.75      12+  $9.31

“DOC” BRANNEN’S VANISH ADHESIVE REMOVER
Quickly and safely removes adhesive, lacquer, paint, and wax. 
Use before shampooing and after showing animals. Re-groom 
immediately following the use of Vanish. 11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C28767N591 — $6.50

SULLIVAN HAIR SAVIOR™
Proprietary blend of the purest, 
mild, cosmetic-grade, plant-based 
ester technologies to naturally 
attack and gently remove adhe-
sives and touch-ups from hair. 
C32748N591  Quart. 
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $26.95
C32747N591  Gallon. 
Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $77.95

19SGp08_09.indd   2 1/4/19   10:04 AM
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SULLIVAN ZOOM BLOOM™
Gives hair the bloom and fluff you want. Hair 
pops naturally. Gives set and body to hair. 
Works well in hot or cold weather. Requires 
no washing out. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C19002N591 — $25.75

SULLIVAN FINAL BLOOM™
Fantastic “light oil” with a 
pleasant scent will freshen 
up the hair. Less greasy 
with all the shine. Spray 
on before entering the 
show ring for a final touch. 
Requires no washing out. 
11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19003N591 — $8.95

“DOC” BRANNEN’S 
FINAL MIST
Coat dressing in handy 
aerosol can; a lasting bloom 
for fine coat appearance. 
Won’t discolor white hair on 
animals. 11-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C06849N591 — $7.95     
12+  $7.37

WEAVER® PROGLOSS FINISHING SPRAY
Multipurpose finishing spray features light-
weight replenishing oils that give the hair 
coat a beautiful shine and luster. Leaves 
a glossy finish on show day, this product’s 
replenishing and protective properties are 
also ideal for everyday use. Recommended 
for show cattle, but suitable for use on all 
livestock. 12-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30613N591 — $8.50

SHOWSHEEN®
Labor-saving hair polish and detangler dries to a bright, natural sheen. 
Enriched with pro-vitamins to nourish the coat for a world-class shine. 
Silk proteins strengthen mane and tail. Repels dust and dirt to save 
grooming time. Jasmine and sandalwood scent. 
Finishing Mist Spray. Quiet sprayer even works upside down. 15-oz. 
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C30848N591 — $11.95

ShowRing Shine Spray Bottle. 
Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C10895N591 — $16.95

ShowRing Shine Refill. 
Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C12912N591 — $42.75

SULLIVAN SHOCK
A perfect all-weather hair product — shock lifeless, flat, 
show day hair back to life. All-natural ingredients cre-
ate a show day hair pop like no other. Gives a deeper, 
fuller look to hair while also adding shine without using 
heavy oils. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34123N591 — $29.25

WORLD CHAMPION DREAM SHEEN HAIR POLISH
Brings a lustrous sheen to horse’s hair while leaving mane and tail soft, 
manageable, and tangle-free. Repels dirt and dust, prevents mane and 
tail breakage, and maintains sheen for days. Apply wet or dry. Quart. 
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C33496N591 — $12.10

WORLD CHAMPION PEPI COAT CONDITIONER
Easy-to-use coat conditioner and glosser is extra gentle and will not 
irritate animal’s skin. 11.6-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33475N591 — $9.95

SULLIVAN KLEEN SHEEN™
Builds hair strength and helps train hair. 
Enriched with vitamins for added nourish-
ment to skin and hair. Animals stay cleaner 
and dust free. Requires no washing out.
C19004N591 Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $13.40 
C25788N591 Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $31.25 

FINISHERS
APPLY THE FINISHING TOUCH 

TO GIVE YOU THE WINNING EDGE

WEAVER® PROAMP
Amp up your calf’s volume and shine with this 
formula created to boost circulation and give 
skin a tingling, cooling effect. Spray ProAmp 
on your calf before clipping or before a show.
C34985N591  Quart. 
Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $22.95
C34986N591  Gallon. 
Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $56.50

WEAVER® SHOW SHINE
Formulated with moisturizing argan oil to 
bring out natural shine. Lightweight, quick-
drying formula revitalizes dull skin and hair 
for a radiant look on show day. Oils deeply 
penetrate skin and hair to nourish and 
protect. Pint. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C34984N591 — $18.25

SULLIVAN RELAX HAIR STRAIGHTENER
Straightens curly, kinky, and wavy hair. Penetrates the 
hair shaft, softens and relaxes the follicle and causes 
hair to straighten. Use in the final days leading up to 
a show, when clipping, and on show day. Repeated 
use causes the curl to release, so the hair extends to its 
fullest length. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C34582N591 — $9.75

WEAVER® PROPINK SHEEN SPRAY
Contains conditioning ingredients like mink oil 
and wheat germ. Provides long-lasting body, 
volume, and shine. Apply last in show day 
prep for the perfect show ring appearance. 
Recommended for cattle, but suitable for use 
on all livestock. 14-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30585N591 — $7.55

SULLIVAN FLARE SHOW RING SHEEN
Add a little Flare to your show day hair. 
Amplifies hair dimension and shine without 
weighing hair down. Works on all hair 
types in all temperatures. 5.7-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C35033N591 — $6.65

Customer
favorite
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WEAVER® HIDE OINTMENT
Formulated with zinc oxide, zinc 
pyrithione, and aloe vera extract, this 
ointment soothes irritations, redness, 
and inflammation from skin abra-
sions. Expedites healing by forming a 
moisturizing protective barrier on hide. 
Helps treat common topical infections 
with powerful antimicrobials. 8-oz. 
bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34631N591 — $6.29

TOPICAL FUNGICIDE 
WITH SPRAYER
For use on horses, dogs, and cats 
to aid in the control of summer 
itch, girth itch, ringworm, and 
other fungal problems. Not for 
use on animals intended for food. 
16-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C31041N591 — $6.45

SULLIVAN FUNGALL RINGWORM PASTE
Quickly kills ringworm fungus, repairs the skin, and 
regenerates hair growth. Paste product is topically 
applied to kill ringworm. 9-oz. tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29781N591 — $34.95

SULLIVAN FUNGUS FIGHTER™ 
FOR RINGWORM & FOOT ROT
Liquid fungus treatment kills existing fungi and prevents 
future outbreaks of ringworm. Foot rot, thrush, and other 
hoof and hide bacteria can also be treated with this 
product. Works great on all livestock. Improves overall 
hoof conditioning. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C18991N591 — $24.95

TEK-TROL® DISINFECTANT 
AEROSOL & DEODORIZER
A broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent for environ-
mental surfaces. Eliminates odors by attacking them 
at their source. Kills HIV-1 (AIDS virus), and Herpes 
Simplex Type II viruses on pre-cleaned environmental 
surfaces/objects previously soiled with blood/body 
fluids. Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 influenza A virus 
(formerly called swine flu). Disinfectant, virucide, and 
tuberculocidal. Fungicide against pathogenic fungi. 
Mildewstat on hard, nonporous, inanimate surfaces. 
17-oz. can. Not for sale in South Dakota, Hawaii, 
Alaska, California, Kansas, and New York. 
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33309N591 — $9.20

NascoFarmandRanch.com

SULLIVAN SWAT FLY SPRAY
Effective, gentle formula is 
safe to spray directly onto a 
groomed animal. Will not break 
down adhesives. 15-oz. can. 
Can only be shipped FedEx® 
Ground. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C32406N591 — $15.50

WEAVER® EZALL® FLY SPRAY
Science and technology combined with Mother 
Nature to provide a powerful defense against 
pesky flies and insects. Environmentally friendly 
and safer for you and your animal, Formulated 
with natural active ingredients including citronella 
oil, cedarwood oil, cinnamon oil, rosemary oil, red 
thyme oil, and lemongrass oil. Perfect for equine 
and livestock animals.
C34611N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $12.99
C34612N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs. — $32.50

◆KM00641N591  3.8-liter bottle. 
Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. — $31.50

◆KM00803N591  5-gallon can. 
N Sh. wt. 37 lbs. — $127.75
◆Subject to a $24.95 Hazard-
ous Material Surcharge.

TEK-TROL® DISINFECTANT CLEANER CONCENTRATE
For use on ratite ranches, aviaries, swine producing facilities, equine facilities, veal barns, 
and calving operations. Effective against Staphylococcus, Pseudomonas, Salmonella, 
Aspergillus, Tuberculosis, viruses, fungi, Parvo, and mildew. Kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 
influenza A virus (formerly called swine flu). Deodorant. Do not use in milking stalls, 
milking parlors, or milk houses. Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C33308N591 — $39.95

SCIZYME CONCENTRATE
The most effective product available for ammonia and odor control. 
Perfect for cool rooms, trailers, stalls, barns, and other confined spaces. 
Excess ammonia vapors can cause respiratory issues in livestock and 
should be controlled. Use for cattle, pigs, sheep, horses, and other 
livestock. 100% proven and safe. Recommended for calf cool rooms. 
1-gallon concentrate (makes 10 gallons of spray). Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
C32837N591 — $72.00

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
For your convenience, 
Nasco offers 99% pure 
isopropyl alcohol.

DISINFECTANTS + PEST CONTROL

19SGp10_11.indd   2 1/4/19   10:29 AM
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A. WEAVER® PRODYE LIVESTOCK HAIR DYE
Use for a deeper black appearance and uniform color from front to back. 
Features a unique livestock-focused formula. Includes 5 bottles each of black 
dye and activator to accommodate how livestock exhibitors use hair dyes; 
1 box contains enough dye for one 1,000-lb. calf. Each bottle contains 
3.38 oz. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C33365N591 — $23.75

B. ProDye Application Kit. Includes 2 pairs of gloves, Big Blaster, Weaver® 
Fogger, massage brush, and applicator brushes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34060N591 — $36.25

A. WEAVER® PRODYE LIVESTOCK HAIR DYE

WEAVER® STIERWALT PROFOAM GROOMING MOUSSE
Multipurpose grooming mousse is a must-have for training hair, clipping, and show day prep. 
The hair coat will have a thick, natural look with just the right amount of holding power. Recom-
mended for show cattle, but also great for goats and lambs. 17½  -oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C32386N591 — $9.60

WEAVER® PROTOUCH TOUCH-UP PAINTS
When using these paints, remember that the color will darken with additional coats, and drying time will vary based on conditions. These products do not 
weaken adhesives and are perfect for matching, blending, or enhancing the hair coat. They can also be blended with other ProTouch paints to achieve a 
perfect match. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

TO
UC

H-
UP

 PA
IN

TS Cream. Ideal for yellow to golden color shades (cream or 
blond cattle), including breeds like Charolais crosses. 
C33367N591 — $9.25

Fawn. Ideal for lighter red cattle breeds with a yellowish 
cast, including light Herefords, Red Angus, Gelbvieh, 
Charolais, Limousin, and more.
C30615N591 — $9.25

Cinnamon. Ideal for red-colored cattle like darker Herefords, 
Red Angus, Gelbvieh, and others.
C30616N591 — $9.25

Rust. Use on any breed of lighter maroon-colored cattle 
like Shorthorns, Maine-Anjou, Simmental, and others.
C30617N591 — $9.25

Dark Cherry. Perfect for dark to medium maroon-colored 
cattle, including breeds like darker Shorthorns, Maine-Anjou, 
Simmental, and others.
C30618N591 — $9.25

Smoke. Gray-colored cattle are hard to match with a 
single paint color, but this paint is different because it 
changes from light to dark as each coat is applied. Perfect 
for use on Charolais crosses.
C33368N591 — $9.25

White Powder. Enhances cattle hair by adding fullness 
and dimension. Also serves as a visual aid in low-lighting 
situations to help see any areas that need additional fitting 
or clipping.
C30614N591 — $9.25

Base Black. With its subtle building characteristics and 
unique dryness right out of the can, this is the first step in a 
2-step process for providing a natural, balanced black hair 
look on show day. Follow with the glossy finish of ProTouch 
Maxx Black to complete the process for a blending transi-
tion from the body to the legs.
C31347N591  10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $9.25
C34999N591  20-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs. — $12.25

MAXX Black. The second step in the 2-step process for 
providing a natural balanced black hair look on show day, 
this touch up paint is designed for use after ProTouch Base 
Black. Glossy black, shine-enhancing finish of this paint 
enhances the depth and dimension achieved by ProTouch 
Base Black, while providing a blending transition from the 
body to the legs.
C30619N591 — $9.25

A B
WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT PROPOWDER
Specially formulated to enhance each indi-
vidual hair for pronounced dimension. Won’t 
leave behind sticky residue or clumping. Must 
be used with adhesive, but can be used 
without paint. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34058N591  White 
C34059N591  Black 
Each — $9.75

WEAVER® STIERWALT PROENHANCER
Increases the volume of leg hair by coating each shaft individually without clumping. This for-
mula fills holes and gaps in leg hair to prevent see-through, making the leg bone appear larger. 
10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C32750N591 — $9.20
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SULLIVAN BLACK 
VELVET HAIR DYE KIT
Turns gray, red-tinted, or faded 
hair into a beautiful jet-black 
color. Infuses hair with more 
softness, body, and shine. Easy 
to use; long lasting. Takes less 
product to dye an animal, has 
better color, and costs less. 
Easily sprays through a trigger 
spray bottle. You will need 3 to 4 
kits of Black Velvet for a 1,000-lb. 
animal. Two 4-oz. bottle kit. 
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C31302N591 — $9.25

WHITE ‘N EASY™ SPRAY-ON CHALK
Formulated to whiten white, cover leather and grass stains, 
discolorations, and blemishes on body, face, legs, manes, 
and tails. Washes out easily with shampoo. Does not contain 
methylene chloride, toluene, bleach, or peroxide. Safe, non-
sticky, and nonirritating; smells fresh and clean. 10-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C13847N591 — $11.70     12+   $10.70

SULLIVAN ULTRA WHITE™ TOUCH-UP
Covers stained or faded hair with a smooth, natural, 
powder-white color. Gives hair a thick, full appearance and 
does not break down adhesives. 11-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C20096N591 — $9.75     12+   $9.19

SULLIVAN JET BLACK™ TOUCH-UP
The blackest, most natural-colored touch-up ever. Hair will appear thicker, 
fuller, and a deeper black. Works well on dull hair and will not break down 
adhesives. 14-oz. can. Cannot be sold in Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19001N591 — $9.75     12+   $9.19

SULLIVAN POWDER’FUL SPRAY
Hair-building powder spray designed for livestock 
hair. Creates added depth and dimension to 
each hair follicle during the hair-building process, 
without the appearance of becoming too heavy, 
or unnatural looking. Great for legs, bellies, 
flanks, toplines, and tail heads. 91⁄2-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C33342N591  Black C33343N591  White
Each — $10.25

SULLIVAN BLACK FINISHER™
Black touch-up gets deep, natural-looking 
black coverage without leg-adhesive 
breakdown. True black color and natural 
shine make this the number-one choice of 
professionals. 14-oz. can. Cannot be sold in 
Canada. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19813N591 — $9.75

SULLIVAN TOUCH-UP PAINT
Have the right shade within reach when you have these touch-up paints in your show supplies. Enhanced hair-like coverage is quick-drying 
and natural looking. Provides the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders. Excellent coverage, texture, and color dimension 
enhance natural hair color. 10½  -oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Silver Fox™. For gray and silver hair; Charolais influenced cattle.
C34929N591 — $9.25

Blondie™. For light yellow, cream, and butterscotch colored hair; 
composite Charolais cattle.
C34930N591 — $9.25

Fawn™. For light red hair with an orange tint; lighter colored 
Hereford, Gelbvieh, Limousin, and Red Angus cattle.
C34931N591 — $9.25

Copper™. For medium red hair with a faint brown tint; 
Hereford, Red Angus, and Light Shorthorn colored cattle.
C34932N591 — $9.25

Brick™. For medium red hair with a brown tint; dark Hereford, 
medium Shorthorn, and Red Angus cattle.
C34933N591 — $9.25

Red Velvet™. For medium-dark red colored hair; dark red Shorthorn 
and Red Angus cattle.
C34934N591 — $9.25

Dark Crimson™. For the darkest red colored hair; Shorthorn cattle.
C34935N591 — $9.25

Hereford, Red Angus, and Light Shorthorn colored cattle.

NASCO MIGHTY MAC COVER SPRAY
Provides a natural, ideal look for topline hair and other 
body parts on red-haired and brown-haired livestock. 
Best topline cover available anywhere. Leaves a natural 
look and feel. Spray in just before entering the ring. 
Remove with shampoo and adhesive remover. 10-oz. 
can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C32030N591 — $12.50     12+   $11.50
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F. FLICKER BRUSH
Flexible bristles are soft enough to use on the head, but firm enough to 
flick off dirt on the rest of the body. Block design makes brush feel narrow 
and more comfortable than other brush blocks. Black synthetic 3" trim 
bristle. 81⁄2" L x 23⁄8" W block. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C28287N591 — $8.10

" W block. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

HUMPBACK SPONGE
Ideal for applying show day oils. 
Top-quality, open-pore sponge. 
7½  " L x 5" W x 2¾  " H. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C28286N591 — $8.80

D. PRINCE GROOMING BRUSH
Pocket-sized brush with colorful 11⁄2" polypropylene bristles. 63⁄4" L x 21⁄2" W 
durable, tan polypropylene block. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C07812N591 — $5.60

E. 4" FACE BRUSH
White goat hair face brush. Very soft and gentle 1" bristles. 
Perfect for delicate areas on the face. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C25633N591 — $4.80

SMOOTH POLY POCKET-SIZE GROOMING BRUSH
Conveniently sized, smooth wood handle is great 
for general grooming or use as a foot brush. 
Polypropylene fiber. 2" bristles. Color may vary; no 
choice. 61⁄2" L x 2½  " W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C25751N591 — $4.60

A. WEAVER® BLING BRUSHES
From daily use to touch-ups in the show ring, these quality 
polypropylene bristle brushes are perfect for all species.
Small Bling Brush. 5" L x 1½  " W 
with 1" L bristles. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32626N591  Rainbow
C33384N591  Pink Aztec
C33385N591  Lime Aztec
Each — $7.70

Large Bling Brush. 7" L x 2¼  " W 
with 1¾  " L bristles. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. 
C32629N591  Rainbow
C33383N591  Pink Aztec
C33382N591  Lime Aztec
Each — $10.40

B. NATURAL FIBER WET GROOMING BRUSH
High-quality, 100% natural rice root brush in a comfortable, 8¼  " curved-
back wood block. 2" trim. Crimped natural fibers soften in water and hold 
shampoo for washing and wet grooming. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C25049N591 — $13.75

63⁄8" Rice Root Brush. Pocket-sized brush. 2" trim. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C25635N591 — $11.90

MAJESTIC BRUSHES
Soft synthetic bristles are great for finishing and 
grooming sensitive areas. 63⁄4" L x 21⁄2" W block with 
2" trim. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C30691N591  Hot Pink Diamonds w/Black Accents
C30693N591  Lime Green Diamonds w/Black Accents
C30694N591  Plum w/an Inspiration of Lime
Each — $5.85

C. BODY BRUSH
Body and face brush with medium-firm bristles to remove fine 
dirt and loose hair. 83⁄4" L x 4" W with comfortable hand strap for 
better grip. 1" bristles. Wooden handle. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C12299N591 — $8.65

CATTLE HAND BRUSH
Tan block filled with brown union fiber. 11⁄2" trim, 75⁄8" L x 
35⁄8" W block. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C00102N591 — $8.40

BR
US

HE
S

BR
US

HE
S

WEAVER® BREAKDOWN BRUSH
3⁄4" rubber bristles ideal for working in adhesive removers. 
Easy-grip ergonomic handle design. Great for use on 
hogs — will not leave marks on skin. 41⁄2" L x 4" W. 
Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C32660N591 — $6.40

A

B

C
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TOPLINE

STYLING

BRISTLE

SULLIVAN SMART SCRUB BRUSH
Brush will comfortably fit any sized hand. 
Soft, fluffer style bristles for all forms of 
hair working routines. 7½  " L x 3½  " W. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C34583N591 — $6.95

DENMAN STYLING BRUSHES
Classic, all-black styling brush with rows of smooth nylon pins. Antistatic rubber pad provides maximum grip 
and control during blow-drying for smoothing, shaping, and polishing hair. Ideal for thicker, longer hair. 
8" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32022N591  7-Row Brush — $12.50 C32092N591  9-Row Brush — $19.50

DENMAN HEAT-RESISTANT TOPLINE BRUSHES
Preferred by professional fitters. Antistatic rubber pads with rows of close-set nylon pins provide maximum 
grip and control for smoothing, shaping, and polishing the hair. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C15565N591  7-Row Brush — $12.50 C18194N591  9-Row Brush — $21.95

MEDIUM BOAR BRISTLE PORCUPINE BRUSH
Medium cushion brush with natural bristle and single nylon quill. This “porcupine effect” is excellent for 
grooming and conditioning the hair. Lightweight, perfectly balanced handle provides good grip and control. 
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32023N591 — $30.90

SWEAT SCRAPER
Quickly wipe sweat away with this lightweight, heavy-duty scraper. 103⁄4" rubber blade 
with 51⁄4" plastic handle. Easy to keep clean. No color choice. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C12298N591 — $3.25

SULLIVAN FLEX BRUSH
Flexible brush with comfortable strap and 
pliable teeth for training hair and washing 
livestock. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C31624N591 — $13.75

KNOT REMOVER
Combs and cuts at the same time. Removes knots, tangles, mats, and burrs. Safe and 
easy to use. Comfort-grip handle. 10 stainless steel safety-point replaceable blades. 
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C12660N591 — $9.50

KNOT 
REMOVER

SWEAT 
SCRAPER

WEAVER® MASSAGE BRUSHES
Perfect for use on cattle with thick coats 
to help train the hair and stimulate hair 
growth. Also works great for washing and 
scrubbing livestock animals for a deep down 
clean. 7" L x 31⁄2" W. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Purple C32661N591
Pink C32662N591
Lime Green C32663N591
Blue C32664N591

Each — $4.50

METAL CURRYCOMBS
Reversible, double faced, with 4 circular 
bands, and composite inserts. Sharp teeth on 
one side, rounded on the other. Sturdy molded 
polypropylene handle. 9" L including handle. 
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C00094N591  Steel Comb — $5.95
C02391N591  Stainless Steel Comb — $7.95

NascoFarmandRanch.com

COMBS

Reversible, double faced, with 4 circular 
bands, and composite inserts. Sharp teeth on 
one side, rounded on the other. Sturdy molded 
polypropylene handle. 9" L including handle. 

TAIL CLAMP
Used for cattle fitting to keep cat-
tle from switching their tail while 
preparing the topline. Approx. 
51⁄2" x 51⁄2" x 21⁄2". Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C31993N591 — $13.35

SULLIVAN ROTO BRUSHES
Soft, gentle brushes provide lift and 
volume to hair without being too harsh. 
Locks tight in drill. Won’t spin loose.
Staggered Bristle Roto Brush. Rows of 
staggered bristle lengths: — one row with 
long, the next row ¼  " shorter, allowing 
long bristles to work deeper into the hair. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35089N591 — $21.95

Fluffer. Combines 2 styles of bristles — 
¾  " soft flex bristles for ultimate separation 
and lift to thick coats; ¼  " fiber bristles pro-
vide superb undercoat separation. Works 
on all types of coats. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35569N591 — $24.50

WEAVER® FULL-SIZE ROTO BRUSH
Designed for use with a drill for rotation, the roto brush 
trains and stimulates leg wool and hair growth when used 
as part of your daily care routine. Alternating long and 
short bristle rows reach deep while working the surface for 
maximum definition. Purple. Ideal for cattle. 53⁄8" L brush 
head. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C32665N591 — $20.30

new

new
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SULLIVAN 
WOOD-HANDLE COMBS
Wooden handles provide a comfortable grip when 
grooming animals. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
6" Comb. The ultimate comb for showmen.
C34006N591 — $19.50

9" Fluffer Comb. Ideal for thick-haired cattle.
C34007N591 — $27.25

SULLIVAN NONSTICK COMBS
Baked-on nonstick coating on comb teeth reduces friction and allows comb to glide through the hair easier with 
minimal buildup, especially with sticky adhesives. Wood handles. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
A. C32002N591 Fluffer Comb — $40.75
B. C32003N591 Doublestuff Comb — $56.95
C. C32005N591 Standard Comb — $39.25

STONE'S 1-PIECE SOLID ALUMINUM 
HANDLE GROOMING COMB
All-aluminum 1-piece combs fit a handle that will not 
break or pull out. Combs have 7 teeth per inch.  
C11449N591  6" comb. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs. — $18.75
C11448N591  9" comb. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs. — $21.85

D. SULLIVAN SMART SENSATION BRUSH
Gently massages hide to stimulate blood flow that releases natural oils from the skin to coat hair and promote healthy 
hair growth. Amplifies volume of hair as it lifts up from hide. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C32007N591 — $24.85

E. XL Smart Sensation Brush. 54% more teeth. A wider 
version of the original brush above, with 199 ball-tipped 
teeth in 10 rows. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C32006N591 — $26.95

F. Smart Sensation Curve Brush. Brush for thinner 
haired cattle with narrower, more flexible teeth. 
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34010N591 — $27.50

SULLIVAN DUALLY HAIR SHEDDING COMB
5" W double-sided comb features rounded stainless 
steel teeth with extra-wide spacing on one side that 
gently penetrates deep into the thickest, “woolly” hair 
coats removing old dead hair, yet leaving healthy hair 
unharmed. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C32008N591 — $49.50

WEAVER® MINI FLUFFER COMB
Perfect for training and pulling up the legs of goats and 
sheep. 6" W comb head. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Black C34114N591 Hot Pink C34117N591
Blue C34115N591 Purple C32653N591
Green C34116N591

Each — $13.50

SULLIVAN COMBS
Aluminum handles.
6" Standard Comb. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C34008N591 — $19.50

9" Fluffer Comb. For use on thick-
haired cattle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34009N591 — $22.45

GU
ID

E

Metal combs work great for clipping and 
fitting, but they should NOT be taken into 

the show ring for safety reasons.

For both thick and thin hair coats of cattle.

Features wider diameter teeth that are 
gentle on the hair coat.

Great to use at home or at the show. 
The longer teeth reach down and stimulate 

the hair coat, while the shorter teeth 
provide pop and bloom.

Use this guide to help determine when and 
where to use a specific type of comb blade.

SHOW COMB

FLUFFER

BLUNT TOOTH

A

D

B

E

C

F

WEAVER® SHEDDING COMB
Features a 4" W head with 29 evenly spaced stainless 
steel teeth ideal for both thick and thin hair. Rounded 
tips of the teeth are not sharp and will not get caught or 
pull out good, healthy hair. Stainless steel teeth. Durable 
steel “Y” frame won’t bend or break. Nonslip grip for 
safe handling. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C31669N591 — $31.09

TIP
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K. WEAVER® EXHIBITOR’S ESSENTIALS COMB TRIO
Set includes 1 each of the show, fluffer, and skip-tooth combs. 
71⁄2" L x 9" W x 3" H. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

Black C32395N591 Purple C32651N591

Set — $33.80

WEAVER® COMBS WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL BLADES & WOOD HANDLES
Combs feature a convenient screw and lock nut combination that 
helps prevent screw from loosening while making removal and 
replacement of the blade quick and easy. Grooved wood handles 
provide a great grip. 61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
A. C32670N591  Blunt Tooth — $21.20
B. C32671N591  Blunt Tooth Fluffer — $21.20

WEAVER® SHOW COMBS
The gentle design of these combs is perfect for both thick 
and thin coats of cattle to invigorate the hair follicles and 
skin to promote hair growth.  
C. Show Comb with Wood Handle. 
61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32391N591 — $21.20

D. Show Comb with Aluminum Handle. 
7" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C32389N591 — $21.20

E. Black Plastic Buffer Show Comb with Wood Handle. 
61⁄4" L x 9" W x 2" H. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32652N591 — $17.60

WEAVER® FLUFFER COMBS
Perfect for show day fitting or for daily use at home. 
F. Stainless Steel Fluffer Comb with Wood Handle. 
61⁄4" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32390N591 — $21.20

G. Stainless Steel Fluffer Comb with Aluminum Handle. 
7" L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C32388N591 — $21.20

H. Plastic Fluffer Comb with Wood Handle. 
6¼  " L x 9" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Black C34901N591 Lime C34903N591
Blue C34902N591 Purple C32387N591

Each — $17.60

COMBS WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL

 BLADES & WOOD 
HANDLES

 SHOW 
COMBS

 FLUFFER 
COMBS

 BLUNT TOOTH 
COMBS

EXHIBITOR’S 
ESSENTIALS 
COMB TRIO

WIDE
RANGE 
BRUSH

WEAVER® STAINLESS STEEL BLUNT-TOOTH COMBS
Screw and lock nut combo helps prevent screw from loosening, 
while making removal/replacement of blade quick and easy. 
Wider diameter teeth are easy and gentle on animal’s hair coat. 
Aluminum handle. 9" W brush head.
I. Blunt-Tooth Comb. Long teeth stimulate your animal’s hair 
coat. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34899N591 — $21.20 

J. Blunt-Tooth Fluffer Comb. The perfect combination of 
longer teeth that stimulate your animal’s hair coat and shorter 
teeth for pop and bloom. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34898N591 — $21.20

L. WEAVER® WIDE RANGE BRUSH
Strong, long-lasting ball-tipped bristles glide through hair 
to lift and separate while massaging hide to stimulate hair 
growth. Round, barrel-shaped head is ideal for working 
around various angles and curves of the calf’s body. Wooden 
handle provides comfortable grip. 9" W brush head. 
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34900N591 — $26.99
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M. Weaver® Mini Wide Range Brush.
6" W brush head. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34994N591 — $24.95
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WEAVER® 
PLASTIC 
SLICKER

WEAVER® 
SELF-CLEANING 
SLICKER

WEAVER® SELF-CLEANING SLICKER BRUSH
Great for fitting cattle flanks, legs, and tail heads, this 
4" W brush reaches deep to separate and untangle hair 
while building volume and smoothing out lines. Also 
works great for lifting leg wool on lambs. Plus, any hair 
or leg wool is quickly removed from the brush with a push 
of a button. Small stainless steel teeth. Nonslip grip for 
safe handling. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C31670N591 — $8.99

THE ORIGINAL HOWARD’S SHEEP CARDS FOR BEST IN SHOW
Water won’t warp these cards. The 4 cards listed below include a card perfectly designed and 
adapted for each carding operation. NOTE: In nearly every case there is a use for both Nos. 2 
and 3 cards on the same sheep, as the wool varies on different parts of the body. 
No. 1 Card. Straight tooth for “raking.” 
Provides a good, rugged combing to get 
out dirt and foreign matter. 6" x 41⁄2". Metal 
handle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C01118N591 — $31.50

No. 2 Card. Bent wire for light, open, short 
fleeces such as Cheviots, some Oxfords, 
Tunis, and some of the long-wool breeds. 6" x 
41⁄2". Metal handle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C10781N591 — $31.95

No. 3 Card. Bent wire for dense fleeces such 
as Hampshires, Southdowns, Suffolks, Shrop-
shires, and Dorsets. 6" x 41⁄2". Metal handle. 
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. 
C10782N591 — $31.95

No. 4 Card. Small card for use around the 
head, ears, and legs. 41⁄2" x 2". Wood handle. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C01121N591 — $14.75

WEAVER® PLASTIC SLICKER BRUSH
Economical grooming tool with small stainless steel teeth 
is perfect for fitting sheep legs and building leg wool for 
volume and the appearance of bigger leg bone. Also 
works well to separate hair on cattle flanks, legs, and tail 
heads. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.

Black C34118N591 Pink C34121N591
Blue C34119N591 Purple C34122N591
Lime Green C34120N591

Each — $4.10

WEAVER® PUMP SPRAYER
Great for applying a variety of liquid products, this plastic sprayer 
features an adjustable brass nozzle for the perfect spray. Holds 50 oz. 
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C33373N591 — $16.19

Replacement Brass Nozzle Only. 
For sprayer above. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.
C33374N591 — $5.05

DOUBLE-MIST SPRAYERS
Mists when the trigger is pulled and again when it is released. Achieve the same output as 
conventional sprayers with half the effort. High-quality nozzle is fully adjustable from a stream 
to a fine mist. Ideal for use on show cattle and horses. Fluorescent orange bottle.
B. C15882N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. — $8.95
C. C15883N591  Pint. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $7.90

WEAVER® FOGGER
Attaches directly to the 
blower hose nozzle to 
produce a fine mist when 
applying grooming liquids 
to livestock. Holds 32 oz. of 
liquid. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C31668N591 — $27.95

A. COMPRESSION SPRAYER
Perfect for insecticides, cleaners, misting plants, animal grooming, and dairy uses. Easy-to-
use compression mechanism — simply pump sprayer a few times to pressurize, then point 
and squeeze trigger. Durable plastic construction in fluorescent orange and black. 4-pint 
(2-liter) sprayer. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C19562N591 — $21.95

Nozzle Kit with Brass Tip. 
For use with compression sprayer above. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs. 
� CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
C34960N591 — $8.75

NASCO 11/2-QT. 
HANDHELD SPRAYER
Lightweight and versatile 
handheld sprayer is ideal 
for washing livestock. Piston 
pump and adjustable metal 
spray nozzle. 1½  -qt. capacity. 
Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C34793N591 — $15.50

A B C

� See page 82 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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MINI-CIRC 
BLOWER/DRYER

CIRCUITEER® I
BLOWER/DRYER

CIRCUITEER® II 
BLOWER/DRYER

B. SULLIVAN AIR EXPRESS III™ BLOW DRYER
Aerodynamic front end increases air velocity by 12% for more power, plus air flows more efficiently through the funnel 
design. Cartridge filter system gives added protection from breakage and also allows more air intake for added 
power. Unit has a heat booster that increases air temperature up to 10% to dry the animal faster. Comes complete 
with blower, cartridge filter, and 15-ft. hose. Available in 240V through special order. 1-year warranty on motor and 
blower. Sh. wt. 36 lbs.

Blue C24450N591 Red C20159N591
Silver C24451N591 Screamin' Neon C32271N591

Each — $425.75

Replacement Filter Only. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C20160N591 — $11.30

Replacement Hose Only. 15-ft. hose with nozzle tip. 
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C34012N591 — $59.95

MINI-CIRC BLOWER/DRYER
Blower/dryer/fluffer for use at shows or sales. Provides all the blowing power you would 
ask of a small, portable unit. Powered by a 2-stage, 9.5-amp motor turbine. 4 hp. 
Includes blower tip, filter, and 10-ft. hose. Available in 240V through special order. 
2-year warranty on motor only. Sh. wt. 18 lbs.

Metallic Blue C12278N591 Black C33133N591
Purple C24805N591 Pink C33134N591
Green C24806N591 Lime Green C33135N591

Each — $249.95

CIRCUITEER® I BLOWER/DRYER
Portable, lightweight (18 lbs.) blower/dryer may be suspended, set on the ground, or 
carried with adjustable shoulder strap or handle. Excellent for all types of blowing and 
drying. Use 1 or 2 motors to vary pressure. Features 2 high-speed, 4 hp motor turbines 
for tremendous blow power. Equipped with 120V utility outlet. Includes 10-ft. hose with 
blower tip and filter. 120V, 14.85 amps. No heating element. 20-ft. cord. Available in 
240V through special order. 2-year warranty. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.

Metallic Blue C03833N591 Black C33136N591

Each — $388.95

CIRCUITEER® II BLOWER/DRYER
Portable and lightweight. Choice of 1 motor for sensitive areas or 2 motors for more 
blowing power. Prevents water spots. Equipped with 120V utility outlet for use with 
clippers and lights. No heating element. Blower only. 20-ft. cord. Includes a 15-ft. hose 
with blower tip and filter. 120V/17 amps. 4 hp. Available in 240V through special order. 
2-year warranty. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.

Metallic Blue C12017N591 Black C33137N591
Purple C24807N591 Pink C33138N591
Green C24808N591 Lime Green C33139N591

Each — $394.95

Circuiteer® IV Blower/Dryer. Same fine features as the Circuiteer® II above, but also 
has 2 outlets that are handy if you need to charge cell phones, laptops, etc. Hammer-
tone finish for durability. Available in 240V through special order. Sh. wt. 31 lbs.

Gold C33140N591 Silver C33141N591

Each — $415.95

BLOWERS

CIRCUITEER® IV 
BLOWER/DRYER

A. SULLIVAN AIR EXPRESS MINI BLOW DRYER
A miniature version of the popular Air Express III Blower. Equipped with a single, high-powered, high-efficiency motor. 
Only draws 11 amps of electricity. Includes a patented aerodynamic funnel front end cap design for more air velocity 
and the patented cartridge filter system. Includes supplemental heat booster to increase air temperature for faster 
drying. Ideal for small animal or pet exhibitor. Comes with a 15-ft. hose. Sh. wt. 27 lbs.
C32991N591 — $314.75

For a complete 
selection of products, go to 
NascoFarmandRanch.com

BAANDIS® TOURMALINE 
IONIC/CERAMIC DRYER
Tourmaline crystals emit negative ions that quickly seal 
the cuticle layer and eliminate frizz for smoother, silkier 
hair. Ionic technology breaks up water molecules, result-
ing in quicker drying time. Ceramic delivers far-infrared 
heat that penetrates the hair from the inside out creating 
deep, long-lasting styling. 3 heat and 2 speed settings. 
Lightweight, high-velocity motor dries hair fast. Snap-on 
concentrator and styling pick. Removable filter cap for 
easy cleaning. 1,875 watts. 125V, 60 Hz. 1-year warranty. 
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C35558N591 — $44.95

new

Customer
favorite
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A. COMMANDER “TRI-JET” FOGGER
Makes chemical fogging or humidity control simple. The adjustable valve and 
the tornado-action nozzle lets you maximize cold mist direction up to 30 ft. 
Unit allows you to fog with both water- and oil-based materials and may be 
used either indoors or outdoors. Features a triple nozzle with 2-stage action, 
adjustable valve to meter output, rustproof construction, gallon tank, and 
heavy-duty motor. 110V AC. 5-year warranty. Sh. wt. 14 lbs. 
C15655N591 — $217.25

PERMECTRIN™ II
Effectively kills flies, fleas, lice, mites, and ticks (including deer 
ticks) with 30-day residual effects. Aids in control of cockroaches, 
mosquitoes, and spiders. Concentrated product has active ingredient 
Permethrin at 10%. Can be used as a spot application or a spray. 
For use as a spray or fog on premises or use on animals. 1-quart 
concentrate. For use as a spray or fog. Cannot be shipped outside of 
the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C27185N591 — $25.95
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B. FOGMASTER TRI-JET® 
Designed for pest and odor control. Adjustable output is a key feature. 
Control knob provides the desired degree of misting of both water- and oil-
based solutions. Accurate and constant dispensing rate is easy to calibrate in 
the field —adjustable to 2-8 oz./minute with control valve. Features 3 counter 
rotating vortex nozzles. Fogging head angles for your choice of adjustment. 
Durable aluminum structure designed for long life. 1 stage-type fan, 17,500 
rpm. Continuous-duty 1 hp motor, 110/120V AC. 1-gallon capacity tank. 
121⁄2" L x 153⁄8" H x 85⁄8" dia. 20-25 ft. range. 5-year warranty. Available in 
240V through special order. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
C08734N591 — $356.75
Fogmaster® Countdown Timer. Shuts off fogger. Set timer with manual 
dial (60-minute maximum). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C24299N591 — $115.95

SULLIVAN TOTALLY TUNED DOUBLE BLOWER CART
Features an all-metal “Y” system that eliminates the need for 
short blower hoses. Rugged steel construction for added stability. 
Includes convenient comb holder on the back of cart. (Blowers 
and hoses sold separately.) Sh. wt. 43 lbs. N
C34013N591 — $259.95

SULLIVAN FLUX CAPACITOR™ DUAL BLOWER HOSE “Y” SYSTEM
Twice the blowing power with only 1 hose. This hose features a “Y” shaped 
fitting that combines hoses from 2 blowers into large 2" dia. hose. Total 
length: 17 ft. Sold as pictured w/o blowers. Blower clamps sold separately. 
Sh. wt. 20 lbs.
C33937N591 — $169.50

15-ft. Hose Only for Flux Capacitor. For use with the Flux Capacitor 
Dual Blower Hose (C33937N591). 15 ft. L x 2" dia. hose. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C33940N591 — $96.55

C24299N591 — $115.95
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22-25 SMALL CLIPPERS
26-28 A5 TYPE BLADES + COMBS
29-32 LARGE ANIMAL CLIPPERS
33-34 CLIPPER CARE + ACCESSORIES

CLIPPERS + BLADES

Whether you're a 4H newbie 
showing your first goat or a 
seasoned cattle fitter looking 
for advantages in the ring, 
here are the right tools to 
help you deliver winners. Find 
quality tools from the top 
names in the industry.
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ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE™ 
AGC SUPER 2-SPEED™ CLIPPERS
Runs so cool that fans and air vents that can become 
clogged with hair are not needed. Quiet operation. 
Shatterproof housing. Locking switch button. Mainte-
nance free — no oiling of internal parts

A. 2-Speed Clippers. 3,400/4,400 spm. with #10 
blade. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.

Blue C25725N591
Burgundy C23209N591
Spring Green C32594N591

Each — $174.95

B. 2-Speed Cattle Clipper with Super Blocking 
Blade. 3,400/4,400 spm. Blue. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C28165N591 — $184.95

C. Andis® AGC Super 2-Speed™ Horse Clipper with 
T-84 Blade. Detachable blade horse clipper. 2 speeds: 
3,400 spm and 4,400 spm. Features 14-ft. heavy-
duty cord. Works with all Andis® UltraEdge® and 
CeramicEdge® blades and A5-type detachable blades 
(sold separately). Burgundy. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C19686N591 — $174.95

ANDIS® CORDLESS EASYCLIP® 
LI ADJUSTABLE BLADE CLIPPER
Delivers over 2 hours of run time and charges in 90 minutes. Lithium-ion 
power mated with rotary motor to cut through single-coated breeds. Blade 
adjusts from sizes 30 to 9 for cutting versatility. Lightweight for greater 
comfort. Cord/cordless feature. 11-piece kit includes clipper, charging 
adapter, 6 attachment combs (⅛  ", ¼  ", ⅜  ", ½  ", ¾  ", 1"), blade guard, 
blade oil, and a durable storage case. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C34495N591 — $70.75

Replacement Blade Only. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C34496N591 — $21.70

ANDIS® DBLC PULSE ZR 
CORDLESS DETACHABLE BLADE CLIPPER
Delivers a 2-hour run time on a 2-hour charge. Cordless, 
5-speed detachable blade clipper. Lithium ion power. 
Powerful rotary motor. 2,500-4,500 spm. Comes with a 
CeramicEdge® #10 blade and charging stand. 
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C33877N591 — $298.95

Clipper with Super Blocking Blade. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34570N591 — $318.50

ANDIS® ZR® II 5-SPEED CORDLESS CLIPPER
Heavy-duty, detachable-blade cordless clipper. Remov-
able battery pack. Lithium-ion power delivers up to 2½  -
hours run time on a 2-hour charge. Powerful, 5-speed 
rotary motor to cut any coat. 2,500 to 4,500 spm. 
Comes with a CeramicEdge® blade. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C35058N591 — $349.95

Replacement Battery. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C35070N591 — $79.95
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ANDIS® EXCEL VARIABLE 5-SPEED DETACHABLE-BLADE CLIPPERS
Comes with a 4x4 blade drive with 25% more blade torque. Variable, 5-speed clipping 
anti-slip soft-grip housing is contoured to fit your hand. 10% faster than the AGC Super 
2-Speed™. A5-type detachable blades (sold separately). Available in 240V through 
special order.
D. Clippers with #10 Blade. Includes a CeramicEdge® #10 blade. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

Fuchsia C34655N591  
Burgundy C34656N591  

Each — $234.95

E. Clippers with Super Blocking Blade. Includes chrome-plated, carbon-edged 
blade. Blue. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C34654N591 — $239.95

F. ANDIS® SLIMLINE ION® CORDLESS TRIMMER
Single-speed, lithium ion-powered trimmer offering 120 minutes of nonstop trimming. 
Quiet, cordless trimmer is ideal for touch-ups around face, ears, and tail. Contoured 
housing for comfort and sure handling. 6,000 spm. Includes stainless steel blade, 4 
attachment combs (1⁄16", 1⁄8", 1⁄4", and 3⁄8"), blade brush, blade oil, and charging plug. 
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C33335N591 — $50.00

H. ANDIS® PRO-ANIMAL EBC (EASY BLADE CHANGE) II CLIPPER
Best for grooming on curly, double-coated, and long hair breeds. 2-speed 
rotary motor provides cutting power and speed versatility. Maximum 3,700 
spm. Cool and quiet. Features a removable blade drive cap for easy cleaning 
and maintenance. Blade lock design ensures blade won’t come loose during 
grooming. Includes size 10 UltraEdge® blade. Heavy-duty 14-ft. power cord for 
movement around animals and equipment. 120V, 60 Hz. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C35302N591 — $99.95

G. ANDIS® PULSE LI 5 CORD/CORDLESS ADJUSTABLE BLADE CLIPPER
Perfect for the small animal or equine groomer. Small animal groomers will 
love it for trimming face, feet, sensitive areas, and some full-body grooming. 
Equine groomers will love it for use on ears, muzzle, bridle path, and fetlocks. 
Lithium-ion power paired with powerful rotary motor to cut through single-
coated breeds. 2 hours of run time and charges in 90 minutes. 5 precision 
cutting lengths in 1 blade. Blade adjusts from sizes 40 to 9 and easily snaps-off 
for cleaning or replacement. Quiet motor. Cord/cordless. Lightweight. Includes 
charging adapter, 6 attachment combs (⅛  ", ¼  ", ⅜  ", ½  ", ¾  ", 1"), blade guard, 
blade oil, and stand. Wahl’s 5-in-1 blades will fit this clipper. Sh. wt 1.50 lbs.
C35463N591 — $149.95
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OSTER® BLUE POWERPRO™ ULTRA CORDLESS CLIPPER
Optimal combination of power, speed, and sweep to maxi-
mize cutting performance, while minimizing blade heat. 
3,300 spm. Battery run time 60 minutes. Includes #10 
blade, 2 batteries, charging stand, and carrying case. Uses 
A5-type detachable blades. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. 
C17994N591 — $243.75

Replacement Battery Only. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C17995N591 — $51.75

OSTER® GOLDEN A5® AND TURBO A5® CLIPPERS
Clippers provide both comfort and versatility with a powerful, cooler-
running Universal Motor. Oster® detachable blade system makes 
for quick, easy blade changes. Virtually unbreakable housing under 
normal working conditions. Available in either single- or 2-speed ver-
sions. Uses A5-type detachable blades. Includes Cryogen-X™ size 10 
blade (C27070N591).
A. Golden A5® Clipper with Size 10 Blade. Single-speed, 2,100 spm. 
Electro Silver. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C24828N591 — $134.25

B. Turbo A5® Clipper with Size 10 Blade. 2-speed, 4,000 spm. Ice 
Blue. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C24831N591 — $157.95

OSTER® LITHIUM+ION® VOLT 
CORDLESS CLIPPER
Designed with heavy-duty cordless power 
and extreme run times in mind. Detach-
able Li+Ion battery runs up to 2 hours 
on a single charge, while also providing 
quick charge capability to further extend 
cordless cutting time. Li+Ion battery 
provides consistent power versus Nicad 
batteries during use. Heavy-duty, single-
speed rotary motor design (2,400 spm). 
Lightweight, ergonomic design. 8" L x 
13⁄4" W x 11⁄2" D. Clear-coat protectant 
protects from dirt, smudges, and finger-
prints. Uses A5-type detachable blades. 
Includes clipper, #10 blade, cleaning 
brush, and oil. UL listed/CSA approved. 
Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C31331N591 — $349.95

Replacement Battery Only. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C31976N591 — $78.50

D. HEINIGER SAPHIR-STYLE 
PROFESSIONAL TRIMMING CLIPPERS
Quiet and powerful. 35-watt permanent magnet motor. Compatible 
with A5 blades.
Cordless Professional Trimming Clipper.
Comes with 1 high-performance battery with lithium ionic technology 
(will last up to 60 minutes; recharging time is only 45 minutes). Solid, 
durable charger unit with separate charging bay. 2,650 spm. 
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34587N591 — $319.95

Corded Professional Trimming Clipper.
10-ft. (3 m) cord. 3,200 spm. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34588N591 — $269.95

C. HEINIGER SAPHIR CORDLESS 
PROFESSIONAL TRIMMING CLIPPER
Quiet and powerful — allows continuous trimming. 35-watt, 
2,650 spm, permanent magnet motor. 2 lithium ionic batteries for 
continuous shearing (1 battery will last up to 60 minutes; recharging 
time is only 45 minutes). Solid, durable charger unit with separate 
charging bay for second battery pack and charge indicator. 
Detachable blade system compatible with A5 blades. Includes case. 
Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.
C34584N591 — $364.95

WAHL® POWER GRIP™ 
PROFESSIONAL 2-SPEED CLIPPER
A popular body style with an internal 
PowerDrive® system that provides less 
vibration. 2 speeds — 3,000 and 4,000 spm. 
Ergonomically shaped to roll in your hand easily 
for all clipping angles. Rounded front housing 
prevents hair clogging. Lightweight at only 14.3 
oz. to reduce wrist fatigue. Use for thick coats, 
matted coats, coarse coats, complete shave 
downs, full body clipping, and show cuts. Corded 
clipper comes with drive tip removal tool, 2 extra 
replacement drive tips, cleaning brush, blade oil, 
and instruction book. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34128N591 — $158.25
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WAHL® FIGURA LITHIUM ION CLIPPER
Up to 6,000 spm, 90 minutes of runtime, lithium ion battery. Uses 5-in-1 blade. ProLithium brushed 
chrome clipper is slim, quiet, and lightweight. Lithium ion no-memory battery prevents overcharging, 
overheating, and only consumes the energy it needs to charge. 10-minute quick charge for 5-minute 
additional runtime. Includes 5-in-1 fine blade, charge stand, 4 attachment guide combs (#1, 2, 3, and 
4), cleaning brush, and blade oil. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C32614N591 — $128.75

Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

A. C23085N591 5-in-1 fine blade with 24 teeth (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40) 0.25 lbs. $28.75

B. C23086N591 5-in-1 coarse blade with 19 teeth (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, 
and 40) 0.25 lbs. $28.75

C. C30896N591 Surgical-cut blade cuts through even the toughest coats 
with ease (#45, nonadjustable) 0.25 lbs. $29.50

D. C31661N591
5-in-1 Pro blade with improved tooth geometry for better 
cutting and feeding performance, strong adjustable tab for less 
breakage, and a dirt shield (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)

0.25 lbs. $33.25

E. C32621N591
5-in-1 Diamond blade with carbon rust-resistant coating to allow 
higher clipper performance and 40 times more blade durability 
with the strength of diamonds (adjusts to sizes #9, 10, 15, 30, and 40)

0.25 lbs. $49.25

WAHL® REPLACEMENT BLADES
The blades listed below can be used with all clippers on this page.

WAHL® Cordless Arco SE™ Clipper. Same as above, but includes #45 non-adjustable surgical cut 
blade set and soft storage case. Runs up to 80 minutes before recharging is needed. Teal. 
C32613N591 — $126.75

Replacement NiMH Rechargeable Battery. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C28664N591 — $40.95

WAHL® CORDLESS ARCO CLIPPERS
Professional, rotary-motor, gear-driven animal clipper kit features an indicator light, housing that 
resists rust and corrosion, 5,500 spm, and cool running. Lightweight and quiet. Includes 2 drop-in 
NiMH rechargeable battery packs, charging base with indicator light, 4 attachment guide combs, 
cleaning brush, and blade oil. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
WAHL® Cordless Adjustable Arco Clippers. Comes with a 5-in-1 fine blade and blade guard. 
Runs up to 60 minutes before recharging is needed.

Champagne C23084N591 Radiant Pink C34127N591

Each — $126.75

WAHL® CHROMADO LITHIUM ION CLIPPER
Running time of 90 minutes with only a 60-minute full-charge time. Rotary-motor clipper is quiet with 
virtually no vibration. Lightweight, durable, and maintenance free with 5,000 spm. Constant Speed 
Control automatically delivers more power when clipping through mat and thick coats. Uses 5-in-1 
blades. Includes 6 attachment guide combs, charging stand, cleaning brush, blade oil, and soft stor-
age case. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C32620N591 — $169.95

WAHL® BRAVURA SE CLIPPER
Powerful rotary motor with constant speed control and cord/cordless capability. Maintenance 
free. Blade and clipper always run cool. 5,500 spm. Lithium-ion battery provides up to 90 minutes 
of cordless operation. Uses WAHL® 5-in-1 blade. Kit includes clipper, detachable 5-in-1 blade, 
charging stand, 6 attachment combs, blade oil, cleaning brush, and soft carry case. 1-year limited 
warranty. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

Gunmetal Gray C32617N591 Turquoise C33892N591
Berry C33891N591

Each — $169.95

WAHL® X-BLOCK™ CLIPPER
Create sharp, clean toplines. Ideal for fitting beef cattle; clipping the tail, legs, 
neck, face, and body; clipping through product such as oil or glue; and show 
quality clipping and fitting. Ergonomic, no-slip rubber grip for total control. 
Provides fast clipping with 2 high speeds — 3,700 and 4,500 spm. Ultra light 
at 11 oz. with an 18-ft. extra-long rubberized cord for flexibility and ease of 
movement. Includes clipper, X-Block™ Ultimate blade, cleaning brush, blade 
oil, and hard case. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C35037N591  Red & Black C35038N591  Yellow & Gray
Each — $193.25

A B C D E
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#5F/FC

⅝  " HT 

3¾   FC

ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE HT BLADES
Eliminates use of comb attachments. 
¾  " HT. Cutting height ¾  ". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C33863N591 — $48.25

⅝  " HT. Cutting height ⅝  ". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C25090N591 — $46.50

#7 #7F/FC

¾  " HT 

#4

THICK-TYPE DETACHABLE BLADES (A5 TYPE)
SIZE CUTTING HEIGHT DESCRIPTION Andis® UltraEdge® Oster® Cryogen-X™ WAHL® Ultimate Black

3¾   FC 1⁄2" For cattle, horses, and hogs.
C31001N591
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
$39.75

—— ——

#4 3⁄8" For general clipping of cattle, horses, and hogs.
C29381N591
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
$34.75

——
C32446N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$36.50

#4F/FC 3⁄8" For clipping hogs for show, cattle, horses, and dogs.
C23461N591
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
$32.25

——
C32445N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$36.50

#5 1⁄4" For general clipping. ——
C07063N591
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
$35.25

C32448N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$33.95

#5F/FC 1⁄4" For general clipping. Full-tooth design, smooth finish.
C25095N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$30.50

C14877N591
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
$35.25

C32447N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$33.95

#7 1⁄8" For general clipping. ——
C14879N591
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
$29.75

C32450N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$31.95

#7F/FC 1⁄8" For general clipping. Full-tooth design, smooth finish.
C25093N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$27.75

C27075N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$29.75

C32449N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$31.95

SHARPENING PRICE PER CLIPPER BLADE SET
A set consists of 1 top cutter and 1 bottom comb, or 1 small clipper blade assembly. N
Clipper Blade Sharpening
ZS00002(G)N591  1-4 sets — $9.50     5+  $8.97

Call Nasco at 1.800.558.9595 for clipper blade sharpening and clipper repair information. 

Please see our website, eNasco.com/showing_grooming for clipper parts and accessories available. 
Just send the blades to be sharpened or the clipper to be repaired with your return address and phone number, typed or printed for legibility, to: 

Nasco, 901 Janesville Avenue, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
If special instructions are necessary, place your letter inside the package. For your safety, please wrap the blades individually and 

insure your clipper blades and/or clipper when shipping to Nasco. To avoid extra charges, please clean blades before sending to Nasco. 
A $20.00 service fee will be charged on clippers that are not repaired and are reassembled.

NOTE: Please add $1.00 per set for postage. Any C.O.D. charges will be extra.

Sheep Shear Sharpening
ZS00002(H)N591  1-2 sets — $11.70     3+  $10.86

BLADE SHARPENING — CLIPPER REPAIR

HEMP’S® TOPLINE CLIPPER
Features side-actuated switch, clip-off blades, and 
is lightweight. Harder blades stay sharp longer. 
Goes through hair faster and better with a more 
even cut the first time — even on hair with adhesive 
applied. Comes with replaceable metal clips that 
hold blades in place. Blades pop off and latch in 
place easily for quick changing. Run time is approx. 
twice as long as previous topline clippers. Comes 
with 1 blade and two 2-sided comb attachments. 
One comb has clipping heights of 3 mm and 6 
mm; the other is 9 mm and 12 mm. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29837N591 — $79.00

Topline Blade Only. Fits clipper above. 
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C30294N591 — $20.00

19SGp26_27.indd   1 1/4/19   12:25 PM
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ANDIS® CERAMICEDGE® 
AG/BG MEDIUM CUTTER 
For cattle and horses. Leaves hair 3⁄4" 
(19 mm). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. 
C30766N591 — $11.25

ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE® TRIMMER
For extremely close clipping. Leaves 
hair 1⁄150" (0.1 mm). Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C30767N591 — $20.95

ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE™ BLADES
Exclusive process adds carbon to cutting edge to keep blades 
sharper longer. Special chrome finish resists rust and keeps blades 
at optimum performance.

ANDIS® CERAMICEDGE™ BLADES
Zirconium oxide ceramic offers superior durability and break resis-
tance. Patented blades stay up to 75% cooler than steel cutters.

OSTER® CRYOGEN-X™ BLADES 
Innovative heat-reducing technology and legendary cutting 
performance provide the user with the coolest and sharpest blade 
possible. 

OSTER® ELITE™ CRYOGEN-X™ BLADES
Features an expertly applied finish on high-carbon steel to ensure 
maximum blade performance and lasting sharpness, leveraging a 
Rockwell Hardness Rating of 64.

WAHL® ULTIMATE BLACK BLADES
Smoother feeding and faster cutting ability. Leaves no clipper 
tracks. Black chrome finish for superior rust protection.

STANDARD DETACHABLE BLADES (A5 TYPE)
SIZE CUTTING 

HEIGHT DESCRIPTION Andis®
UltraEdge®

Andis® 
CeramicEdge®

Oster® 
Cryogen-X™

Oster® Elite™
Cryogen-X™

WAHL® 
Ultimate Black

#10 1⁄16" General clipping on 
underbody, face, and head.

C13814N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$23.00

C26252N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$27.25

C27070N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$26.95

C32149N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$36.50

C30017N591
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
$25.99

#15 3⁄64" Semi-close clipping on cattle, 
horses, dogs, and cats.

C13815N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$23.50

——
C27071N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$26.95

——
C30241N591
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
$25.99

#30 1⁄50" Very close clipping on udder and 
tail head.

C13816N591
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
$23.00

C26254N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$27.25

C27072N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$26.95

——
C30018N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$25.99

#40 1⁄100"
Clipping on udder, 
surgical clipping, 
shaving, and toplines.

C13817N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$23.00

C26382N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$27.25

C27073N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$26.95

C32150N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$36.50

C30240N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$25.99

#50 1⁄125" Cuts very close for 
surgical/veterinary use.

C25091N591
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
$18.55

——
C27105N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$26.95

——
C30672N591
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
$25.99

#10 SET #30 SET #40 SET

WAHL® PRO SERIES CORD/CORDLESS RECHARGEABLE ANIMAL CLIPPER KIT
Powerful 3.6V DC rotary motor (6,000 spm). 60-minute run time. Higher performance blades 
run cooler. Black. Includes clipper, #10 detachable torsion spring blade, blade guard, cleaning 
brush, blade oil, grooming and clipping DVD, charging unit, hoof pick, and instructions. 
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C23139N591 — $65.99

Replacement Blade Sets
C15937N591  #10 set. 
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C15938N591  #30 set. 
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C18958N591  #40 set. 
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Each — $23.35

19SGp26_27.indd   2 1/4/19   12:25 PM
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WAHL® STAINLESS STEEL COMBS
Universal, self-adjusting, snap-on combs feature a 4-sided 
security fit. Smooth tips for snag-free grooming. Color-
coded combs for easy reference. For best performance, use 
with a WAHL® #30 Ultimate or Competition Series blade. 
Can also be used with other similar A5-type detachable 
blades or with any brands’ #10, #15, or #30 standard 
detachable blade. Set of 8 combs in a storage stand with 
lid. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C32491N591 — $40.95

ANDIS® LARGE UNIVERSAL COMB SETS 
For use with Andis® detachable A5 clippers and most other brands. Combs work best 
with blade sizes 40, 35, 30, and 10. 
8-Piece Set. Includes 5⁄8", 11⁄16", 3⁄4", 13⁄16", 7⁄8", 
15⁄16", 1", and 11⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C27233N591 — $15.50

9-Piece Set. Includes 1⁄16", 1⁄8", 3⁄16", 1⁄4", 5⁄16", 
3⁄8", 7⁄16", 1⁄2", and 9⁄16". Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs. 
C29814N591 — $15.50
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OSTER® CRYOGEN-X™ (A5 TYPE)
Size/Type

Cutting 
Height Description Cat. No. Sh. wt. Price

Coarse 3⁄16" Medium stubble. C25216N591 0.31 lbs. $34.25

Size 10 
(X-Wide) 3⁄32" Cuts to medium length. 

Good for general trimming. C27076N591 0.31 lbs. $32.50

Medium ⅛  " Short stubble. C25215N591 0.31 lbs. $34.25

Blocking ⅛  " For beef cattle legs 
and body. C27110N591 0.31 lbs. $34.25

Opti-Block 1⁄100" Increased bevel angle. C24243N591 0.31 lbs. $37.25

WAHL® COMPETITION (A5 TYPE)
Size/Type

Cutting 
Height Description Cat. No. Sh. wt. Price

Size 10 W
(X-Wide) 1⁄16" Cuts to medium length. 

Good for general trimming. C27923N591 0.25 lbs. $25.25

X-Block™ ⅓  2"
For cattle toplines. Fits C32618N591, and 
C32619N591. C25803N591 0.25 lbs. $36.25

Ultimate 
X-Block™ — Topline cattle blocking blade cuts 

through glue with no drag. C34941N591 0.31 lbs. $44.95

Ultimate 
X-Blend — Topline cattle blending blade cuts 

through glue with no drag. C34951N591 0.31 lbs. $44.95

ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE® (A5 TYPE)
Size/Type

Cutting
Height Description Cat. No. Sh. wt. Price

Super 
Blocking 1⁄100" For beef cattle legs and body. C25981N591 0.31 lbs. $40.95

Size T-10 1⁄16" For body clipping. C29301N591 0.25 lbs. $34.95

Medium 
Blending 3⁄32" For easy blending and fading. 

Smooth finish. C30404N591 0.44 lbs. $42.00

T-84 
(X-Wide) 3⁄16" For body clipping. C14196N591 0.31 lbs. $29.95

Blue Ribbon 
Blocking —

Razor-sharp tips — ideal for advanced 
clipping. Cuts through adhesives and              
show day hair products.

C35380N591 0.38 lbs $56.75

WAHL® COMPETITION (A5 TYPE)

OSTER® CRYOGEN-X™ (A5 TYPE)

ANDIS® ULTRAEDGE® (A5 TYPE)

ANDIS® SHOWEDGE® BLADES
Detachable A5-type blades for use with standard detach-
able blade clippers (C32596N591). Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C33149N591  General, 1⁄8" (3.2 mm) — $51.95 
C33150N591  Medium Coarse, 5⁄32" (3.9 mm) — $51.95
C33151N591  Surgical, 1⁄64" (0.5 mm) — $51.95

new
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A B C D E

A. AESCULAP® ECONOMY II LARGE ANIMAL CLIPPER
Single speed, 3,200 spm. Comes with 31-tooth bottom and 15-tooth top blade and 
blade set. Measures 12¼  " without cord. Longer motor to allow entry into housing for 
maintenance. Case included. Available in 240V through special order. 1-year warranty. 
Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C27975N591 — $459.00

C. ANDIS® XPERIENCE SINGLE-SPEED CATTLE AND HORSE CLIPPER
Innovative connection between the clipper head and housing reduces noise and vibration. 
Quiet, cool operation. Perfectly contoured housing. 2,500 spm. Tool-free tension adjust-
ment. Interchangeable blades. 6-piece kit includes clipper, 31-23 blade set, lubricating 
blade oil, screwdriver, blade brush, instruction manual, and durable carry case. 1-year 
warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C33563N591 — $345.00

E. ANDIS® PROGRESS HP SINGLE-SPEED CLIPPER
Durable, cool, and quiet. Powerful rotary motor provides 2,200 spm. Quick blade-
tension adjustment. Slim grip and lightweight design simplify handling and control. 
Hardened steel blades ensure long-lasting performance. 12-ft. cord enables 
convenient movement around large animals. 6-piece kit includes clipper, 31-23 blade 
set, lubricating blade oil, screwdriver, blade brush, instruction manual, and carry case. 
120V, 60 Hz. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C33562N591 — $342.95

D. ANDIS® XPLORER SINGLE-SPEED CORDLESS CLIPPER
Cordless with lithium-ion battery for 2 hours of nonstop run time; recharges in 2 hours. 
2,450 spm. Quick, tool-free blade tension adjustment. Quiet and cool operation. 
User-friendly, perfectly contoured housing. Interchangeable blades. 7-piece kit includes 
clipper, 31-23 blade set, lubricating blade oil, screwdriver, blade brush, charger stand, 
instruction manual, and carry case. 120V, 60 Hz. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C33560N591 — $502.25

Replacement Charger Only. 
Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C33834N591 — $310.40

Replacement Battery Pack Only. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33835N591 — $310.40

AESCULAP® CLIPPER BLADES
Blades fit AESCULAP® and Oster® ClipMaster® clippers.

Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

N. C18969N591 31-tooth bottom for cattle & horses, leaves hair 1⁄16" to 1⁄8" 0.31 lbs. $26.25

O. C18968N591 15-tooth top for cattle & horses 0.25 lbs. $19.15

P. C18966N591 23-tooth top for beef & dairy cattle 0.25 lbs. $19.15

C18970N591 31-tooth bottom/15-tooth top (see C18969N591 & C18968N591 above) 0.44 lbs. $40.95

C28052N591 31-tooth bottom/23-tooth top (see C18969N591 & C18966N591 above) 0.44 lbs. $40.95

ANDIS® CLIPPER BLADES
Blades fit Andis® Models LG-C, HC, RC, and Progress; Oster® ClipMaster® Models 510 
and 610; and AESCULAP® Large Animal Clippers. Quality Swiss made.

Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

F. C14847N591 31-tooth standard bottom (GT502), leaves hair 3⁄32" 0.31 lbs. $28.75

G. C30799N591 31-tooth bottom (GT511), for close clipping, leaves hair ⅓  2"(1 mm) 0.31 lbs. $36.75

H. C18219N591 18-tooth bottom (GT504), wide teeth, leaves hair ⅛  " (3 mm), ideal for dirty cattle 0.19 lbs. $36.75

I. C14849N591 Plucking blade (GT510) 0.31 lbs. $53.50

J. C14850N591 Surgical blade (GT508) 0.19 lbs. $47.95

K. C14846N591 15-tooth standard top (GT501) 0.19 lbs. $24.95

L. C18218N591 17-tooth top (GT503), wide teeth 0.13 lbs. $24.95

M. C14848N591 23-tooth top (GT505) 0.19 lbs. $24.95

C09882N591 31-tooth bottom/15-tooth top (see C14847N591 & C14846N591 above) 0.63 lbs. $53.50

C13521N591 Bottom plucking blade/23-tooth top (see C14849N591 & C14848N591 above) 0.25 lbs. $78.50

C14858N591 Bottom surgical blade/23-tooth top (see C14850N591 & C14848N591 above) 0.50 lbs. $72.95

BOTTOM BLADE TOP BLADE BLADE SET

B. AESCULAP® ECONOMY CL BATTERY-OPERATED CLIPPER FOR CATTLE
High-powered motor with reduced heat buildup due to high air intake. Ergonomic 
handling as a result of slimline, balanced design. Models available with 2,750 spm or 
3,000 spm. Maximum voltage: 21.6V. Noise level: <70 dB(A). Battery running time: 
approx. 70 minutes (with 1 lithium ion battery). Cutter plates made from abrasion-
resistant carbon steel can withstand repeated sharpening. No tools required to change 
filter. Includes clipper, charging station, upper plate, lower plate, oil, screwdriver, user 
manual, and sturdy plastic case.
C33146N591  2,750 spm. 2 litium ion batteries included Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $699.00
C34708N591  3,000 spm. 1 lithium ion battery included. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $799.00

Replacement Lithium Ion Battery. For use with clippers above. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33147N591 — $205.75

AESCULAP® Clipper Blades ANDIS® Clipper Blades

SHEARER’S SCREWDRIVER
Stewart 3-point screwdriver. All-purpose — but designed for chang-
ing combs and cutters. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C02143N591 — $18.95
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OSTER® CLIPPER BLADES
Blades fit Oster® clippers.

OSTER® CLIPPER REPLACEMENT HEADS
Heads are compatible with ClipMaster®, ShearMaster®, and ShowMaster®.
ClipMaster® Replacement Head. Can also be used as an accessory head on 
ShearMaster® or ShowMaster®. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C02123N591 — $169.95

ShearMaster®/ShowMaster® Replacement Head. Can also be used as an acces-
sory head on ClipMaster®. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C02127N591 — $220.95

MODEL 610 
VARIABLE-SPEED

CLIPMASTER® 

SHEARMASTER®/SHOWMASTER®
CLIPPER GUARD SET 
(FOR BLOCKING BEEF CATTLE)
Fits Oster® ClipMaster® Models 510 and 610 (C25773N591 and C25774N591), 
as well as Oster® ShowMaster™ and Oster® ShearMaster® (C25776N591 and 
C25775N591). Also fits Andis® clippers (C33563N591, C33560N591, and 
C33562N591) and Aesculap clippers (C33146N591 and C27975N591). Leaves ani-
mal’s hair all one length. Helps beginners get the feel of using clippers and eliminates 
mistakes that cannot be corrected. Great for fast blocking on sale cattle. Set includes 
1⁄4", 3⁄8", and 5⁄8" high guards, and 2 adapting screws. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C12130N591 — $35.75

A B C

BOTTOM BLADE TOP BLADE BLADE SET

MODEL 510 
SINGLE-SPEED

OSTER® CLIPMASTER® CLIPPERS
Quiet and cool running. Tension knob allows for easier blade adjustment. Stays oiled 
for up to 100 hours. Soft-touch grip for better control and comfort. Set screw cap 
secures grease hole. Operates on 120 AC, 150 watts. 15-ft. heavy-duty insulated cord. 
Use on cattle, horses, and goats (except Angora). Includes deluxe storage case with 
compartments.
Model 510 Single-Speed Clipper. 3,000 spm. Available in 220V by special order. 
Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C25773N591 — $302.95

Model 610 Variable-Speed Clipper. 700-3,000 spm. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C25774N591 — $314.25

Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

A. C00212N591 ClipMaster® bottom (84AU), leaves hair 1⁄8" 0.31 lbs. $18.75

B. C04738N591
ClipMaster® surgical (EA1-SUR), for veterinary 
use and freeze branding, clips as close as 
0.002" to skin (for use with C00211N591 below)

0.31 lbs. $21.25

C. C00211N591 ClipMaster® top (83AU) 0.19 lbs. $13.85

C14859N591 Set of ClipMaster® bottom & top 
(see C00212N591 & C00211N591 above) 0.50 lbs. $30.95

19SGp30_31.indd   1 1/4/19   1:55 PM
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PREMIER 4000C
For slick-shearing club lambs and “plowing” off cattle 
hair. Provides 2,850 strokes at 120N591. Will drive 
shear head. Includes fine blade and case. 3-year 
warranty. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. 
C24731N591 — $349.00

PREMIER XTRACOVER CLIPPING BLADE SET
For clipping show pigs and goats and also for creating a smooth, high-fiber finish on cattle and sheep for production sales. Cutting depth of 1⁄4". Leaves 300% more fiber 
depth than a “Premier Fine.” Set includes a 24-tooth lower blade, 22-tooth upper blade, and a metal storage box. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C30881N591 — $50.95

PREMIER CLIPPER BLADES
Blades fit Premier 1000c, 3000c, and 4000c clippers. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C24733N591  Coarse
C24735N591  Fine

C24734N591  Medium
C24736N591  Surgical

Each — $43.95

LISTER STAR CLIPPER
A powerful, fast, and efficient clipper that maintains constant speed even 
in areas where the coat becomes thick or dirty. Has a slim, balanced grip 
for comfort and is lightweight. 2,800 spm. Patented ventilated head 
technology prevents blades and head from getting hot and will also 
help keep hair away. Has an overload switch to protect the motor from 
damage in the event of a jam. Removable, replaceable air filters for easy 
maintenance. Includes fine blade and case. Compatible with blade sets 
listed below. 110V. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.

Green C26770N591 Turquoise C31665N591
Purple C31659N591 Red C33966N591

Each — $295.95

Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

A. C16640N591 Wizard 13 SS blade (13-tooth comb) set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (short, sharp blade has lower teeth that are no longer than the upper teeth; tips are prickly; 
designed to eliminate the need for shearing heads when blocking cattle; leaves hair approx. 5⁄32" or 4 mm). 0.44 lbs. $70.50

B. C16642N591 “Cover Cote” plucking blade set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (leaves a smooth finish of 3⁄16" or 5 mm of hair). 0.44 lbs. $71.50

C. C16641N591 Wizard sheep blade (13-tooth comb) set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (for slick shearing, blocking and shearing sheep, and for clipping on the skin; leaves hair approx. 
1⁄4" or 3.5 mm). 0.44 lbs. $70.50

D. C15471N591 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top, fine blade set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (leaves hair approx. 1⁄16" or 1.4 mm). 0.50 lbs. $48.25

E. C23100N591 Sharp-Tip Wizard 20 show set fits all Star, Legend, Liberty, and Laser clippers (takes precision cutting and shaping of show animals to a higher level; 20 teeth, leaves hair approx. 3⁄16" or 4.8 mm). 0.50 lbs. $72.75

F. C15472N591 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top, medium blade set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (leaves hair approx. 3⁄32" or 2.5 mm). 0.50 lbs. $48.25

G. C16654N591 35-tooth bottom/17-tooth top, surgical A25/AC blade set fits Legend, Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (leaves hair approx. 1⁄32" or 1 mm). 0.50 lbs. $57.50

H. C29172N591 Hog blade set fits Liberty, Laser, and Star clippers (leaves hair approx. 1⁄2" or 13 mm). 0.44 lbs. $69.50

I. C34481N591 The Lifter Blade allows you to tidy an animal up while leaving a longer coat. Guard on the comb allows you to leave the hair 3⁄4" (19 mm) longer than a standard blade. 0.63 lbs. $69.95

LISTER CLIPPER BLADE SETS
Blades fit Lister clippers indicated below.

STAR 
CLIPPER

LEGEND 
CLIPPER

A E F G H IB C D

PREMIER 
4000C

PREMIER 
CLIPPER 
BLADES

PREMIER 
XTRACOVER
CLIPPING
BLADE SET

LISTER LEGEND CLIPPER
Motor features a permanent magnet for consistent speed and is optimized for high torque. Rubber-mounted 
to reduce noise and vibration. “Mixed-flow” fan design sends high-speed airflow under the blades for cooling. 
Slide switch at front end for easy access and one-handed operation. Molded-in grip with dual-grip positions 
(balanced front grip for normal clipping and unique rear grip ideal for cattle blocking). Provides 3,100 spm. 
Includes a wrist cord, oil, grease sachet, screwdriver, cleaning brush, instructions, and hard carrying case. 
95⁄8" L. 110. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs.
C29236N591 — $337.50
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PREMIER 4000S
SHEEP SHEAR

PREMIER 4000s SHEEP SHEAR
For those with experience that wish to plow through wool and hair as fast as 
possible. No motor-in-the-hand shear matches the 4000s for grip, balance, and 
nearly unstoppable torque (power). Provides 2,800 spm at 120V. Includes 13-tooth 
comb and a 4-point cutter with case. 3-year warranty. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C31874N591 — $392.95

ANDIS® COMB & CUTTER 
Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

D. C18973N591
Ovina 13-tooth comb (special grinding process produces 
blades with a longer-lasting, exceptionally durable cutting 
edge; designed to be easily resharpened)

0.25 lbs. $29.50

E. C18971N591
Cobra cutter (special grinding process produces blades 
with a longer-lasting, exceptionally durable cutting edge; 
designed to be easily resharpened)

0.19 lbs. $9.75

AESCULAP® COMB
Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

F. C19651N591 Professional 13-tooth comb; super-fast shearing 0.25 lbs. $65.50

PREMIER COMBS & CUTTER 
Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

A. C24742N591
Spirit 13-tooth short bevel comb for Premier 3000s & 4000s 
(compatible with Oster® and Andis® sheep shears) 0.25 lbs. $26.75

B. C24744N591 Phantom R 20-tooth comb (round) 0.25 lbs. $23.90

C. C24741N591
Spitfire 4-point cutter for Premier 3000s & 4000s 
(compatible with Oster® and Andis® sheep shears) 0.19 lbs. $9.75

ANDIS® XPEDITION SINGLE-SPEED SHEARER
Innovative connection between the clipper head and housing reduces noise 
and vibration for the user and animal. Quick tension-adjustment knob and 
interchangeable blades provide a vast array of grooming options. Patented 
floating fork system extends comb and cutter life. Provides 2,500 spm. Includes 
single-speed shearer, blade brush, screwdriver, blade oil, and durable hard case. 
Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C33561N591 — $485.00

SHEARMASTER® 
SINGLE-SPEED

SHOWMASTER® 
VARIABLE-SPEED

OSTER® SHEARMASTER® SINGLE-SPEED CLIPPER/SHEARING MACHINE
Single-speed shearing machine with a 3" head is lightweight and powerful. 13-tooth comb 
and 4-point cutter give a high-quality shearing job. Heavy-duty, 15-ft. insulated cord. 
Comes with a toolbox with removable tray and storage space. 3,000 spm at 120V. 150 
watts. UL approved. Sh. wt. 9 lbs.
C25775N591 — $334.45

OSTER® SHOWMASTER® VARIABLE-SPEED CLIPPER/SHEARING MACHINE
Variable-speed shearing machine — great for show fitting and trimming cattle, sheep, and 
goats. Create a smooth, finished appearance with the 20-tooth goat comb and 4-point 
cutter. Adjusts from 700-3,000 spm. 3" shearing head is cool running. Comes with a toolbox 
with removable tray and storage space. 3,000 spm at 120V. 150 watts. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
C25776N591 — $365.95
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OSTER® COMBS
Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

A. C28259N591 13-tooth Arizona thin comb (P1082) developed for shearing hard, 
gummy sheep 0.19 lbs. $24.85

B. C14538N591 24-tooth show comb for sheep or cattle (can be used on ShearMaster® 
or ShowMaster® with 3" shearing head) 0.25 lbs. $25.25

C. C02136N591 20-tooth goat comb P7112 with closer spacing of teeth to reduce 
scratches and cuts (recommended in screw worm-infested areas) 0.31 lbs. $25.25

D. C07205N591
20-tooth comb for trimming and blocking beef cattle, can also be 
used for sheep, teeth are sharpened to a point, do not use for regular 
shearing (for use on all 3" ShearMaster® and ClipMaster® clippers)

0.25 lbs. $24.90

E. C18164N591
Show Groomer™ I; 24-tooth show comb designed with bevel for very 
close, smooth shearing and show trimming of sheep, cattle, and 
goats; for use on 3" shearing head and professional hand pieces 

0.31 lbs. $24.85

F. C13749N591 Grazer™; for sheep shearing; wide, 13-tooth flared Golden Ram™ 
comb; for use on 3" shearing heads and professional hand pieces 0.25 lbs. $24.90

G. C13750N591
Harvest-All™; wider blends and deeper bevels all for smoother shear-
ing of sheep at greater speeds; wide, 9-tooth flared Golden Ram™ 
comb; for use on 3" shearing head and professional hand pieces

0.25 lbs. $28.50

OSTER® CUTTERS
Cat. No. Description Sh. wt. Price

H. C07207N591 AAA wide cutter 34AB; perfect mesh of cutter teeth with comb for faster, 
cleaner cutting; enters wool easier 0.13 lbs. $13.15

I. C02128N591
Wide diamond cutter (P2311, regular style); widely used shearing four-
point cutter with clean-cut shape, fine angles, and finish 
(for ShowMaster® or ShearMaster® shearing machines)

0.19 lbs. $11.75

J. C04579N591 Wide diamond cutter (thin heel style); use on sheep, cattle, goats, and 
llamas; for use on shearing head and professional hand pieces 0.13 lbs. $11.75

ANDIS® 
XPEDITION 
SINGLE-SPEED 
SHEARER
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OSTER® SPRAY DISINFECTANT
Specially formulated to kill most germs, this disinfectant helps prevent mold and mildew. 
Clean fragrance helps eliminate odors. 14-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C15375N591 — $6.70

OSTER® KOOL LUBE®
Cool, lubricate, and clean blades while 
you clip. Formulated to reduce heat, 
friction, and even blade wear without 
leaving a heavy residue of oil. 14-oz. 
can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C06826N591 — $7.65

OSTER® BLADE LUBE
Premium lubricating oil for clippers and blades. 4 fl. oz. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. 
C18040N591 — $2.30

OSTER® BLADE WASH
Excellent cleaner for use at the end 
of the cutting operation. Flushes out 
hair accumulated between upper- and 
lower-cutting blades. Lengthens blade 
life. 18-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.  
C10826N591 — $6.70

ANDIS® COOL CARE PLUS™
5-in-1 coolant, disinfectant, lubricant, cleaner, and rust preventative for clipper 
blades. Leaves a light, lubricating film on clipper blades that reduces friction, smooths 
clipping action, and prolongs effective life of the blade. 151⁄2-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C24665N591 — $8.25

ANDIS® CLIPPER OIL
Proper weight and grade of oil to keep your clipper in top operating form. Use on 
blades before, during, and after each use. Colorless and odorless. 4 fl. oz. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C29323N591 — $2.25

ANDIS® DRY CARE™ HIGH-PRESSURE AIR CLEANER
Blasts hair and debris from clipper and trimmer blades to keep tools running at 
optimum performance. Concentrator focuses airflow, making it easy to clean 
hard-to-reach spots, especially areas where blades are attached to the housings. 
10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C33866N591 — $12.75

ANDIS® BLADE CARE PLUS™
Washes away hair, buildup, and preservatives that accumulate on clipper blades. 
Vitamin-enriched 7-in-1 formula works as a coolant, deodorizer, lubricant, cleaner, 
rust preventative, and decontaminator. Within 10 seconds, it leaves blades clean, 
lubricated, and cool for optimal performance.
16-oz. Pump Bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29188N591 — $12.35

161⁄2-oz. Jar. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C29391N591 — $11.15

WEAVER® LARGE CLIPPER GUARD (CATTLE/SHEEP) 
Designed for a tight fit to keep blades in place and teeth from 
getting nicked or damaged. Clippers are kept in place with a 
full-length leather back and leather strips with hook-and-loop 
closures, while a leather loop with snap on the back piece 
helps keep the cord wrapped and untangled. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32392N591 — $19.75

SULLIVAN LAZER BLADE SHARPENER™
Square base constructed of cast aluminum to provide 
the utmost stability. Equipped with a 1⁄4 horsepower 
motor that turns the wheel at 1,725 rpm. Sh. wt. 26 lbs. 
C30047N591 — $535.50
12" Replacement Disc. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. 
C30046N591 — $306.95

Power Plate Magnet. Use to hold blades while 
sharpening. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C23141N591 — $2.20     12+  $1.82

Replacement Grit. Use fine grit for finishing, and coarse 
grit for aggressive sharpening. 1-lb. bottle. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35358N591  Fine Grit C35359N591  Coarse Grit
Each — $15.95

GROOMER’S CHOICE™ CLIPPER BLADE SHARPENER
Hand-operated sharpener allows you to quickly touch up blades for just pennies. 
With little effort, almost anyone can sharpen blades with this easy-to-use clipper 
blade sharpener. Sharpening plate surface is machined to 0.0005 of an inch for 
perfect grinding. Includes special formula sharpening compound, simple instruc-
tions, and soft case. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C27159N591 — $44.95

CLIPPER CARE
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OFFSET 
TRIMMING 

 HI-OFFSET 
TRIMMING 

TRIMMING
NASCO OFFSET TRIMMING SCISSORS
Offset design makes them an excellent choice for trimming toplines of show cattle. 
Stainless steel. 7" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C02545N591 — $11.25

NASCO HI-OFFSET SURGICAL STEEL SCISSORS
Rockwell hardness of 50~52; this grade of steel makes scissors more durable and 
blades stay sharp longer. 7" L. Razor-sharp blades provide smooth cutting every 
time. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C25787N591 — $11.95

TRIMMING SCISSORS
Stainless steel trimming shears for use in blending clipped and nonclipped areas 
of highly fitted animals. Full length: 7", length of cut: 27⁄8". Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C11739N591 — $10.95

OSTER® GROOMING STORAGE CASE
Enough room for 2 clippers and blades. Covered top lid compartments hold blades, 
combs, oil, and brushes. Removable tray holds shampoos, lubes, nail grinders, and 
scissors. 18" L x 10" W x 7" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C25802N591 — $21.40

WEAVER® CLIPPER BOXES
Fits perfectly in a show box. Inside features dividers that keep blades, clippers, and accessories separate and organized, 
as well as 21⁄2"-thick foam padding on the bottom and lid to secure and cushion clippers. Outside has 2 heavy-duty 
latches for padlocks and a sturdy handle for carrying. Measures 215⁄8" W x 141⁄8" H x 5" D standing up. 
Aluminum. Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C33862N591 — $156.50

Galvanized Steel. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.
C33456N591 — $117.95

A. WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT NYLON BLADE BAG
Stay organized while protecting expensive blades with this handy bag. Stores up to 12 
blades of various sizes secure in closable pockets. Folds neatly for compact storage. 
Adjustable handle attaches to chute or post with quick-release buckle. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C34113N591 — $17.99

B. WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT NYLON CLIPPER BAG
Easily holds everything you need from combs and brushes to clippers, clipper oil, 
blades, and more. Padded bottom protects clippers. Features 12 blade pockets with 
closure for security and mesh side pockets. Handle and adjustable shoulder strap. 
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34112N591 — $31.99

A B

ACCESSORIES

WEAVER® ALUMINUM CLIPPER BLADE CADDY
Keep clipper blades organized, safe, and clean with this caddy featuring waterproof foam padding. Waterproof foam will 
not absorb the oil, helping to eliminate dulling and rust on the blades. 11" L x 81⁄2" W x 31⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34055N591 — $69.95

ANDIS® BLADE STORAGE CASE
Holds most detachable blades with room for up to 
12 blades. Case is lined with high-density foam for 
maximum protection of blades. 10" W x 11" L x 3" D. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 
C29808N591 — $16.50

BLADE 
STORAGE 
CASE

CLIPPER 
BOX

BLADE 
CADDY

ANDIS® TOOL TOTE BAG
Shoulder carrying strap. Zippered 
top and front compartments. Interior 
pockets allow for organization during 
use. Durable material for long life. 
10½  " H x 15" W x 9" D. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C35381N591 — $64.50

new
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CATTLE

You work hard all year long to 
get your dairy and beef cattle just 
right for the big show. Make sure 
your show halter is adding to the 
appearance of your animal. The 
right color, style, and size can 
make a difference. Make sure you 
have all those finishing touches 
just right.

36-41 SHOW HALTERS + LEADS
42-43 DAIRY
44-45 BEEF
46 NECK SWEATS
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WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® COVERED CHAIN CATTLE LEAD
Durable, heat-sealed, polymer blend material covering on a traditional lead chain provides a com-
fortable grip and is great for animals sensitive to the sound and feel of a chain as it slides through 
the halter. 36" lead and a 20" black chain with black covering. Polyester webbing on the inside and 
soft, durable, weather-resistant PVC coating imprinted with a leather grain. Black. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C31118N591 — $23.95

WEAVER® SHOW HALTERS
Traditional designs with a twist 
are constructed from bridle 
leather. Smoothed edges and 
sleek, low-profile buckles offer 
an updated, refined look for 
the show ring. Each halter 
comes with a 20" chain and 
36" lead. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® PRONGED CHAIN LEADS
Designed with prongs for training purposes and to help control stubborn or hard-to-handle animals, 
these leads are constructed using Brahma Webb®, an exclusive brand of durable coated webbing 
with a leather grain finish. Weather resistant, easy to clean, and provides the feel of soft, supple 
leather. Simply spray off dirt with water. 36" lead with 20" chain. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C32366N591  Black Lead with Black Chain — $24.30
C32367N591  Brown Lead with Oil-Rubbed Chain — $24.30

WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT SURE HAND LEAD
Helps young exhibitors control their cattle. Sure Hand Lead, with unique 
foam grip handle and chain, encourages a strong or stubborn animal 
to keep its head up while requiring less strength from the exhibitor. 
Versatile lead features an easy-care Brahma Webb® strap and makes a 
perfect alternative or replacement to any standard leather show halter 
lead. 36" x 1" lead with 14" nickel-plated chain. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C34106N591  Black C34107N591  Brown
Each — $35.25

Sure Hand Lead with Pronged Chain. Same as above, but pronged 
chain provides even more control. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C32642N591  Black C34108N591  Brown
Each — $38.50

SURE 
HAND LEAD

COVERED 
CHAIN 

CATTLE LEADSURE 
HAND LEAD 

WITH PRONGED 
CHAIN

BLACK PRONGED 
CHAIN LEAD

BROWN 
PRONGED 

CHAIN LEAD

SH
OW
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A B C

Halter Features Cat. No. Size Price

A. Black Magic Black hardware blends in with animal’s hair and won’t detract judge’s attention from animal’s features; double crown adjustments; 
glossy black finish over steel hardware; glossy black finish over zinc die-cast buckles

C29941N591
C29942N591
C29943N591

Small
Medium
Large

$45.95
$47.75
$49.25

B. Black Aztec 
Patterned 
Hardware

Gunmetal-plated buckles, rings, and lead chain for a sleek look; rounded nosebands and cheekpieces C33436N591 Medium $53.50

C. Black Double 
Buckle Slimline 
Halter

Double crown buckles provide more adjustment for the proper fit; thin chain design provides classic style; leather halter with oil-rubbed hardware C34461N591 Small $45.80
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Size Black Chocolate Sh. wt. Each 3+

Dairy & Beef Newborn C24091N591 C24092N591 1.25 lbs. $35.25 $32.88
Dairy & Beef Calf C15950N591 C13362N591 1.25 lbs. $38.95 $36.34
Dairy Cattle & Beef Heifers 
Yearling C15951N591 C13364N591 1.25 lbs. $39.95 $37.27

Dairy Cattle Cow/Steer C15952N591 C13363N591 1.25 lbs. $40.95 $38.21
Dairy Cattle Large Cow/Bull C18979N591 C18980N591 1.50 lbs. $44.95 $42.75

C11703N591

NASCO ROUND-STRAP SHOW HALTERS
Beautiful halters add to the appearance of your show animals. 2 buckles for adjusting 
head strap. Round cheek and nose pieces. Matching bright nickel-plated chain (18"-
20"). Chain link size: 1" L x ½  " W. 1" W leather head strap. 40" x 1" leather lead strap. 
Best on beef cattle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
Size Black Chocolate White Each 3+
Newborn C10747N591 — — $40.75 $38.75
Calf C02570N591 C11703N591 — $41.25 $39.25
Yearling C02284N591 C11702N591 — $42.25 $40.25
Cow/Steer C02285N591 C11705N591 C02565N591 $47.75 $45.63
Large Cow/Bull C12304N591 C12305N591 — $51.95 $47.79

C02284N591 C02565N591 C00038N591

Size Natural Each 3+
Calf C00038N591 $37.50 $34.50
Yearling C00039N591 $38.25 $35.19
Cow/Steer C00040N591 $38.50 $35.42
Large Cow/Bull C00041N591 $38.95 $35.83

NASCO SLIMLINE DOUBLE BUCKLE SHOW HALTERS
Round strap. Beautiful halters made ¼  " thinner to show off the animal’s head. Nickel-
plated, quality hardware; swivel snaps; and 2 adjustable buckles with a finer-link chain 
than the other halters. 54" x ¾  " lead strap. 

Size Black Chocolate Sh. wt. Each

Dairy & Beef Calf C24087N591 C24083N591 1.25 lbs. $32.95
Dairy Cattle & Beef 
Heifers Yearling C24088N591 C24084N591 1.25 lbs. $35.25

Dairy Cattle Cow/Steer C24089N591 C24085N591 1.25 lbs. $35.50

Dairy Cattle Large Cow/Bull C24090N591 C24086N591 1.25 lbs. $34.50

NASCO SLIMLINE DOUBLE BUCKLE SHOW HALTERS
The “show” side buckle has been eliminated and cheek strap reduced to 3⁄4" to make 
these halters more sleek. Round strap. A round nose piece and thinner cheek strap 
allow the animal’s head to be shown off. Quality hardware, swivel snaps, and 1 adjust-
able buckle are nickel plated. 50" L lead strap.

NEWBORN Fits up to 250 lbs.

CALF From 250 lbs. – 750 lbs.

YE ARLING From 750 lbs. – 1,000 lbs.

COW/STEER From 1,000 lbs. – 1,200 lbs.

L ARGE COW/BULL 1,200 lbs. and up

FLAT STRAP HALTERS
Beautiful leather and workmanship. Made of selected cowhide. Edges are neatly burnished and finished. 
Halters feature nickel-plated hardware and swivel chains. 40" L x 1" W and a 1" crown and cheek strap. Best 
used on beef cattle.
Size Black Natural Sh. wt. Price

Calf C10748N591 C00059N591 1.50 lbs. $32.25

Yearling C10749N591 C00060N591 1.50 lbs. $33.25

Cow/Steer C01807N591 C00061N591 1.50 lbs. $33.95

C10748N591

C04432N591

SCALLOPED HALTERS
Low price, but attractive and durable. Scalloped piece sewn to cheek and nose straps. 
High-quality construction. 40" L x 1" W lead straps. Black. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C04432N591  Calf — $37.95
C04433N591  Yearling — $38.95
C04434N591  Cow/Steer — $39.75
C04435N591  Large Cow/Bull — $42.25

C24087N591 C24083N591C24091N591 C13362N591

C00059N591

ADD TO THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR 
ANIMALS AT ANY SHOW

HALTERS SLIMLINE SHOW HALTER SIZE GUIDELINES
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SMALL
BLACK 

HALTER

STREAMLINED
LEATHER 
HALTER

CLASSIC
LEATHER 
HALTER

SMALL
BROWN 
HALTER

CATTLE 
ROPE 

HALTER

STIERWALT 
BREAKING
HALTER

ENGRAVED SILVER PLATE FOR HALTER
Use as an award, or put your farm name, animal’s name, 
etc., on one of our traditional halters. Engraved silver 
plate can be riveted to either side of the halter. Will be 
riveted to the exhibitor side (left side when looking from 
rear of animal) if not specified. Engraving plate is 3⁄4" L x 
31⁄4" W and will hold up to 3 lines of information, 20 
letters per line maximum. Silver color to match the chain 
on the halter. Halter not included. You must specify 
engraving desired. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
L03140N591 — $4.00

SULLIVAN STREAMLINED LEATHER ROLLED-NOSE SHOW HALTERS
Refined halter design is rolled all the way around the ears. Especially attrac-
tive and more feminine on beef heifers or dairy cattle. 1 side buckle for easy 
head strap adjustment. 40" L x 3⁄4" W leather lead strap. Nickel-plated chain 
and hardware. Quality black leather. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
Size Cat. No. Weight Chain Size Each

X-Small C31748N591 350-750 lbs. 15" $43.50
Small C31749N591 750-1,050 lbs. 15" $43.50
Medium C31750N591 950-1,500 lbs. 20" $44.25
Large C31751N591 1,450-1,700 lbs. 20" $44.95

SULLIVAN CLASSIC LEATHER ROLLED-NOSE SHOW HALTERS
Rolled cheek and nose pieces. 2 buckles allow easy head strap adjustment. 
1" W leather head strap and 40" L x 1" W leather lead strap. Nickel-plated 
chain and hardware. Quality black leather. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.

Size Cat. No. Weight
Head 
Strap Size

Chain 
Size Each

X-Small C31743N591 350-650 lbs. 20" 15" $39.95

Small C31744N591 650-1,000 lbs. 22" 15" $43.50

Medium C31745N591 850-1,400 lbs. 24" 20" $44.95

Large C31746N591 1,400-1,650 lbs. 26" 20" $46.75

X-Large C31747N591 1,650 lbs. and up 28" 20" $53.50

WEAVER® CATTLE ROPE HALTERS
Easily adjustable poly ope halters in a great selection of trendy and traditional colors to match the colors of your favorite 
ag program or school. Leads approx. 7 ft. L. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Orange/Pink Fusion/Purple Jazz C32692N591 Hot Pink/Coral/Mint C34595N591
Red/Gray C32693N591 Coral/Gray/Teal C34596N591
Lime Zest/Pink Fusion/Purple Jazz C32694N591 Gray/Lavender/Mint C34597N591
Blue/Hurricane Blue/Lime Zest C32695N591 Mint C34598N591
Purple/Black/Teal C34594N591 Brown C34593N591

Each — $5.80

C. HALTER LEAD CHAIN
For replacing worn chains on Nasco halters. 20" L. Swivel snap. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C00647N591 Nickel plated C07759N591 Brass plated
Each — $5.25

WEAVER® STIERWALT BREAKING HALTERS
At first glance, this may look like a typical poly rope breaking halter. Upon closer inspection, you’ll see special nickel-plated 
hardware that allows for quicker pull-and-release action to help prevent swollen jaws often caused by the slower release 
of conventional breaking halters. Pressure points and easy-slide action of this halter simulate the performance of a show 
halter and chain, so the calf gets used to the feel of a show halter sooner. Leads approx. 7 ft. L. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Blue C32690N591 Magenta/Gray C34600N591
Black C32691N591 Dark Blue/ Hurricane Blue/Gray C34601N591
Blue/Hurricane Blue/Lime Zest C34599N591

Each — $9.00

B. SLIMLINE LEAD CHAIN
For replacing chains on Nasco Slimline show halters. Chrome plated. Long swivel snap. 24" x 
¾  ". Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C24566N591 — $3.70

A. LEAD STRAP
Made of same material as used in regular Nasco show halters. 55" L with a formed loop to 
attach lead chain. 3⁄4" W (fits slimline halters). Black.  Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C28167N591 — $16.95

A B C
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SULLIVAN 1ST CLASS SHOW HALTERS
Combines the class and sleekness of matching leather and hardware 
with popular texturized grip, making it the best choice when choosing 
a halter. Looks clean and flawless in the show ring without drawing 
attention away from the animal. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
Size Black Brown Each
Small C34044N591 C34047N591 $49.95
Medium C34045N591 C34048N591 $51.50
Large C34046N591 C34049N591 $53.50
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POLYETHYLENE HALTERS
Made of heavy ½  " woven polyethylene. 10" nose band. Self adjustable. 7-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C02377N591  Green/White C13057N591  Black/White
Each — $5.90    Mix 12+  $5.18EXTRA HEAVY-DUTY NYLON ROPE HALTER

Made from soft, pliable nylon rope, 7⁄16" dia. This 
halter has a 7-ft. lead rope and connections are 
made with heavy-duty steel clamps designed for 
this purpose. White. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C07972N591 — $10.65     6+  $10.06 HEAVY-DUTY PLASTIC ROPE HALTERS

All-plastic halters at a bargain price. Extremely useful when 
washing cattle for show because halters will not rot or swell. 
Durable, well-finished halters have adjustable leads and are 
finished with a secure crown knot. Ideal for early training and 
4-H work. 
3 ⁄8" Calf Size. 10 ft. of 3⁄8" rope with 7-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C10853N591 — $7.60     12+  $6.84
1 ⁄2" Cow Size. 13 ft. of 1⁄2" rope with 9-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C10852N591 — $8.25     12+  $7.43
3 ⁄4" X-Large Cow/Bull Size. 17 ft. of 3⁄4" rope with 9-ft. lead. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34850N591 — $9.15     12+  $8.24

WEAVER® DOUBLE TIE CLIPPING HALTER
Eliminates the need for 2 halters. Quality rope halter design has an ample lead on each side for easily tying an animal 
to a chute, helping to minimize head movement during clipping. Halter is for use in chute only; not intended for lead-
ing animal. Do not tie on the right side only. Black. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C32689N591 — $12.40

C07972N591 — $      6+  $

FULLY ADJUSTABLE YEARLING AND COW HALTERS
Fits yearling to full-grown cattle. 121⁄2-ft. cut of 1⁄2" poly-
propylene rope. 7-ft. lead rope. Rot and mildew resistant. 
Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Black C12269N591
Red C13411N591
Blue C13412N591
Teal Green C34849N591
Purple C24097N591
Purple/Black C27926N591
Black/Orange C27927N591
Hot Pink/Black C27928N591
Lime Green/White C27929N591
Lime Green/Pink C27930N591
Red/White C34383N591
Blue/White C34384N591
Black/Green C34385N591
Black/Blue C34386N591
Black/Lime C34387N591

Each — $5.50     Mix 12+   $5.00     Mix 24+   $4.50

SULLIVAN CRUISE CONTROL CABLE HALTER
Use on cattle, lambs,and goats that are broke to help 
with issues of leading and high headedness. Great for 
keeping better control of an animal while in the ring. ⅛  " 
galvanized, 7 x 19 cable. Completely adjustable. Not a 
breaking halter. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35570N591 — $37.50

new
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WEAVER® 
ADJUSTABLE 
POLY NECK ROPES
Made from twisted, tight-weave polypropylene, these ropes feature an easy-slide adjustment to 
fit any neck size and a braided snap end for maximum strength. Brass-plated hardware. 10 ft. x 
1⁄2" dia. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 

Lime Zest/Black C30062N591 Pink Fusion/Black C30064N591

Hurricane Blue/Black C30063N591 Purple Jazz/Black C30065N591

Each — $7.60

POLYPROPYLENE 
CALF HALTER
Made of 3-strand, twisted, 
mono-filament polypropylene. 
3⁄8" dia. 10" nose band. 6-ft. 
lead. Will fit newborn up to 200 
lbs. Ends are heat fused. NO 
METAL CLIPS. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Blue C33847N591

Red C33848N591

Black C12270N591

Each — $3.50      
Mix 12+  $3.23     
Mix 24+  $3.05

WEAVER® NEOPRENE 
NOSE BAND COVERS
Add cushioning and comfort to poly rope 
halters and protect your animal’s nose from 
chafing and hair loss. 8" L covers feature 
hook-and-loop closures. Protective Cordura® 
outer shell. Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C32361N591  Blue/Lime
C32368N591  Hot Pink/Purple
C30061N591  Black
Pack — $12.50

TIE RING
Mount wherever you usually want to tie livestock in stalls, 
stables, trailers, etc. Galvanized finish. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C05288N591 — $1.30   10+  $1.14

B. DIAMOND SISAL ROPE HALTER
Adjustable halter is practical for stable, shipping, and show use on 
both cattle and horses. Nose band is top-quality russet strap leather, 
attached with 4 solid steel rivets. Has a wire clip at lead rope end. 
Adjustable to any size. 7-ft. lead, ⅝  " dia. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C00066N591 — $8.95     3+  $8.37

A. LARGE 5/8" HEAVY-DUTY SISAL ROPE HALTER
Contains 13 ft. of the best-quality, handmade sisal rope available. 
Features a full ⅝  " adjustable 7-ft. lead with the end smoothly finished in 
a crown knot. Roughness is eliminated, as all protruding fibers are care-
fully burned off. Adjustable to almost any size animal. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C00068N591 — $8.20     12+  $7.38

Extra-Large ¾  " Super-Strong Sisal Rope Halter. For extra-large cattle 
and bulls. Fully adjustable, 1-piece rope with no clip at the lead end. 15 ft. 
of 3⁄4" sisal rope with 9-ft. lead. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C07431N591 — $10.30     3+  $9.80     6+  $9.30

B

SECURITY TIE NECK ROPE
An adjustable, 18-strand, security tie 
neck rope unlike anything else we offer. 
Made of durable plastic twine, this 5⁄8"-
dia. rope has a 7- to 8-ft. L adjustable 
lead. One end is finished with a crown 
knot, the other end snaps into a metal 
ring. Approx. 10½  -ft. L. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C09877N591 — $5.50
6+  $4.82     12+  $4.40

POLYPROPYLENE 
ROPE LEAD

DOUBLE 
ROPE TIE

DOUBLE ROPE TIE
Convenient polyethylene rope tie for tethering bulls in 
stalls or show barns. Large snap attaches to ring, and 
one end of each rope ties to opposite sides of stall. 
Can also be used as a show lead. 6-ft. rope, 1⁄2" dia. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C04723N591 — $6.75     6+  $6.16     12+  $5.58

POLYPROPYLENE 
ROPE LEAD
Made of polypropylene. 
8-ft. L. 3 times as strong as 
cotton leads. Swivel snap. 
Black. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C02460N591 — $5.95

HALTERS + LEADSHALTERS + LEADS

A
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8-ft. Lead Strap with Snap. 1" W nylon. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.

Red C14078N591 Blue C14079N591 Black C16291N591

Each — $7.75 

SUPREME WEB TURNOUT COW HALTERS
Made with the finest webbing manufactured today. Double-stitched 1" nylon. Super strength, and long wear-
ability combined with Regal hardware. Nonslip buckle and adjustable strap. Lead sold separately below. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Color Calf up to 400 lbs. Yearling 400-900 lbs. Cow/ Steer 900-1,200 lbs. Large Cow/Bull 1,200 lbs. and up

Red C07892N591 C07890N591 C07888N591 C14076N591
Black C15944N591 C15945N591 C15946N591 C15947N591
Blue C07893N591 C07891N591 C07889N591 C14077N591
Each $13.35 $13.35 $13.35 $13.35
Mix 3+ $12.68 $12.68 $12.68 $12.68

NYLON HALTER
Designed to be left on the show animal. Lead may be attached. Black. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C15156N591  Calf 
C15157N591  Yearling 

C15158N591  Cow/Steer 
C18188N591  Large Cow/Bull

Each — $15.55

BREAKING, TRAINING, 3-IN-1 HALTER®
Break ’em, lead ’em, and wash ’em with just one halter. 
Save valuable leather halters and use this halter that 
is rot, water, and mildew resistant. Fully adjustable. 
Made of ⅝  " solid braided polypropylene rope for extra 
strength. Features a chain for maximum control. Approx. 
4,000-lb. breaking strength when new. Includes lead. 
Royal blue. Fiber U.S.A. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C13058N591 — $30.50     3+  $28.09

Color
Calf 
30" L x 1" W

Yearling
37" L x 1½  " W

Cow/Steer
44" L x 1½  " W

X-Large Cow
50" L x 1½  " W

Bull
56" L x 2" W

Red C18720N591 C14330N591 C18721N591 C16210N591 ———

Black C19645N591 C19646N591 C19647N591 C19648N591 C18724N591

Blue C14329N591 C18722N591 C14331N591 C18723N591 ———
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Each $7.05 $8.30 $8.90 $10.40 $14.15

NYLON COLLARS
Heavy-duty collars made to last. Calf collar is constructed of 2 layers of high-quality nylon webbing; 
yearling and cow collars are made from triple layers of webbing. Each collar includes a nickel-plated buckle 
and D-ring.

B. WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® NOSE LEAD
Use this easy-to-clean lead to help with an animal that 
has a nose ring. 3 ft. L x ⅝  " W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C34109N591  Black     C34110N591  Brown
Each — $11.30

NASCO
HEAVY 
DUTY
HALTER

NYLON
HALTER

SUPREME WEB 
TURNOUT

HALTER 

NYLON 
COLLAR

8-FT. LEAD 
STRAP 

NASCO HEAVY-DUTY HALTERS
A tie halter or a lead halter. Hook to stall by bottom 
ring or lead using side ring. Has chain throat and chin 
piece. Black leather, riveted and sewn. Extra heavy 
duty, all leather is doubled. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C09990N591  Calf, 11⁄4"
C09991N591  Yearling, 11⁄4"
C09992N591  Cow/Steer, 11⁄4"
Each — $43.25     2+  $40.27

C09993N591  Large Cow/Bull, 2"
Each — $51.50     2+  $48.98

C21097(B)N591

COTTON LEAD ROPES
Vibrant color and cotton comfort make these lead ropes a popular choice. These leads are soft, easy on the hands, 
and reasonably priced. Nonrust, solid brass 225 snap. Each lead is 10-ft. L x 5⁄8" W. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

(A) Black (B) Red

Indicate color by letter code. EXAMPLE: C21097(A)N591 Black. 

C21097N591 — $7.75

POLY LEAD ROPES
These 5⁄8" solid premium polypropylene leads have a soft, broken-in feel that’s comfortable and kind to the hands. 
Each lead features a solid brass bolt snap. 10-ft. L lead rope. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.

Red/White/Blue C21019N591 Black/Blue/Green C28420N591

Each — $11.95

A B

C21019N591

A. BRASS SELF-PIERCING BULL RINGS 
Easy-to-use, durable bull rings. Made from high-tensile, 
brass material. Each ring is hand polished and buffed. 
Long, sharp point cuts a clean hole. Includes flathead 
screw, Allen-head screw, and Allen wrench. 
Size 5⁄16" x 2½  ". Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C00988N591 — $12.55     10+  $9.65

Size ⅜  " x 3". Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C02010N591 — $13.85     10+  $11.49
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NASCO TOPLINE RULER
Stainless steel ruler measuring 6" L x 1⁄4" W with pocket clip. Etched 
graduations in 1⁄4" increments on one side. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C30434N591 — $3.25

CLEAR HERD TEST BUCKET
Clear polycarbonate material allows you to view color, 
quality, quantity, and flow of milk. Easily emptied and 
cleaned through the large 7½  "-dia. neck. Strong carry 
handle and wide base for stability. Capacity: 72 lbs./32 
liters. 15" x 15" x 19". Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
C32582N591 — $129.75

ROSIN TOPLINE POWDER
Shake rosin powder on the topline of your dairy 
animal before any adhesives are applied, work in with 
a hot blower, and brush to make every hair stand up 
firm. Then apply adhesive. Works especially well on 
milk cows where topline hair is scarce. 4-oz. bottle. 
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C34382N591 — $6.90     12+  $6.62

DR. LARSON’S™ DERMA-MINT™
Contains 35% peppermint oil. Peppermint oil is reported to improve udder 
health by increasing blood circulation and reducing inflammation and edema 
in the fresh cow. Fast acting, safe, mild, non-greasy, and pleasant smelling. No 
antibiotics in Derma-Mint™, so there is no concern of withholding products due 
to milk or meat residues. 500-ml hook bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. 
C28884N591 — $29.95

NASCO MEASURING STICK FOR BEEF OR DAIRY CATTLE
Measures both inches and centimeters. Measures height for beef or dairy 
cattle. Provides accurate measurement at the hip or shoulder in either 
inches or centimeters by simply lowering the sliding crossbar. Built-in 
spirit level. Folds and snaps together for compact storage. 64". Lowest 
measurement is 27". Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C11503N591 — $91.25

C. WEIGHT-BY-BREED DAIRY MANAGEMENT TAPE
Scales for Holsteins, Guernseys, and Jerseys. Greater accuracy through updated weight and heart 
girth relationships. Use to determine the breeding weights, average first calving weights and for 
medication dosage. Figures 57 to 1,975 lbs., on heavy Tyvek® plastic, 108" L, doubled and sewn, with 
aluminum ends. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. 
C06070N591 — $4.90     3+  $4.65

A. HOLSTEIN DAIRY CALF WEIGH TAPE
Gives weight estimation in lbs. and kg based on 
heart girth of the animal. For calves from newborn to 
approx. 12 weeks or 282 lbs. Durable, stretch-resistant 
Tyvek® will not rip, rot, or mildew. Includes tips for 
proper calf raising and feeding. 54" L. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C23149N591 — $3.70     3+  $3.51

B. NASCO HOLSTEIN WEIGH TAPE
Measures heart girth to estimate animal weight. Uses a formula that reflects the taller and leaner 
Holsteins that are being bred today. Features inches/pounds and centimeters/kilograms. Printed in 
both English and Spanish, with helpful livestock tips included. Reads weights from 77 to 2,125 lbs. 
Overall calibrations: 277 cm, 985 kg. 108" L x 2" W. Sh. wt. 0.03 lbs.
C15907N591 — $3.70     3+  $3.51

DA
IRY

A B

C

FIGHT BAC®
Teat disinfectant for the control of mastitis is safe and effective under NMC 
guidelines. Fight Bac® is sanitary, since there is no chance to spread infec-
tion by a dirty teat dip cup. 22-oz. aerosol can is the same as using 1⁄2 gallon 
of teat dip. 1 can will treat 300 cows. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C16208N591 — $13.25

KRAZY GLUE®
No clamps, no mixing, no mess. For plastic, metal, rubber, glass, and ceramic. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
5100234N591 — $2.05     24+  $1.92

BETTER 
ULTIMATE ADHESIVE
Provides a strong bond 
to wood, metal, glass, 
plastic, styrofoam, paper, 
and more. Versatile, 
nontoxic. Waterproof and 
can withstand extreme hot 
and cold. Odorless. 2-year 
shelf life. Non-solvent 
based and low VOC. 20 
ml tube. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C35507N591 —$7.95

BABY OIL GEL
Enhances the appearance of the udder by giving it 
a glossy finish. 7.1-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C35085N591 — $2.95

plastic, styrofoam, paper, 

nontoxic. Waterproof and 
can withstand extreme hot 
and cold. Odorless. 2-year 

based and low VOC. 20 
 lbs.

Enhances the appearance of the udder by giving it 

CLEAN AIDE PREMIUM MICROFIBER TOWEL
Ultra-soft, microfiber towels lift and trap dirt 
and moisture, leaving a clean, dry surface. Up 
to 99% of dirt, dust, viruses, and bacteria are 
locked deep in the cloth fibers. Lasts hundreds 
of washings. 16" x 16". 350 gsm. Blue. Pack of 
12. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C34466N591 — $7.30

UDDER COMFORT™ LOTION
A natural lotion made with a unique blend of 
essential oils to quickly soften and soothe. For 
managing udder condition without discarding 
milk. Apply evenly onto affected quarter after 
milking, repeat 2-4 days as needed. White lotion 
dries clear. 10-oz. (300 ml). Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C27560N591 — $29.95

newnew
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Before you start training the topline, you will want to wash and dry your 
heifer to ensure the hair is clean and free of dirt.

To blow up the topline hair, take your blower (see page 20) and hold it at a 
slight angle against the topline — you should be working the hair up on the 
sides, rather than brushing straight down the top of the spine.

Place your topline brush (see page 15) in front of the blower, and push them 
together down the back, encouraging the hair to stand on end.

You will have to do this over the area several times per session to train it to 
stand up easily — patience is key, especially if it’s your first time.

Be patient, it takes a lot of practice and hard work to master. 
Having an experienced person with you to walk you through 
the steps when starting out is helpful.

Make sure you are on level ground and your heifer’s head is in show 
position prior to starting.

Use both hands for stability and clip off a little at a time — you can always go 
back and clip down more.

Blow the topline hair so it is standing up, as trained — you may need to stop at 
some point and re-blow up to ensure it is standing straight up.

Using a small set of clippers (see page 22-27), clip straight across so your 
heifer looks level from her rump to her withers — fine tune the levelness by 
blending with scissors.

Slowly begin trimming the hair to give your heifer a nicely blended, 
wedge-shaped topline.

Blend the standing hair into the body of the heifer using a very soft touch.

Brush your animal off to see if you missed any spots — the topline should look 
smooth, natural, and well blended (see page 14 for brushes).

If you have someone helping you, have them lead the calf as if you were at a 
show so you can see how the topline will look in the ring — make adjustments 
if needed.

PReparation for Show:

CliPping the Topline:

2019 Showing & Grooming

Clipping + Training 
Topline Hair

A heifer’s topline is a key part of preparing your animal for show. 
Follow these steps to enhance your animal’s appearance,  

making her look straight and sharp down her topline.

SUCCESS
ti�  f� 

Showman
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GET THE INSIDE SCOOP ON WHAT THE PROS KNOW

60 key topics included, with 
information gathered from years of 
experience and mentoring under 
industry greats Bob May and Kirk 
Stierwalt. Step-by-step instruction 
with accompanying photos makes 
this a must-have for any exhibitor. 
Beginners will find it an invaluable 
resource to getting started and 
seasoned veterans will be sure to 
gain a few new tips. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
C34989N591 — $49.99
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LIME ZEST

PINK FUSION

HURRICANE BLUE

A. WEAVER® CATTLE SHOW STICKS
With comfortable grip rubber handles, these quality aluminum shaft 
show sticks come in a variety of fun, trendy colors. 

Color/Pattern Cat. No. Length Sh. wt. Price
Lime Zest C30555N591 54" 0.63 lbs. $15.95
Pink Fusion C30557N591 54" 0.63 lbs. $15.95
Hurricane Blue C30556N591 54" 0.69 lbs. $15.95
Hurricane Blue C30560N591 N 60" 0.75 lbs. $18.05

B. STONE® FIBERGLASS SHOW STICKS
Extra tough, unbreakable show stick. 52" L shaft. Perfectly balanced. Firm, ventilated rubber 
grip. Strong cast-aluminum tip. Lightweight. Black. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C02302N591 — $28.75

C. STONE® STEEL SHOW STICKS
Made of steel/chrome-plated tubing with leather grip handle. Strong yet lightweight. Tip is dull 
and cannot damage animal. Size will vary within a few inches of 50"L. Silver. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C07816N591 — $21.50

D. STONE® HUSTLER 2-PIECE SHOW STICKS
Strong, professional 54" L aluminum show stick with durable, high-gloss finish. 2-piece stick 
breaks down for easy transportation and storage. Black. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C27453N591 — $35.95

E. HOT-SHOT® ADJUSTABLE SHOW STICKS
Lock at 38", 44", and 50" L (collapses to 29" for storage). 10" L golf-club-style grips. Cast-
aluminum end hooks. Aluminum shaft. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C05724N591  Silver — $21.45 C05725N591  Black — $21.45

F. SULLIVAN TOTAL GRIP SHOW STICK
All-black show stick includes top-to-bottom coverage using a texturized grip paired with a black 
tip, making it a sleek-designed show stick. Easier grip for choking up. 60" L.  Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. N
C34040N591   — $35.50

G. SULLIVAN CARBON FIBER SHOW STICK
Elite show stick constructed from high-end carbon fiber material. Has incredible flex characteris-
tics that can bow, but will not kink or dent. High-gloss, checkered, translucent pattern appear-
ance. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34041N591  
54" L — $56.95

C34042N591  
60" L — $57.75 N

C34043N591  
68" L — $61.50 N

WEAVER® STICK CALM
Slides on the end of your show stick to aid in calming your animal in the show ring. 3 rows of 
staggered teeth provide massaging action. Perfect for cattle sensitive to a show stick’s metal hook. 
Also great to relax animals during clipping. 8¾  " x 1¼  ". Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C34592N591 — $12.19

H. U.S. WHIP ALUMINUM SHOW STICKS
High-quality, tapered aluminum shaft with powder-coat finish. Each stick includes a stainless 
steel 2" showman tip and a rubber, golf-grip handle. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
Length Black Blue Purple Red Silver

48" C34855N591 C34856N591 C34857N591 C34858N591 C34859N591
54" C34860N591 C34861N591 C34862N591 C34863N591 C34864N591
60"  N C34865N591 C34866N591 C34867N591 C34868N591 C34869N591  
Each — $17.75

BEEF WEIGHT TAPE
Tyvek® tape accurately estimates the weight of feeder and beef breeding 
cattle. One side estimates weights of feed cattle in grades Medium, Good 
Choice, and Fancy. Opposite side for feeder, beef breeding, and crossbred 
cattle. For weights from 82 to 1,888 lbs. Side sewn 108" L x 1" W. Will not rip, 
rot, or mildew. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C01037N591 — $4.15     3+  $3.94

A B C D E F G H

BEEF
SOFT STROKE
Slides on to any Sullivan show stick to provide a massaging, scratching tool. Works exceptionally 
well as a calming aid to make cattle stand still while clipping for long periods of time. (Show stick 
sold separately.) Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32258N591 — $15.35

WEAVER® 
STICK CALM

SOFT 
STROKE

Customer
favorite
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WEAVER® CATTLE FLY MASK
Protect the face and eyes of your steer or heifer from those pesky insects and 
blowing bedding when hauling on a trailer. Mesh construction with fleece lining 
features elastic for a great fit. Easily adjustable hook-and-loop closures allow 
for a comfortable fit on crown and under chin. One size fits most cattle from 
600 to 1,400 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C34071N591 — $22.50

WEAVER® CATTLE BLINDFOLD
Studies have shown that the use of a blindfold can help reduce stress during 
clipping, vaccinating, ear tagging, and grooming. Features comfortable fleece 
lining, elastic for adjustability, and hook-and-loop closures for perfect fit. 
Durable 600-denier construction with water-resistant PVC coating. One size 
fits most cattle from 600 to 1,400 lbs. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34072N591 — $22.50

SULLIVAN HYBRID HEAT NECK SWEAT
Composite sweating system features the benefits of neoprene and the durability of 
leather in one deluxe unit. Removable neoprene lining constructed of a closed-cell SPR 
copolymer neoprene material. Sewn with a no-fray fabric binding around the outer 
edges to prevent tearing. Durable leather casing provides support and protection. 
Hook-and-loop attaches the neoprene to the leather, holding it firmly in place, yet 
allowing it to be removable for easy cleaning or replacement. Sh. wt. 5 lbs. 
C33345N591  Medium — $106.25
C33344N591  Large  — $112.75

WEAVER® CATTLE NECK SWEAT
With high-quality black SBR neoprene lining and fabric 
exterior, this neck sweat provides maximum heating poten-
tial. Use the sweat for 6-12 hours each day, remembering to 
remove it to allow time for hair to breathe. Fabric binding on 
edges prevents tearing of neoprene liner. Box-stitched hook-
and-loop closure strips provide reinforced strength. Comes 
with a nosepiece and 2 loose hook strips for securing the 
nosepiece in place. Fits 550-1,100 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C30695N591 — $41.25

BLACK HEAT™ NECK SWEAT
See dramatic results in just 3 to 5 days. Double-stretch, closed-cell SBR copolymer 
neoprene, black sweating material helps reach maximum sweating potential for cattle. 
The bonding of this advanced micro fiber neoprene with the velvet knitted fabric creates 
more sweating results. No-fray design features fabric binding sewn around the outer 
edges to prevent tearing and to add strength. Hook-and-loop fasteners are perma-
nently sewn in place for easy positioning. 
Medium Size. For cattle weighing 
550-1,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C26311N591 — $48.95

Large Size. For cattle weighing 
750-1,500 lbs. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C26312N591 — $59.75

WEAVER® 
CATTLE FLY 
MASK

WEAVER® 
CATTLE 
BLINDFOLD

REPLACEMENT CATTLE SWITCHES
Carefully and accurately made of real 
hair and properly designed to conform 
correctly to tail stub. Easily attached. 
21" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C27078N591  White — $119.25 
C27077N591  Black — $56.50
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SHEEP + GOAT

First impressions count. 
Appearance is the first thing a 
judge notices and something 
you can't change once you've 
entered the show ring. Make 
sure your animal is ready to 
shine when it matters.
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SULLIVAN COOL BLUE SHOW BRACE™
Spray evenly over the entire body for a great shine, but more importantly a fresh, 
firm feel. Actually braces the body to make the lamb feel more firm to the judge’s 
touch. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C24109N591 — $23.50

SULLIVAN FRESHEN UP™ 
SKIN MOISTURIZER FOR LAMBS
Moisturize and refresh a show lamb’s 
hide. Great for show day or use it at 
home to prevent hide from drying 
out. Recommended for slick-sheared 
lambs. Does not need to be rinsed 
out. One can will do 10-15 lambs. 
12-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C19814N591 — $10.45 

SULLIVAN GOAT COAT™
Provides a natural shine while conditioning skin and hair leaving a smooth fin-
ish. Spray over entire body before entering the show ring. Brush or rub in with 
hands. Works well on slick-sheared goats. Requires no washing out. Quart. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C18993N591 — $23.55

SULLIVAN SILK
Use daily or as a show day prep to add the ultimate silky smooth handle to the 
lamb’s skin. Spray evenly over entire body and brush in. Continues to work long 
after it dries, leaving that slick, silky feel. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C31622N591 — $23.85

WEAVER® CHILL
The cooling sensation of Chill pro-
motes a solid brace to the hides of 
sheep and goats, providing the ideal 
firmness that judges will appreciate. 
Use to tighten and firm hides while 
adding shine before entering the 
ring. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C30608N591 — $20.30

WEAVER® SHEEP & GOAT CONDITIONING SPRAY
Moisturizes and replenishes natural oils to hair and hide for a 
fresh look and feel desired by judges. Recommended for daily 
use to condition and freshen hair and hide. 121⁄2-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C30580N591 — $8.90

WEAVER® HIDE LOTION
Delivers immediate results for 
achieving a fresh, well-conditioned 
touch. Most effective on areas of 
hide and hair that have been 
clipped or shorn tight. Apply 
anywhere the hide may wrinkle. 
Recommended for sheep, goats, 
and swine (do not apply to legs of 
sheep).
C34056N591  14 fl. oz. 
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $8.99

C34590N591  Quart. 
Sh. wt. 4 lbs. — $19.95

C34632N591  Gallon. 
Sh. wt. 12 lbs. — $44.99

WEAVER® LIVESTOCK CHAMOIS
Quickly and easily dries or cools your animal. 
Featuring a combination of 90% PVA and 10% 
polyester, this chamois absorbs water without 
feeling heavy. On hot summer days, simply wet 
chamois and lay over animal’s back for a great 
cooling effect. Approx. 30" x 14". Machine or hand 
wash with soap or detergent; line dry only. Purple. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C32650N591 — $7.10

WEAVER® LIVESTOCK WHITENING POWDER
Perfect for slick shorn lambs and clipped goats that are show ring 
ready. Gives a more even, uniform white and bright appearance to 
the hide and/or hair while softening for a fresh feel that’s ideal to the 
touch. 10-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33366N591 — $8.50

WEAVER® LEG POP
For added pop and dimension when preparing lamb legs for clip-
ping and fitting. Leg Pop sheen gives a sleek, conditioned feel and 
increases the pop and separation of the leg wool. Formula contains 
liniment, which offers a cooling effect that opens up the pores.
C34995N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $22.95
C34996N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $56.50
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WEAVER® 
BUNGEE 

WALKING TIE

SHEEP/GOAT 
WALKING HALTER

WEAVER® ADJUSTABLE 
WALKING TIE

SHEEP HALTERS
Constructed of strong, braided plastic. 6-ft. lead. 
Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Yellow C11571N591
Green/White C11572N591
Blue/White C11573N591
Red/White C26783N591
Red/Black C29560N591
Green/Black C26781N591

Each — $3.25     Mix 3+  $2.76

WEAVER® ROPE SHEEP AND GOAT HALTERS
Durable, soft, and fully adjustable 3⁄8" poly rope halters are 
designed with a snap and feature a shorter lead that 
is great for tying sheep or goats in the pen or wash rack. 
52" fully extended. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Blue/Lime C32634N591
Purple/Lime/Blue C32636N591
Dark Blue/Turquoise/Reflective C34075N591
Royal Blue/Berry/Reflective C34076N591

Each — $4.95

POLYPROPYLENE SHEEP HALTER 
8-ft. halter made of 3-strand, monofilament polypropyl-
ene. 3⁄8" dia. 6" nose band. Ends are heat fused and end 
whipped. No metal clips. Black. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C12432N591 — $3.50     3+  $3.10

WEAVER® POLY ROPE SHEEP AND GOAT HALTERS
Fully adjustable halters, constructed from soft braid “ski 
rope.” Leads measure 7⁄16" x 4 ft. Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.

Green/Blue/Purple C32630N591
Hurricane Blue/Royal Blue/Rose C34077N591
Berry/Gray C34078N591
Dark Blue/Turquoise/Gray C34080N591
Royal Blue/Coral/Gray C34081N591
Green/Blue/Gray C35576N591
Blue/Mint/Gray C35577N591
Blue/Black/Gray C35578N591
Lime/Black/Gray C35579N591
Purple/Black/Gray C35580N591
Mint/Black/Gray C35581N591
Lavender/Mint/Orange C35594N591
Pink/Black/Gray C35595N591
Orange/Lime/Blue C35596N591

Each — $3.95

WEAVER® BUNGEE WALKING TIE
Bungee tie stretches and retracts to allow proper head positioning and a more natural 
gait when used with a walking halter and a mechanical lamb/goat walker. With 
snaps at both ends, this tie features 1" elastic covered with 13⁄16" blaze orange nylon 
for enhanced visibility. Webbing measures 181⁄4" at rest and 23" fully extended. Nickel-
plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C33462N591  Orange
Each — $12.65

WEAVER® ADJUSTABLE WALKING TIE
Adjusts for attaching walking halters to a mechanical lamb/goat walker. Constructed 
from 1" W black nylon that adjusts from 81⁄2" to 13" L with swivel snaps at both ends for 
easy on and off. Nickel-plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C33463N591 — $7.25

SHEEP/GOAT WALKING HALTERS
Designed for use with a mechanical lamb/goat walker, these 3⁄4" doubled and stitched 
black nylon halters feature a D ring at the top of the nose for easy lead attachment and 
correct head positioning. Also works great for tying animals while training. Nickel-
plated hardware. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C33459N591  
Small — $11.95

C33460N591  
Medium — $12.25

C33461N591  
Large — $12.50

MESH GOAT MUZZLE
Open mesh for drinking and breath-
ability. Prevents goats from eating 
bedding, chewing stalls, and biting 
other goats. Minimal seams. Elastic 
strap for easy fit and nose-shaped fit-
ting especially for goats. Vinyl-coated 
mesh for extended life. One size. 
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32307N591 — $9.95

WEAVER® 
DELUXE ADJUSTABLE 
GOAT/SHEEP MUZZLE
Made of heavy-duty 
Cordura® material and vinyl-
coated mesh. Muzzle helps keep sheep from 
eating bedding, biting other animals, and wool picking 
while also providing breathability and access to water. Nylon crown strap with adjust-
able slide and improved rounded cone shape. Cloth binding protects the edges and 
provides a finished look. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Hot Pink C32684N591
Lime Green C32685N591
Blue C32686N591

Each — $8.10

WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® GOAT HALTER
Provides greater control and helps goat walk 
with its head up. Solid chain lead with snap 
allows for quick and easy attachment to a pen 
or gate. This stylish halter blends well with 
the color of the goat and the Brahma Webb® 
material easily wipes or rinses clean. Russet 
brown. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34990N591 — $17.99

HALTERS + MUZZLES
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HOOF SHEARS
LARGE ANGLED 

HOOF SHEARS

SHEEP SHEAR HOLDER
All-leather shear holder designed to be worn on a belt. Approx. 133⁄4" L. 
Heavy-duty stitched and riveted at stress points. Features a strap to hold 
shear handles securely in place. At widest part, holder is approx. 31⁄2" W. 
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C10744N591 — $8.25

SABOTEN HOOF SHEARS
Compact, lightweight trimmer features easy-action handles and very sharp blades for fast, easy 
cutting. Blades have nonstick coating to prevent rust and give you friction-free, smooth clean cuts. 
71⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C17016N591 — $21.25

SABOTEN LARGE ANGLED HOOF SHEARS
Easy-cutting blades are 21⁄2". Longer blade design makes it easier to work around hooves. Trim-
mer blades are “F” coated to prevent rust. Self-lubricating, nonstick, and easy to clean. 8" L. 
Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C20135N591 — $25.95

WEAVER® SHEEP & GOAT LEG WRAPS
Elastic leg wraps help prevent sheep and goats from pulling, picking, 
and biting at legs. Great for keeping leg wool and hair clean and free 
from bedding debris and feces, as well as maintaining softness and 
manageability for easy grooming, rinsing, and applying conditioning 
products. Purple 41" x 4" leg wraps with complete instructions. Pack 
of 4. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.
C32687N591 — $25.75

C. NASCO LEATHER SHEEP HALTER
Designed exclusively by Nasco. Features a round strap nose band, 3⁄4" W 
leather crown top strap and lead, with a 3⁄4" x 45" lead with snap and 
chain, and a bright nickel finish. 9" nose band. Black. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 
C11675N591 — $40.95     3+  $38.95

B. ADJUSTABLE SHEEP SHOW HALTERS
Fine-quality nylon, adjustable halter. Double-stitched 3⁄4" nylon 
webbing with double adjustable head straps and adjustable muzzle. 
Complete with 45" lead strap. Fits all sheep. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs.

Red C12710N591 Blue C20081N591

Each — $15.30     3+  $13.09

A. NYLON ADJUSTABLE SHEEP HALTERS WITH CHAIN LEADS
Constructed from 3⁄4" doubled and stitched nylon, these fully adjustable 
sheep halters feature a versatile, single-buckle crown with 7 holes to fit 
various sizes from show-age lambs to adult sheep. Chain lead features 
a snap on the end. Nickel-plated hardware. Chain is 361⁄2", including 
quick link and snap. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

Hurricane Blue C31322N591
Purple Jazz C31323N591

Each — $13.95

DOUBLE-BOW “DRUMMER BOY” RED SHANK SHEARS
Fully polished double hollow ground and swaged blades that are narrow, 
straight, and come to a sharp point. 61⁄2" blade length. Red enameled 
handles with extra-large double bow. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs. 
C11659N591 — $25.95

GROWTECH HOOF TRIMMING SHEARS
Sharpness, durability, and balance. ARS blades are 
sharper, retain sharpness longer, and are designed to 
prevent spreading. Ergonomic design for comfortable 
use. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C27418N591  2" L Blades — $31.25
C28947N591  3" L Blades — $38.75

prevent spreading. Ergonomic design for comfortable 

FOOT MASTER
An invaluable aid to any sheep farmer looking for a solution to foot rot and 
diseased hooves. The easily controlled, spouted valve on the can allows 
either a broad or concentrated spray application. Allows saturation of badly 
infected areas. 405 ml can. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C15089N591 — $12.95
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SHEAR SHARPENER
Keeps blades in top condition for clean cutting. 
Easy to use with long-life abrasive wafer. Spare 
wafer supplied inside sharpener. Sharpens at 
correct angle. 21⁄2" W x 23⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs.
C20052N591 — $11.50
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WEAVER® COTTON LAMB TUBES
Colorfast material is a perfect blend 
of natural, breathable 98% cotton 
with 2% spandex for the perfect 
amount of stretch. Design keeps 
show lambs clean when used alone 
or with a blanket. These tubes 
feature roomy leg holes reinforced 
with durable binding for generous 
sizing that stretches over hooves for 
easy on and off. Machine washable. 

Color Cat. No. Size Sh. wt.
Purple C33409N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 0.31 lbs.
Purple C33410N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 0.38 lbs.
Purple C33411N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 0.38 lbs.
Blue C33412N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 0.31 lbs.
Blue C33413N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 0.38 lbs.
Blue C33414N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 0.38 lbs.

Each — $21.75

WEAVER® PROCOOL™ MESH SHEEP BLANKETS
Unique blankets with breathable mesh material provide excellent 
ventilation. Reflective piping blocks 98% of UVA/UVB rays. Rip-resistant 
material offers effective protection from fly bites and provides a barrier 
against fungus while keeping the animal clean and cool. Snap and ring 
ends on the adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to help protect lamb 
from rubbing and chafing. Mesh butt for added air circulation. Leg gussets 
allow for extended leg movement. Machine washable.

Color Cat. No. Size Sh. wt.

Lime Zest C32725N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Lime Zest C32723N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Lime Zest C32721N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 1.75 lbs.

Red C33415N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 1.25 lbs.

Red C33416N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Red C33417N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 1.75 lbs.

Blue C33418N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Blue C33419N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Blue C33420N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 1.75 lbs.

Purple C33421N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Purple C33422N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 1.50 lbs.

Purple C33423N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 1.75 lbs.

Gray C35598N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 2 lbs.

Gray C35599N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 2.25 lbs.

` Gray C35597N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 2.50 lbs.

Each — $33.80

WEAVER® PATTERNED SPANDEX LAMB TUBES
Poly/spandex blend tubes come in a variety of fun patterns. Tubes stretch for 
perfect fit. Machine washable. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
Miscellaneous Print. Assorted miscel-
laneous prints (no choice). Patterns 
vary and may include stripes, swirls, 
floral, paisley, polka dots, etc.
C32709N591  Small (80-120 lbs.)
C32707N591  Medium (110-140 lbs.)
C32705N591  Large (130-170 lbs.)
Each — $16.75

Animal Print. Assorted animal prints 
(no choice). Patterns vary and may 
include zebra, leopard, giraffe, etc.
C32710N591  Small (80-120 lbs.)
C32708N591  Medium (110-140 lbs.)
C32706N591  Large (130-170 lbs.)
Each — $16.75

BLANKETS + TUBES

WEAVER® SHEEP BLANKETS WITH MESH BUTT
Keep your sheep clean while protecting them from the 
elements and providing a barrier against fungus. Made with 
breathable, rip-resistant, 1,000-dernier material. D-ring for 
securely fastening belly band. Leg gussets allow full range of 
motion. Black binding on edges helps prevent fraying. Machine 
washable. Fabric imported.

Color Cat. No. Size Sh. wt.

Gray C35590N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 2.75 lbs.

Gray C35588N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 3 lbs.

` Gray C35583N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 3.25 lbs.

Lime C35591N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 2.75 lbs.

Lime C35587N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 3 lbs.

Lime C35584N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 3.25 lbs.

Blue C35592N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 2.75 lbs.

Blue C35589N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 3 lbs.

Blue C35582N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 3.25 lbs.

Purple C35593N591 Small (80-120 lbs.) 2.75 lbs.

Purple C35586N591 Medium (110-140 lbs.) 3 lbs.

Purple C35585N591 Large (130-170 lbs.) 3.25 lbs.

Each — $33.80
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2019 Showing & Grooming

Leading + Bracing

SUCCESS
ti�  f� 

Showman

Don’t wait, the smaller the animal, the easier it will be for you. If possible, 
work in pairs — your animal will work better knowing another lamb or goat is 
with them.

Try to keep your animal’s head at show height during the breaking 
process — this will help on show day.

Put your animal on a trimming stand to get it used to being handled. If possible, 
place the stand so that one side is against a wall, and you can stand on the other 
side to make sure your animal doesn’t fall off. Never leave an animal unattended!

After you are comfortable with handling your animal, let it stand on the 
halter for 10 minutes and build your way up to about 25-30 minutes.

Begin with the halter — don’t pull aggressively, this may work better with 2 
people, 1 in front and 1 in back.

A trimming stand is easiest when starting to practice bracing — place your 
animal on the stand, and practice setting its feet up square. Repetition is key!

Once you are both comfortable setting feet, take your animal off the stand 
and begin bracing it on the ground. Set its feet up like you did on the stand 
and push into your animal with your inner knee or thigh, with your leg and 
toes pointed outward — it will naturally want to push back against you; if this 
doesn’t happen, back your animal up until it begins to push back.

Try walking it a distance and then bracing your animal to get them used to 
the pattern. When stopping, be sure to have your leg set for them to push 
into. Again, repetition is key!

Halter Breaking to lead

Bracing a Lamb or Goat

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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WEAVER® PROCOOL™ MESH 
GOAT BLANKETS WITH REFLECTIVE PIPING
Breathable mesh material provides excellent ventila-
tion to help keep animal cool and blocks 98% of UVA/
UVB rays. These blankets provide protection from the 
elements as well as a barrier against fungus. Rear cutout 
provides ample room for tail. Leg gussets allow for 
extended leg movement during exercise. Snap and ring 
ends on the adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to 
help prevent rubbing and chafing. All blankets feature 
reflective piping for added visibility. Machine wash 
separately with cold water, gentle cycle; do not bleach; 
line dry only.

Color Cat. No. Size Sh. wt.

Lime Zest C32716N591 Small 0.94 lbs.

Lime Zest C32714N591 Medium 0.94 lbs.

Lime Zest C32712N591 Large 1.25 lbs.

Red C33391N591 Medium 0.94 lbs.

Red C33392N591 Large 1.25 lbs.

Blue C33396N591 Small 0.88 lbs.

Blue C33397N591 Medium 1.25 lbs.

Blue C33398N591 Large 1.25 lbs.

Purple C33393N591 Small 0.94 lbs.

Purple C33394N591 Medium 1.25 lbs.

Purple C33395N591 Large 1.25 lbs.

Each — $33.95

ANIMAL PRINT 
SPANDEX TUBES

COTTON
TUBES

WEAVER® COTTON GOAT TUBES
You’ll love the perfect blend of 98% natural, breathable cotton with 2% spandex for the right touch of stretch 
to help keep your show goats clean. Use alone or under a blanket for dirt-free hair and hide. Reinforced leg 
holes stretch over hooves for easy on and off. 
Color Cat. No. Size Sh. wt.

Blue C34091N591 X-Small 0.25 lbs.

Blue C34088N591 Small 0.38 lbs.

Blue C34089N591 Medium 0.31 lbs.

Blue C34090N591 Large 0.44 lbs.

Purple C34092N591 X-Small 0.25 lbs.

Purple C34093N591 Small 0.25 lbs.

Purple C34094N591 Medium 0.25 lbs.

Purple C34095N591 Large 0.44 lbs.

Each — $21.75

WEAVER® PROCOOL™ MESH GOAT BLANKETS
ProCool™ blanket in goat sizes with a rear tail cutout. 
Constructed from breathable mesh material that provides 
excellent ventilation and blocks 98% of UVA/UVB rays, these 
blankets provide protection from the elements as well as a 
barrier against fungus. Leg gussets allow for extended leg 
movement during exercise, while the snap and ring ends of 
the adjustable belly strap rest inside pockets to help prevent 
rubbing and chafing. Machine wash separately in cold water, 
gentle cycle; line dry only; do not bleach. White with black 
binding.
C32434N591  Medium (40-60 lbs.). Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.
C32435N591  Large (60-80 lbs.). Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
Each — $29.29

WEAVER® ANIMAL PRINT SPANDEX GOAT TUBES
Available in a fun assortment of patterns, these poly and spandex blend tubes are perfect for keeping show 
goats clean. Tubes stretch for a perfect fit. Assorted animal prints (no choice). Patterns vary and may include 
zebra, leopard, giraffe, etc. Machine wash separately in cold water, gentle cycle; do not bleach; line dry only. 
C32704N591  Small 
(50-80 lbs.). Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

C32703N591  Medium 
(80-110 lbs.). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

C32701N591  Large 
(110-140 lbs.). Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.

Each — $14.95

GOATS
BLANKETS + TUBES
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NYLON GOAT COLLARS
Double-stitched, dual-layer nylon collars perfect 
for home or the show ring. Metal hardware. Black.
20" L x 3⁄4" W. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C19656N591 — $5.35

26" L x 1" W. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C28655N591 — $6.85

B. WEAVER® LEATHER AND 
CHAIN GOAT COLLARS
Soft, smooth leather handle. Chrome-plated 
snaps allow sizing to be adjusted quickly and 
easily — simply snap into any link for a perfect fit. 
Constructed from rolled chestnut bridle leather 
with smoothed, darkened edges and durable, 
chrome-plated chain. Overall length includes 
handle.
C30069N591  24" L. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. — $13.95
C30068N591  26" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $14.20
C30070N591  28" L. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $14.40

E. WEAVER® PRONGED CHAIN GOAT COLLAR AND LEAD SET
Ideal for showing mature goats including bucks and does. Nickel-plated pronged chain helps 
distribute pressure more evenly. 5⁄8" lead with 8" loop is constructed from Brahma Webb®. 
Weather resistant and easy to clean. Nickel-plated snap-on lead for easy attachment to chain. 
Pronged collar measures 24" overall with a 12" pronged section. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C33404N591 — $17.20

D. WEAVER® HUMANE PRONGED GOAT COLLAR
Gives the handler added control of the animal. Collar features 3½  " of blunt ¼  " prongs in the 
center of the chain that help distribute pressure more evenly. Rolled chestnut bridle leather 
handle feels great in the hand and features smooth, darkened edges. Oil-rubbed finish is an 
ideal color match. 24" overall with 12" of oil-rubbed chain. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C33402N591 — $26.70

WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® GOAT LEAD
Soft lead is easy to clean and great for controlling your goat. Smaller size 
makes it perfect for peewees. Snaps to any goat chain. 6" loop. Brown. 
Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C34111N591 — $8.99

DESIGNER SNAP SETS
For use with the Bling Goat Collar above. Each set includes 2 pairs of snaps. Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C34616N591  Pearl/Diamond C34617N591  Beaded C34618N591  Flower
Set — $12.95

DESIGNER SNAPS

WEAVER® BEADED GOAT COLLAR
Hand-beaded and stamped leather collars. Oil-rubbed, 10" bronze chain 
with snaps. 24" overall. 1" width is easy to grasp. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C34097N591 — $31.49

C. WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® PRONGED GOAT COLLARS
Comfortable and flexible, these collars are perfect for training your goats. Flexible material 
makes them perfect for first-time showmen. Weather-resistant handle is easy to clean. Oil-
rubbed pronged chain. Sh. wt. 0.94 lbs.

Black C34099N591 Purple C34625N591
Lime Green C34100N591 Brown C34626N591
Pink C34101N591 Orange C34627N591
Hurricane Blue C34647N591 Teal C34991N591

Each — $24.80
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A. WEAVER® BRAHMA WEBB® GOAT COLLARS
24" Nickel-plated regular chain. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.

Black C34102N591
Lime Green C34103N591
Pink C34104N591
Hurricane Blue C34411N591
Purple C34624N591
Brown C34628N591
Orange C34629N591
Teal C34992N591

Each — $11.75

WEAVER® CHOKE CHAIN COLLAR
Quality, chrome-plated choke chain collar is constructed for heavy-duty use. Use only under 
proper supervision (not recommended for tie out). 22" L with 2.5 mm links. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C28430N591 — $1.90

for home or the show ring. Metal hardware. Black.

WEAVER® BLING GOAT COLLAR
Handcrafted from premium English brown bridle leather with a 24" overall length (including 12" 
chain), this collar comes with 2 snaps that can be swapped out with different designer snaps 
(sold separately below). Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.
C33403N591 — $19.70
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SWINE

Preparing hogs to show 
requires skill, hard work, and 
the right products for the task. 
From hair and skin care to 
whips and brushes to waterers 
and sorting panels, the right 
products can help give you the 
blue-ribbon edge.
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Showman

Showmanship Practice
walking

As it gets closer to show day, your hog’s stamina should be built up 
enough to start walking twice a day for 10-15 minutes each time.

Begin walking your hog for 5-10 minutes a day after it has had enough time 
to adjust to its new environment and you have bonded with the animal. 

During your walking exercises, it’s a good idea to practice for the show ring. 
Use your parent, friend, or advisor as a judge.

Showmanship practice

Show day Preparation

Equipment

Entering the ring

Show every angle of your hog. Judges want a showman 
that will move the hog around to show its features.

Position your body so your hog is between you and the judge. 
You want to be around the ham and loin junction of your hog.

Keep your hog moving at a steady pace, keeping your hog’s head 
up in a natural position so it’s not rooting in the ground. 

Never crowd the judge. Stay at least 10 feet away to ensure the 
judge has a good view of your hog.

Prior to going into the ring, be sure to wash your hog — you want your 
pig as clean as possible to enhance its appearance.

You can use a shine spray to add extra shine to your hog — be sure to check with 
your show to find out if they allow the use of oil-based products (see page 57).

Show stick, whip, or cane (see pages 58 & 59). 
Pocket brush and towel to spot clean your hog if needed (see page 59).

Spray bottle — have someone hold it while you go in the ring, but have 
it handy before and after the show to mist water on your hog to keep it 
cool (see page 18).

Appropriate attire for the show, which may include clean white pants and 
your 4-H or FFA uniform — an exhibitor number clip may also be needed, 
check with your show (see pages 80 & 81).

Pay attention in the holding pen before entering the ring, 
and locate the judge. Always shut gates behind you.

Stay out of groups and corners, this prevents the judge from seeing your hog.

Show intensity and stay focused — take what you’ve learned while 
practicing, and put it to work.
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�
� Shelby Veum

SUPREME CHAMPION 
SWINE SHOWPERSON 

2018 Wisconsin State 
Fair Gilt Show
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SULLIVAN HOG HEAVEN
Gives a great sheen with no oily look. Spray over entire animal, brush 
in, and cover with a light mist of water. Better results are achieved when 
used in conjunction with Sullivan Sudden Impact™ (C18995N591). 
Requires no washing out. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs.
C31329N591 — $23.50

SULLIVAN SMOLDER
Emollients and conditioners enrich and improve pig’s skin and hair quality 
to achieve a fresh, healthy look and feel. Use this conditioning treat-
ment daily while at home to prevent dry and scaly skin. For use at shows, 
apply the night before and again the morning of the show, then wash off 
thoroughly before showing. Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34580N591 — $20.30

WEAVER® PRE SHOW CONDITIONER
The ultimate, dye-free, liquid swine conditioner. Gives pigs a fresh, smooth, well-conditioned look in 
the show ring. Formulated to enhance natural color.
C34606N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $18.95 C34607N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $44.50

SULLIVAN SUDDEN IMPACT™ FOR SHOW PIGS
An exceptional swine grooming treatment to promote healthy skin and 
hair on show pigs. Restores natural oils and nutrients to animal skin. Brings 
life and vigor to dry, scaly skin and coarse hair. Will also help take the “red” 
out of dry skin. Gives show pigs an unbelievable shine. Recommended for 
use at home and at shows that allow oil-based products. 17-oz. can. 
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs. 
C18995N591 — $10.30

SULLIVAN LUSTER’S PINK LOTION
Moisturize for daily skin and hair care on your show pig. It provides vitamin 
E and pro-vitamin B5 to hydrate and restore dry, flaky skin and coarse hair 
to a beautiful luster. Apply a thin coat to the entire body of your show pig 
daily and brush in. Requires no washing off. Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34539N591 — $17.45

SULLIVAN SHOW GLO
The perfect show ring shine spray brings 
out a healthy deep and enriched color to 
your pig’s hide. It is also a light condition-
ing spray for long-term hide health. 5.7-oz. 
can. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C35034N591 — $6.65

AEROSOLS + LIQUIDS
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WEAVER® PRE SHOW WITH BUG GUARD
Ultimate dye-free liquid conditioner gives pigs a fresh, 
smooth, well-conditioned look in the show ring like no 
other. Powerful combination of essential oils defends 
against pesky flies and insects. Formulated to enhance 
show pigs’ natural color.
C34987N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. — $24.30
C34988N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $48.75

CHAMPIONS CHOICE SKIN AND HAIR 
CONDITIONER WITH CITRONELLA
Prevents dry, scaly skin and hair. Won’t clog 
pores. Contains natural insect repellent. Darkens 
colored hogs and brightens white hogs. For best 
results, use daily. Spray over entire animal and 
brush thoroughly. Requires no washing out.
C35042N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $24.35     
12+  $20.00
C35041N591  2½   Gallons. Sh. wt. 25 lbs. — $207.25     
2+  $195.00

WEAVER® SWINE CONDITIONING SPRAY
Moisturizing spray that optimizes the skin health of pigs by replenishing natural oils and reducing 
dryness and irritation for the perfect show ring shine. Use product daily as a restorative skin 
treatment. 16-oz. can. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C30581N591 — $9.55

WEAVER® SWINE CONDITIONER AND SHINE
Less oily than other products, this product protects and replenishes while preventing dry, scaly skin 
for a smooth, healthy look. Apply daily to promote healthy hair and skin condition and prevent 
flaking. 
C30600N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. — $18.85 C30599N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $45.50

WEAVER® WHITE POLISH
The go-to choice for a vibrant, white appearance. Brightens while helping to conceal scars, blem-
ishes, stained hair, and other imperfections. Quart. Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
C34057N591 — $16.35

SULLIVAN SKIN SHIELD
A daily liquid conditioner with insect-defending properties just for pigs. 
Enhances a shiny, smooth appearance to skin and hair of hogs without 
drying it out over time. Use daily or weeks leading up to a show for a bright, 
vibrant look to the skin. Infused with sunflower seed oil and aloe vera.
C35567N591  Quart. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. — $27.00
C35568N591  Gallon. Sh. wt. 11 lbs. — $57.50

SULLIVAN RENEW
Skin-restoring scrub brings a soft, vibrant polished look back to any 
troubled or flaky skin on any slick shorn livestock. Eliminates dead skin cells 
and debris left over from insect bites. Made with skin-smoothing sea salts 
and shea butter. Oil free. 16-oz. jar. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35572N591 — $23.75

SULLIVAN SAMURAI SHOW PIG SOAP
Formulated with coconut and other botanical ingredients that naturally 
enrich skin color and leave hair soft with a natural shine. Gentle on hair 
and skin. Quart. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34581N591 — $17.50

new
new

Customer
favorite
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C35044N591

C35019N591

TITAN SHOW WHIPS
Built for durability and longevity. Tassel is constructed of a unique material to prevent heavy 
fraying throughout the show season. Features sleek chrome end caps and a soft, smooth 
molded handle. Black shaft with poppers in a variety of colors (length includes the tassel). 
Popper Color Cat. No. Length Sh. wt. Price

Turquoise/Black
C35009N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35019N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Neon Pink
C35010N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35020N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Red/Black
C35011N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35021N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Neon Green/Black/White
C35012N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35022N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Purple/Black/White
C35013N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35023N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Black/Neon Orange
C35014N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35024N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Black
C35015N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35025N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Neon Yellow
C35016N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35026N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Purple
C35017N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35027N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

Black/Gray
C35018N591 36" 0.81 lbs. $29.95

C35028N591 39" 1.25 lbs. $30.95

SULLIVAN SHOW PIG HEAD TRAINER
Train your hogs to drive with ease. Used for head training 
and training reinforcement, teaching the pig to drive with 
their head up. Made of extremely lightweight aluminum. 
36" L. Use 2 head trainers for initial training and graduate 
to 1. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C35043N591  Black C35044N591  Blue C35045N591  Red
Each — $32.75

C33353N591

C31655N591

SULLIVAN CRYSTAL HANDLE PIG WHIPS
Make a statement when you step into the ring 
with one of these whips. Handles are wrapped 
and decorated with genuine Czech Preciosa 
crystals, then finished with an aluminum milled 
end cap. Fiberglass shafts are covered in 
high-quality, braided wrapped materials with 
eye-catching color combinations. Whips are 39" 
L with a 6" frayed popper designed to assist in 
lifting your pig’s head for maximum show ring 
appearance. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C33351N591 — $31.50

1.800.558.959558

U.S. WHIP
The most popular pig whips on the market today. Unique, soft nylon 
material makes them ideal for driving hogs in the show ring. Includes 
a 6" lash braided into the body of the whip and a soft molded 
handle with a chrome ferrule and end cap. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

Color Cat. No. Shaft
Length 
(w/o Popper) Price

Black C31651N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Blue C31652N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Neon Orange C31653N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Neon Pink C31654N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Graffiti C31655N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Fusion C31656N591 Nylon 36" $9.95

Purple C25087N591 Fiberglass 39" $10.10

Green C25088N591 Fiberglass 39" $10.10

WEAVER REPLACEMENT POPPERS FOR PIG WHIPS
6" L. Pack of 2. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C32522N591 — $1.35
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TITAN SHOW WHIPS

SULLIVAN SHOW PIG HEAD TRAINER

WEAVER® TAMPICO PIG BRUSH
Versatile brush with soft tampico bristles is a show box necessity. Handle fits 
comfortably in your hand and brush can be used for daily care and on show day. 
8¾  " x 2¼  " x 1¼  ". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34993N591 — $8.70

TEK-TROL® HOGWASH SOW SHAMPOO
Ideal for use prior to breeding, farrowing, or transporting. Contains aloe. 
Gallon. Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C33307N591 — $27.50

TAMPICO BRUSH

TAMPICO BRUSH 
WITH HANDLE

BRUSH HOLDER

FACE BRUSH

U.S. WHIP

SULLIVAN CRYSTAL HANDLE PIG WHIPS

WEAVER® TAMPICO PIG BRUSH WITH HANDLE
Known for its ability to pick up fine dust, keep its stiffness when wet, and recover its shape, Tampico fiber makes 
these soft brushes great for washing, daily use at home, or for use in the show ring. Plastic handle is great for 
keeping in a back pocket for convenient access. 6" L x 21⁄2" W plastic handle with 1" bristles. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.

Purple C31320N591 Lime Green C32658N591
Pink C32657N591 Black C32659N591

Each — $7.30

WEAVER® PIG FACE BRUSH
Small, pocket-size brush is great for touch-ups in the show ring or for cleaning clipper 
blades. Handy pocket clip helps keep brush secure for easy access. 5" L x 11⁄2" W plastic 
handle with 1" polypropylene bristles. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.

Purple C31321N591 Lime Green C32655N591
Pink C32654N591 Black C32656N591

Each — $4.50

PIG FACE BRUSH HOLDER
Handy pouch for holding a pig face brush. Simply clips on your belt or jean pocket. 
Made from lightweight Cordura. Durable and fast drying. (Brush not included.) 
Black. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs.
C32744N591 — $14.15

SWINE

NascoFarmandRanch.com 59

TWO-WAY SORTING PANELS
Molded in durable, high-density polyethylene. 
Panels feature hand grips on top and side to 
make handling easier. Tough, yet easy to clean. 

3 ft. x 30". Sh. wt. 10 lbs. N
C15688N591  Red — $34.25
C35001N591  Pink — $38.25
C35000N591  Black — $29.95

4 ft. x 30". Sh. wt. 12 lbs. N
C15697N591  Red — $45.25

19SGp58_59.indd   2 1/4/19   4:26 PM
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TROJAN 
MODEL 33
WATERER

2½  -GALLON 
PEN WATERER

SINGLE DOOR HOG FEEDER
Heavy-gauge steel is extra thick in the trough and feed doors. Deep trough has a feed-saver lip to conserve feed. Feed door 
is specially designed to keep out moisture and pests, but can easily be wired open for starting pigs. Top door flips open from 
the back for easy loading from the rear or outside the pen. Slots in back side for mounting on wall or rail. 50-lb. capacity. 
19" L x 12¾  " W x 29½  " H. Completely assembled. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.
C34313N591 — $88.75

TROJAN MODEL 33 NONSIPHONING COMPACT PRESSURE WATERER FOR PIGS AND HOGS
Just 7" L x 2" H — big enough for sows, small enough for baby pigs. Ideal for all installations. Works automatically on all 
pressure systems; easy to install. Cast-aluminum bowl has no corners, ridges, or crevices. Trojan valve won’t leak, clog, or 
bind. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. 
C02519N591 — $39.75

A. 1/2" PIG NIPPLE DRINKER
Adjustable-flow orifice — no need to 
change orifices to regulate water flow. 
Designed for gravity or pressure systems. 
Standard 1⁄2" pipe thread for mounting. 
Stainless steel. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C12883N591 — $2.65

B. LIXIT HOG NIPPLE VALVE
Fresh, clean, uncontaminated drinking water flows out the hollow nipple control into the hog’s mouth. 
Shuts off automatically. All stainless steel. Works on the pressure 10-100 psi. Standard 1⁄2" male pipe thread. Adjustable 
water flow. No training problem. Proven performance, guaranteed satisfaction. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C05181N591 — $10.45     10+  $9.44

NIPPLE DRINKER BRACKETS
Heavy-duty adjusting brackets for nipple drinkers. Spring lock permits easy fingertip height adjustment. Both models have 
1⁄2" male pipe threads for water lines and 1⁄2" female threads for nipple drinkers. Galvanized steel construction.
C. With 26" Pipe for Single  Drinker. Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C14628N591 — $26.95

D. With 24" Pipe for Double Drinker. Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.
C14629N591 — $29.95

SULLIVAN PIG WATERER WITH HANGER
Consisting of a 4" dia. x 36" H PVC water tube and nipple, this waterer holds approx. 2 gallons of water. Metal bracket 
keeps nipple from rotating and keeps tube attached to the rack. Chains in multiple places to keep animal from lifting off 
(will fit young show pigs up to breeding stock size). Has 2 mounting height options. 1-year warranty against manufacturer 
defects. Sh. wt. 13 lbs.
C32268N591 — $102.75

COMPLETE STANDARD CUP WATERER
Each stainless steel cup with centered nipples serves up to 25 pigs from wean to finish and mounts easily to gates and 
walls. Reduce water and medication waste by 50% compared to standard drinkers and up to 43% vs. swing drinkers. 
Standard, nipple, 36" stainless steel pipe with welded bracket. Sh. wt. 5 lbs.
C33652N591 — $56.95

21/2-GALLON PEN WATERER
A quick way to provide a water source to farm pens or fairs and shows. Use to water pigs, goats, sheep, dogs, cats, 
and rabbits. Constructed of high-impact plastic, this waterer resists rust and corrosion. Screw on top cap. Great for 
travel since motion and jarring will not activate the water valve. Holds approx. 2½   gallons of water and includes drink-
ing nipple. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C34004N591 — $69.50

HEAVY-DUTY SHORTY HOG HOLDER
Tested to withstand a pull load of up to 1,400 
lbs. of pressure. Features heavy-gauge construc-
tion of zinc-plated steel for professional look 
and long-lasting durability. Comfort-grip rubber 
handle with galvanized aircraft cable loop. 
Approx. 8" L. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C26886N591 — $34.95

COMPLETE 
STANDARD 
CUP 
WATERER
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SUPPLEMENTS

Winning is hard work. Make 
sure you do everything you 
can to get your animal in 
peak condition so you have 
an advantage on the big 
day. Feed, appetite, calming, 
energy, hair growth, and joint 
supplements, get them all here.
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STIERWALT CRAVE APPETITE BOOSTER
Combats stress due to weaning, hauling, tagging, vac-
cinating, or show day. Naturally neutralizes acidity levels. 
Develops a healthier digestive system. Increases appetite 
and promotes water intake. Simply open cap and use 
slip syringe to draw recommended dosage. Dosage and 
administration: For best results, dose animal once daily 
during high times of stress (some above average weight 
animals may require a second dose); 20 cc for bovine, 15 
cc for yearling calves, 10 cc for swine, 5 cc for sheep, and 
2.5 cc for lambs.
C35050N591  Single dose, 20 ml. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs. — $14.50
C35051N591  Bottle, 250 ml. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs. — $129.25

SHOWBLOOM
Combines the benefits of fresh brewer’s yeast with other natu-
ral ingredients and minerals to give animals all the nutrition 
they need. Ingredients are brewer’s dried yeast, plant protein 
products, cane molasses, processed grain by-products, vitamin 
A acetate, vitamin D3 supplement, vitamin E supplement, and 
ascorbic acid. Produces outstanding hair growth and a shiny, 
healthy coat. Increases feed intake and utilization, promotes 
healthy skin condition, aids muscle development and firmness, 
and improves hoof condition. Dosage and administration: For 
beef cattle, dairy cattle, and horses, feed 8 oz. per day; for 
sheep and goats, feed 3 oz. per day; for hogs, feed 4 oz. per 
day; for rabbits and small livestock, feed 1 oz. per day. 50-lb. 
bag. Cannot be sold in Canada. 

25-lb. Bag. Sh. wt. 31 lbs.
C13579N591 — $34.50

50-lb. Bag. Sh. wt. 52 lbs.  N
C13580N591 — $59.75

SUM PIG SUPPLEMENT
Help pigs grow faster and more sound. It will also smooth pigs out with 
faster growth, superior conditioning, and improved top lines. No drugs 
or side effects. Pelleted formula includes a proprietary blend of proteins 
and amino acids. See a visible difference within days. Dosage and 
administration: For swine, feed at the rate of 3 oz. per head, per day. 
15-lb. pail (80 feedings). Sh. wt. 20 lbs.
C34531N591 — $87.95

1.800.558.959562

GLU-COAT FOR SHEEP/GOATS
Formulated with a unique blend of sugars that can 
speed up rumen activity and help with appetite and 
palatability. Also supports cellular replication and the 
immune system, helps animals get through stressful 
periods, and aids in muscle and fat development. Fish 
oil containing the highest levels of Omega 3 fatty acids 
helps maintain quality skin and brighter wool/hair 
coats. Helps create higher glucose levels, stored in the 
body as fat to lay on a hard fat cover, giving livestock 
that bloomy, full, soft look while still maintaining muscle 
shape. Dosage and administration: Top dress feed with 
3-4 oz. per head, per day. 25-lb. jug 
(400 oz.) provides approx. a 100- to 150-day supply per 
animal. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.
C34578N591 — $99.00

VINDICATOR™ FOR SHOW GOATS AND LAMBS
Frame — form — finish — conformation. No withdrawal 
necessary. Dosage and administration: Feed goats and 
lambs at the rate of 3 oz. per head, per day.
C34513N591  17-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 22 lbs. — $118.95
C34514N591  34-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. — $198.95

DOC PROBIOTIC/COLOSTRUM PASTE
For use in newborns or stressed animals due to handling, illness, or transporting. Improves digestive health, builds 
immunity, and soothes the stomach lining. Reduces shipping stress, acidosis, coccidiosis, and other conditions that 
may cause scours or the reduction of feed intake. Colostrum is immunized and can pass down the immunities to any 
age animal. Treat or for preventative maintenance. All natural. 
100 g Tube Syringe. Dosage and administration: 
For cattle, horses, goats, sheep, deer, and exotics feed 20 
mg to newborns and 50 mg to adults; for pigs feed 10 mg 
to newborns and 30 mg to adults. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35007N591 — $49.95

300 g Tube. Dosage and administration: 
For cattle, horses, goats, sheep, deer, and exotics, feed 
20 mg to newborns and 50 mg to adults; for pigs, feed 10 
mg to newborns and 30 mg to adults. Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C35063N591 — $71.95

1-lb. Blend in Tub. Dosage and administration: 
For cattle, horses, goats, sheep, pigs, deer, and 
exotic hoof stock feed 1 tsp. per 8-oz. bottle of milk. 
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C35008N591 — $85.95

FEEDFEED
Customer
favorite
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APPETITE
VITA CHARGE® LIQUID BOOST
A multi-species nutritional supplement to promote feed and water intake while 
supporting digestive health. Contains multiple prebiotics, electrolytes, vitamins, 
and Amaferm to support normal digestive flora during times of stress. Dosage 
and administration: Feed for 5-7 days during transition periods or stress. 1 liter. 
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. 
C34409N591 — $33.65

SULLIVAN APPETITE EXPRESS PROBIOTIC GRANULES 
Encourages appetite even during severe stress periods such as shows. Top dress 
or mix into your existing feed in the following manner: Feed ½ oz per head per 
day. Great for beef and dairy cattle, swine, sheep, goats, and horses. 5-lb. bag. 
Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs. 
C33842N591 — $32.50

SULLIVAN SHOW ROAD APPETITE EXPRESS+
Prebiotics, probiotics, and B12 all in one. Helps bring an aggressive appetite and 
energy boost to the animal. Great for beef and dairy cattle, sheep, goats, and 
horses. Dosage and administration: 10-15 cc per day orally several days prior to 
travel; continue to administer orally at the show.
C33933N591  60 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.05    6+  $5.40
C33932N591  300 cc tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $29.75

SULLIVAN DEVOUR IT APPETITE ENHANCER
Getting your animal to the condition you want can be stressful when 
they are sluggish eaters or simply won’t eat. Specifically formulated to 
enhance appetite and get your animal on track, this appetite enhancer 
contains all-natural ingredients including oil extracts from garlic and 
cinnamon. These natural oils change the microbial community in the 
rumen, which stimulates the growth of important bacteria result-
ing in rumen efficiency, reducing incidence of bloat, and increasing 
gain. Also contains vitamin B12, to boost energy levels during times of 
stress. Can be used in conjunction with Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite 
Express+ (C33933N591 and C33932N591) to replenish good bacteria 
in the rumen. Dosage and administration: Feed 1 oz. per head per day 
as a top-dress; feed every day to keep your animals’ appetite active. 
12-lb. bucket (120 day supply). Sh. wt. 14 lbs.
C34669N591 — $98.50

ESSENTIAL DOUBLE DIP
Use to increase your animal’s appetite and their average daily gain. 
Dosage and administration: Feed by mixing 1 packet per ½  -gallon of 
water; provide 20 oz. per feeding (packet contains a 2-day supply at 
2 feedings per day). 1-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34648N591 — $5.75    12+  $5.40

GLU-COAT FOR CATTLE
Use to replace any oil or fat that you might be using. This is not a fat 
product, it’s a sugar product formulated with a blend of sugars that 
can increase appetite and palatability. The unique blend of sugars 
keeps the rumen working longer and faster. Also aids in cellular 
replication, supports the immune system, helps during stressful 
periods, and aids in muscle and fat development. A refined fish oil 
is also included containing high levels of Omega 3 fatty acids that 
help maintain a bright, shiny hair coat. Dosage and administration: 
Top dress feed with 6-8 oz. per head, per day. 50-lb. jug provides 
approx. 100- to 150-day supply per calf. Sh. wt. 57 lbs.
C34577N591 — $99.00

VITA CHARGE® PASTE
Stimulate rumen microorganisms to offset the negative effects associated with 
calving scours, weaning, hauling, and other stresses. Dosage and administration: 
For beef and dairy cattle, administer 10 ml orally on back of tongue for cattle up 
to 350 lbs. and administer 15 ml orally on back of tongue for cattle over 350 lbs.; 
for sheep, goats, and swine, administer 5 ml orally on back of tongue for grow-
ing animals and administer 10 ml orally on back of tongue for mature animals. 
80-ml syringe. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 
C34410N591 — $19.50
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BLOOM-N-SECRET GEL SUPPLEMENT
An easy-to-administer gel formula given before show or sale to add mass and muscle volume 
to your animal. Has amino acids and other ingredients that help expand muscle and give them 
a fresh appearance. Use on lambs, goats, or pigs. Can be given up to 3 consecutive days with 
no adverse effects to any age or weight animals with results lasting up to 12 hours after initial 8 
hours. Dosage and administration: Give at least 8 hours before show or sale; drench with 24 oz. 
of cold water; continue to water periodically until show time; can be used up to 3 days in a row. 
80 cc tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C34528N591 — $20.95

SULLIVAN SHOW ROAD SUPER CHARGE B12
Contains a superior balance of vitamin B12 and other essential vitamins, plus live, naturally occur-
ring microorganisms to boost energy levels and fight fatigue and sluggishness during times of 
stress. Dosage and administration: For show cattle, give each animal 15 cc prior to leaving for 
show and 10 cc each day at the show; for pigs, sheep, and goats, give 5 cc both before and 
during the show. 60 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. 
C30045N591 — $16.50

ESSENTIAL KEEP’N ON 
SHOW ENHANCING SUPPLEMENT
Prepares your animal for the show by 
providing muscle pop, energy for the arena, 
fill without weight, 12 vitamins, and 9 
minerals to help stamina and recovery. 
8-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34649N591 — $6.10    12+  $5.27

SULLIVAN ALERT™
A caffeine and ginseng instant energy product in a paste form. For stubborn, lethargic cattle 
that act too tame and have no get-up-and-go. Natural ingredients, drug-free. NOTE: A small 
percentage of shows/state fairs do not allow the use of caffeine products; please check your 
rules. 34 ml tube. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C34543N591 — $16.95

ENERGY

SULLIVAN SHOW ROAD REPLENISH ELECTROLYTE PASTE
One of the biggest issues when going to a show is getting livestock to drink. This paste contains 
high levels of potassium, magnesium, and sodium along with vital minerals, essential for water 
consumption and retention. For best results, follow up with Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite 
Express+ (C33933N591 or C33932N591). One 60 cc tube contains 2 doses. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34667N591 — $14.85

SULLIVAN SHOW ROAD DIAHALT+ 
When cattle get stressed from a change in location or feed, it can cause them to have irregular 
digestion and diarrhea. This all-natural, anti-scour paste contains high levels of kaolin and pectin 
as well as 2.5 billion CFU (colony forming units) of Enterococcus faecium, an important probiotic 
microorganism that is beneficial to digestion and rumen action. For beef cattle only. Dosage and 
administration: Administer at a rate of 5 cc per 150-lb. body weight. 80 cc tube. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34668N591 — $17.50

ESSENTIAL REVIVE
Show time electrolyte that hydrates the muscle cells 
right before the show, giving the muscles “pop”— 
freshening the top and improving expression. Also 
protects against stress and keeps your animal 
drinking. 8-oz. bottle. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C34650N591 — $5.50     12+  $5.15

CRUSADE™ ELECTROLYTES & PROBIOTICS FOR LIVESTOCK
Dye-free, stain-free, superior bloom. Premium electrolytes and probiotics 
that are safe for all livestock species. Electrolytes and probiotics play a criti-
cal part in when it comes to heat and travel stress and the ability to quickly 
rehydrate your animal can make the difference in the show ring. Will not 
stain wool or coat. Very palatable. Dosage and administration: Mix 2 oz. per 
gallon of water for moderate stress; mix 5 oz. per gallon of water for more 
extreme stress.
C34517N591  1-lb. bag. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs. — $11.95
C34518N591  5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 8 lbs. — $47.95

SULLIVAN FRESH & FEMININE™
Features strategic vitamins, minerals, amino acids, antioxidants, and 
bypass protein sources. This chemistry boosts metabolic fat burning that 
targets specific areas of the body to reduce fat content, most notably in 
the neck and brisket area. All natural and fertility safe for open and bred 
heifers, steers, or bulls. Top dress 6 oz. per head per day to cattle of this 
pelleted supplement until desired freshness is achieved. 40-lb. tub contains 
106-day supply. Sh. wt. 47 lbs.  N
C33350N591 — $179.95

Customer
favorite
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NASCO CATTLE CALM
Helps you handle your show 
animals more professionally. 
Administer 1 tube for an animal 
weighing up to 1,000 lbs., 2 to 3 
hours before showing time. 1-oz. 
(32 ml) tube. Contains Trypto-
phan. Sh. wt. 0.19 lbs. 
C19009N591 — $10.40     6+  $9.57

NASCO CATTLE CALM PELLETS
A daily supplement providing 500 mg of vitamin 
B-1 and natural herbs that are known to have a 
calming effect. Feed 2 scoops in morning and 2 
scoops in evening. May be fed continuously. May 
be followed with Nasco Cattle Calm paste on 
show day. 1 tub will last 30 days. 6-lb. tub. Works 
for animals weighing up to 1,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. 
C19007N591 — $28.50

SULLIVAN PEACE PELLETS 
Feed daily to calm and take the edge off of 
show cattle. Mixes easily with your daily feed 
ration. Provides a calming effect during daily 
stressful times. It also helps to break ani-
mals. No drugs. Dosage and administration: 
Top dress 1 scoop per 1,000-lb. weight per 
day. 5.3-lb. tub of pelleted product provides 
a 60 day supply. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34585N591 — $59.50

FOCUS ORAL CALMING LIQUID
Keep your animal calm and focused without the risk of 
becoming groggy. This blend of natural ingredients is 
completely safe for all animals. Provides a calming effect on 
unruly animals during stressful times such as shows. Simply 
administer into mouth or into a minimal amount of feed 1 to 
2 hours before time of activity. Benefits will last approx. 12 
hours. Dosage and administration: Administer 15-30 ml to 
cattle, 10-15 ml to swine, and 5-10 ml for sheep and goats per 
application; re-administer as needed.
C34670N591  8 oz. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $49.95
C34671N591  16 oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $92.50
C34672N591  32 oz. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $157.25

HIDE AND HAIR FOR LIVESTOCK
Revolutionary hair growth product shown to grow hair and encourage skin 
health. Research-based and field tested. Contains kelp and seaweed that 
have been shown to lower body temperature. Contains no added copper, so 
it’s safe for sheep; but it does contain ammonium chloride to aid in the pre-
vention of urinary calculi. Comes in granulated form, is extremely palatable, 
and contains no melatonin. Designed to be administered 60-90 days before 
show, with optimum results at 90-120 days. Dosage and administration: 
27-lb. pail will last 45 days per head; use as a top dress and feed 9.6 oz. (1½   
scoops) per head per day; you should start seeing results in 45-60 days and, 
when animals hit the 90 day mark, they are showing an explosion of hair. 
27-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 30 lbs.
C34576N591 — $104.00

GOLDEN FLO®
Formulated to improve hair coat and skin condition, add energy to rations, 
enhance weight gain and maintenance, control dust, improve feed consump-
tion as well as efficiency and palatability, and enhance feed aroma and 
texture with a fruity flavor. Better flowability than molasses. Less separation 
and clumping. Contains preservatives to keep feeds fresh longer. For beef, 
dairy, horses, swine, sheep, poultry, pets, and other small animals. Gallon. 
Sh. wt. 9 lbs. 
C20078N591 — $27.25

for animals weighing up to 1,000 lbs. Sh. wt. 

CALMING

SHAG™ FOR HEIFERS
Great hair, great breeding. Pelleted supplement contains soundness 
additives, probiotics, electrolytes, vitamins, and minerals, plus body 
temperature control and fertility ingredients. Great for hair growth 
and breeding. Dosage and administration: For heifers, feed at the rate 
of 3 oz. per head, once or twice daily; do not reduce feeding rate once 
begun.
C34524N591  11¼  -lb. bag (60 feedings). Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $127.95
C34525N591  22½  -lb. pail (120 feedings). Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $237.95

SULLIVAN SHOW PASTE™
Provides a natural calming effect that lasts for hours with no withdrawal period. 
Dosage and administration: Give 1 dose to animal 2-3 hours before show time. 
Available for pigs, sheep, and cattle. 32 ml tube. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs. 
Pig Paste™. 3 doses per tube.
C29777N591 — $12.45

Sheep Paste™. Tube contains 5-8 doses, depending on size of sheep.
C29778N591 — $12.30

Cattle Paste™. 1 tube works for an animal up to 1,000 lbs. 
C16615N591 — $14.50     6+  $13.42

SHAG™ FOR CATTLE
Pelleted supplement contains soundness additives, probiotics, electro-
lytes, vitamins, and minerals. Great for hair growth, conditions hooves, 
and reduces odor. Dosage and administration: For heifers, feed at the 
rate of 3 oz. per head, once or twice daily; do not reduce feeding rate 
once begun.
C34522N591  11¼  -lb. bag (60 feedings). Sh. wt. 16 lbs. — $127.95
C34523N591  22½  -lb. pail (120 feedings). Sh. wt. 27 lbs. — $238.95

HAIR GROWTH
HAIR GROWTH
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OXY-GEN E-Z STEP
When stride and mobility are a problem, give your 
animal E-Z Step. For livestock of all ages and both 
sexes. Dosage and administration: Feed cattle 20 cc 
per head, per day; feed lambs, goats, and pigs 
10 cc per head.
C34511N591  20 cc tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $18.95
C34512N591  100 cc tube. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. — $83.95

SULLIVAN STRIDE EZ™
All-natural granular product contains a superior 
balance of herbs and botanicals to target stiff 
joints and help alleviate pain. Allows the animal 
to walk freely with a long, natural stride. Does 
not contain any drugs, no withdrawal period. 
Single Packet. Dosage and administration: For 
cattle, top dress 1 packet per feeding for 5 feed-
ings leading up to show day; for pigs, top dress 
¼   packet per feeding for 5 feedings before show. 
Sh. wt. 0.06 lbs.
C34541N591 — $9.75

2-lb. Jar. Bulk savings and convenience. 1 jar 
equals 100 individual packets. Dosage and 
administration: Scoop out 10 grams per feeding 
for the 5 feedings before time of show. 
Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34540N591 — $229.00 SULLIVAN LUBRISYN™ LIQUID JOINT SUPPLEMENT

Hyaluronic acid replenishes synovial fluid in joints that become bro-
ken down as livestock ages and gains weight. It is highly absorbed 
in the upper gastrointestinal (GI) tract of the animal. For optimum 
results, start 120 days before show. Daily dosage is recommended. 
Dosage and administration: 30 ml once daily to cattle, 15 ml once 
daily to hogs, and 10 ml once daily to sheep/goats. Can be safely 
used in livestock of all ages. 
Quart. 31-day supply for cattle. 
Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C34537N591 — $102.50

Gallon. 126-day supply for 
cattle. Includes hand pump. 
Sh. wt. 11 lbs.
C34536N591 — $287.50

STIERWALT SUPERFLEX JOINT SUPPLEMENT
Veterinary-approved formula supports normal joint 
function and flexibility. Contains hyaluronic acid, 
turmeric, glucosamine, chondroitin, MSM, yucca root 
powder, ascorbic acid, and vitamin K. Dosage and 
administration: Add 1-2 scoops daily depending on 
severity of joint function and flexibility. 6-lb. bag with 
scoop included (3-month supply). Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C34768N591 — $120.00

HEALTH SULLIVAN ASPIRNFRE PASTE
All natural product assists in the relief of pain. Does not contain 
any drugs, so there is no withdrawal period or side effects. One 
tube works for an animal up to 1,000 lbs. Administer 3 hours 
before time of showing. 32 ml tube. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C34542N591 — $18.25

BLOAT TREATMENT
For use as an aid in the treatment 
of frothy bloat in ruminants and as 
a fecal softener. Administer as a 
drench or via stomach tube. Dos-
age and administration: 12 fl. oz. 
for adult cattle; 6 fl. oz. for young 
cattle, sheep, and goats. 12 fl. oz. 
Sh. wt. 0.88 lbs.
C27938N591 — $5.50

50% DEXTROSE 
STERILE SOLUTION
Used as an aid in the treat-
ment of uncomplicated 
ketosis in dairy cattle. 500 ml 
bottle. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C14720N591 — $5.15

NATURAL STRIDE FOR LIVESTOCK
Uniquely balanced ingredients for greater relief from 
swelling and painful joints with faster recovery times. 
Enhance mobility and flexibility while protectingstruc-
tural integrity in all classes of livestock. Features the 
proven natural ingredient cetyl myristoleate (100% 
vegetable derived), without glucosamine or MSM. 
Dosage and administration: For cattle, administer 2 
scoops (60 cc scoop) twice a day; for larger cattle 
(1,250+ lb.), administer 3 scoops twice a day; for swine, 
sheep, or goats administer 2 scoops (29.6 cc scoop) 
twice a day. Results are usually evident within 3 weeks.
C34571N591  5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $82.00
C34572N591  20-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $299.00

EXTREME NATURAL STRIDE FOR BUCKING BULLS
Combines the most effective pharmaceutical ingredi-
ents to alleviate stiffness and fight joint pain problems, 
allowing more flexibility and motion. Based upon the 
same principles as Natural Stride, featuring Cetyl 
Myristoleate. Also contains Glucosamine, MSM, Vita-
mins, Bioflavonoids and Hyaluronic Acid. For breeding 
animals only.
C34573N591  5-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 7 lbs. — $90.00
C34574N591  20-lb. pail. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $310.00
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EQUIPMENT

Walk the barn on show day 
and you'll find the champions 
have a few things in common: 
their animals are impeccably 
prepared and they have the 
right equipment to keep the 
animals comfortable and 
make getting them ready as 
easy as possible.
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Color
2-Gallon, 
(11½  " x 8⅜  ")

5-Gallon, 
Flat Back 
(14¾  " x 13")

Red C29913N591 (Round) C24908N591

Blue C29909N591 (Round) C29888N591

Hunter Green C29911N591 (Round) C29889N591

Black C29910N591 (Round) C35559N591

Lime Green C29912N591 (Round) C29890N591

Yellow C28252N591 (Round) C28250N591

Orange C33495N591 (Flat Back) C33494N591

Hot Pink C28251N591 (Round) C28249N591

Purple C28300N591 (Flat Back) C28301N591
Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs. 3 lbs.
Each $4.95 $7.95

BU
CK

ET
S +

 FE
ED

ER
S

4-QUART DURAFLEX

BUCKETHOOK

� See page 82 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

PLASTIC BUCKETS
Durable polyethylene bucket. Grooved finger grip on bottom 
makes pouring easier. Available in flat-back or round shapes.

BUCKETHOOK
Transfer a full 5-gallon bucket 
of water without hurting your 
fingers and then hang it from a 
rail or a fence. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C28980N591 — $10.95     2+  $9.85

4-QUART FEED PAN
Rubber feed pan. 11" dia. x 4" D. Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C29885N591 — $5.95

41/2-GALLON PLASTIC FEED PAN
Durable, high-density polyethylene plastic. Strong handles make carrying 
large quantities of water and feed easy. Fits securely inside tires to anchor. 
17" top dia.; 101⁄2" bottom dia. 73⁄4" D. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

Black C26597N591 Blue C26598N591
Green C26599N591 Red C26600N591

Each — $9.95     6+  $8.45

NASCO 8-GALLON DELUXE XL PLASTIC FEED PAN
Constructed of tough, impact-resistant polyethylene. Easy-carry large, 
open-handle design. 8-gallon capacity. 8" D x 21" dia. Black. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C34651N591 — $22.95     6+  $21.90

WIRE FENCE FEEDERS
Constructed of ¼  " durable plastic with 2 heavy-duty carabiner 
clips or may also be bolted to any surface. � CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Single Feeder. With 2 carabiner clips. 111⁄8" L x 67⁄8" W x 6" H. 
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C29774N591 — $9.35

Double Feeder. 153⁄4" L x 7⅞  " W x 63⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C29773N591 — $19.15

DURAFLEX MOLDED RUBBER PAN
Molded in 1 piece with reinforced sides; rubber fiber construction will not 
crush, rust, or dent. Unharmed by salt, chemicals in feed, or severe weather. 
No sharp edges. Black.
3-Gallon Pan. 17" top dia., 4" D, 14" bottom dia. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs. 
C04272N591 — $8.50     6+  $8.19

2-Gallon Pan. 141⁄2" top dia., 4" D, 111⁄2" bottom dia. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.
C18879N591 — $6.60     6+  $6.16

8-GALLON

NASCO HANGING PIG FEEDER
Heavy-duty feeder constructed of PVC and galvanized metal. 
Carabiner clips welded onto the end caps allow for easy 
attachment to wire panels. An anti-tip chain prevents spillage. 
18" L x 8" W x 4" H. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C35047N591 — $49.50

NASCO 5-GALLON DELUXE PLASTIC FEED PAN
Tough, impact-resistant polyethylene. Large, open-handle design for easy carry. 
17" dia. x 7" D pan. Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs. 

Red C29466N591 Purple C32572N591

Black C29467N591 Maroon C32573N591

Green C29468N591 Orange C32574N591

Blue C29469N591 Lime Green C32575N591

Pink C32571N591

Each — $16.75     Mix 6+  $16.41     Mix 20+  $16.01

4½  -GALLON
5-GALLON

Customer
favorite
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FEEDERS + WATERERS

SLOW FEED 
HAY NET

HANGING 
HAY BAG

DOUBLE TUF HOOK-N-FEED 14-QT. FENCE FEEDERS
Durable, molded bracket easily hooks over any 2"-thick 
board. For more permanent installation, simply set 2 screws 
in the holes provided (screws not included). Top edge 
has rounded corners for strength and easy feeder access. 
Easy-pour lip and handle hold. Inner bucket has calibration 
marks. 11" x 143⁄4" x 121⁄2". Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.

Purple C29198N591 Red C24548N591

Each — $10.65

HANGING HAY BAG
Great for the barn or trailer. Has 2 O-rings at the top 
for easy hanging. Red. 20" x 10" x 29". Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C27341N591 — $17.50

WEAVER® SLOW FEED HAY NETS
Designed with smaller size holes for slower feeding and 
better digestion, these 36" rope hay nets are perfect for 
holding hay at shows. Sh. wt. 2.75 lbs.

Red C34082N591
Purple C34083N591
Hot Pink C34084N591
Lime Green C34085N591
Blue C34086N591
Black C34087N591

Each — $10.95

HANGING SHEEP FEEDERS
Molded plastic sheep feeders withstand the elements and animal abuse. 
Each feeder is easily hung on fences. Ideal for fairs, shows, etc. Hangs on 21⁄2" boards. Has metal brackets.
1-ft. 163⁄4" L x 10" W x 5" D. Sh. wt. 3.25 lbs.
C13126N591 — $21.95     2+  $18.85

2-ft. 271⁄2" L x 10" W x 5" D. Sh. wt. 6 lbs.
C13127N591 — $30.95     2+  $26.56

3-ft. 401⁄2" L x 10" W x 5" D. Sh. wt. 7.50 lbs.
C13128N591 — $38.50     2+  $33.34

4-ft. 48" L x 10" W x 5" D. Sh. wt. 8.50 lbs. 
C16703N591 — $54.25     2+  $46.54

18-QT. RUBBER HOOK-OVER FEEDER
Crack-proof, crush-proof, and freeze-proof. Easily 
hooks over any 2-by-wide board for an instant portable 
feeder. Safe and soft for animals. 17" L x 16" W x 10" H. 
Holds 18 qts. (4½   gallons). Sh. wt. 10 lbs.
C34633N591 — $17.95

Each feeder is easily hung on fences. Ideal for fairs, shows, etc. Hangs on 2 ⁄1⁄1 " boards. Has metal brackets.

A

C

B

A. DURAMATE AUTOMATIC WATERERS
4-gallon, float-controlled waterers simply hook up to a 
standard 3⁄4" garden hose to automatically deliver fresh 
water. Metal brackets included for over-the-fence or 
on-the-wall installation, plus 30" L hose with female hose 
attachment. Molded from impact-resistant polyethylene 
resin. Operates at a pressure between 20 and 50 psi. 
141⁄4" L x 171⁄2" W x 103⁄4" H. 1-year warranty. Sh. wt. 7 lbs.

Red C19381N591
Blue C32201N591
Green C32202N591

Each — $30.95

B. AUTOMATIC WATERER WITH METAL COVER
Large 4-gallon capacity, float-controlled model simply 
hooks up to a standard 3⁄4" garden hose to automati-
cally deliver water. Includes a durable metal float cover 
and metal brackets for over-the-fence or on-the-wall 
installation. Molded from impact-resistant polyethyl-
ene resin. Operates at pressure between 20-50 psi. 
Includes 30" L hose with a female hose attachment. 
141⁄4" L x 171⁄2" W x 103⁄4" H. Sh. wt. 8 lbs.
C32938N591 — $35.95

C. SULLIVAN WATER PURIFIER
Removes chlorine and other harmful elements from water. 
Keeps your animal drinking while on the show road. Purifies 
water to be similar to natural rain water. Helps promote 
better hair growth and reduces flaking skin. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C31304N591 — $57.50

HIGH-BACK FEEDER WITH BRACKETS
Constructed of heavy-duty polyethylene with 
durable 11⁄2" x 41⁄2" metal brackets designed to 
go over 2 x 4 or larger boards. 263⁄4" L x 173⁄8" W; 
depth tapers from 113⁄4" to 73⁄4". Sh. wt. 11 lbs. N
C13440N591 — $50.75

Mini High-Back Feeder with Brackets. Smaller 
version of the feeder above. Tapered design allows for easy 
animal access. Includes brackets to hang on fence or gate. 15" L x 
141⁄4" W; depth tapers from 101⁄2" to 7¼  ". Sh. wt. 4.75 lbs.
C28307N591 — $28.25

18-QT. RUBBER HOOK-OVER FEEDER

5-PINT PLASTIC FEED SCOOPS
Lightweight, molded of high-impact flexible plastic with 
“ribbing” for strength. Approved for food handling. 5-pint capacity. 
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.

White C07002N591
Blue C29661N591
Neon Green C14372N591

Each — $4.25
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E. SCHAEFER F5™ LIVESTOCK CIRCULATION FANS
Powerful motors with low-solidity ratio blade for efficiency and quiet 
operation without losing airflow and speed. Heavy-duty steel guards 
with reinforced ribs and outer rings for extreme durability. Powder-
coated black finish over guards. Flexible, 7-ft. cord with water resis-
tant and weatherproof on/off switch. Corrosion resistant inside and 
out. Hang mount included for easy setup and take-down. 115/230V. 
24" Fan. ½   hp, 1,725 rpm, 7,700 cfm. Sh. wt. 47 lbs. N
C33424N591 — $280.25

C. WALL/CEILING BRACKET HANGER
Mounts to walls, posts, or ceilings. Adjustable pivot bracket allows 
omnidirectional air circulation. Bracket has 3 mounting holes. 
NOTE: Not recommended for use with oscillating circulators when 
ceiling mounted. Sh. wt. 4.25 lbs. 
C29201N591 — $66.95

D. FAN BRACKET HANGER
Fits suspension-mounted fans. Attaches to tab on fan motor. 
Designed to hang fan from 2 x 4 or ceiling truss. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C32487N591 — $8.90
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B. SULLIVAN 28" SHOW BARN FAN™
Deep cage allows for less friction between fan blade and fan case, 
for a quieter fan. Heavy-duty, 1⁄2 hp, ball-bearing motor draws only 
4 amps. Front-hinged, black cage opens to provide easy access to 
clean. Includes motor, cord, blade, and guard. Fully assembled. Fan 
bracket hanger sold separately. Shipped directly from our supplier. 
Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 49 lbs. N
Z19838N591 — $289.50

A. SULLIVAN TURBO™ LIVESTOCK FANS
Blade design blows at a higher velocity and provides more airflow 
with a wider path of air movement. Front guard opens for easy blade 
cleaning. Equipped with heavy-duty motors that are perfectly engi-
neered to the blade and guard. OSHA compliant. Fan bracket hanger 
sold separately. N
20" Fan. 1⁄3 hp motor. 1,725 rpm. 
4,792 FPM. Sh. wt. 35 lbs.
C24104N591 — $249.95

24" Fan. 1⁄2 hp motor. 1,740 rpm. 
5,560 FPM. Sh. wt. 50 lbs.
C15250N591 — $277.95

G. MAXX AIR™ 24" 2-SPEED TILT FAN
Heavy-duty, thermally protected PSC 1⁄3 hp motor with 2 speeds 
(4,000 and 2,800 CFM). Rugged, enamel-coated, 22-gauge galva-
nized steel housing. 180° tilt. Convenient handles for portability. Safe, 
OSHA-compliant grills. 8-ft. power cord. Sh. wt. 41 lbs.
C33315N591 — $154.75

H. MAXX AIR™ 20" HIGH-VELOCITY SHROUD FLOOR FAN
Features a 3-speed, 120V, energy efficient PSC motor; rugged 
22-gauge, powder-coated steel shroud; fan head tilts a full 120°; 
maximum efficiency aluminum fan blades; sturdy base with nonskid 
feet for stability; OSHA compliant, rust-resistant grills, and a 6-ft. 
power cord. 1-year limited warranty. Sh. wt. 16 lbs.
C34589N591 — $69.50

F. VES 24" HIGH-VELOCITY SINGLE-SPEED CIRCULATION FAN
Tapered intake and exhaust designed for optimum performance, 
maximum air velocity, and maximum distance coverage. Designed 
for the harshest environments. OSHA compliant. Mount at any 
height. Polyester, powder-coated guards resist corrosion. Versatile 
wall and ceiling mount pivots 180° and fan can turn 360°. Hard-
ware included. Motors are enclosed, high efficiency with sealed ball 
bearing. 115V. Includes a 9-ft. power cord . 8,800 CFM. Can convert 
to variable speed if switch is purchased separately (through special 
order), otherwise it will run on high. Shipped directly from our sup-
plier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 50 lbs. N
Z30215N591 — $195.50

Customer
favorite
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SULLIVAN MISTING FILTER
3-stage carbon phosphate filter sus-
pends particles that could clog nozzles. 
Attaches in line to all garden hose con-
nections. Sh. wt. 0.50 lbs.
C31334N591 — $23.45

BOX FAN HOLDER
Box fan holder will fit securely over 
stall walls or rails to hold a fan in 
position. Black-coated metal box 
fan holder with rubber stoppers. 
(Fan not included.) Sh. wt. 3.75 lbs.
C30833N591 — $19.95

SULLIVAN ARCTIC CHILL™ FAN ATTACHMENT
When hot weather hits, keep your cool with this durable, black steel 
misting ring that turns your fan into a cool, comfortable oasis during 
the summer heat. Uses a unique nozzle to create a micro-fine mist that 
flash evaporates, cooling the air up to 30°. 3 nozzles are placed on a 
16" dia., black powder-coated steel circle that has a 6-ft. lead line that 
connects directly to a garden hose. Will attach to any 24" fan (not 
included). Sh. wt. 3 lbs.
C31333N591 — $52.95

WEAVER® FAN CART
Powder-coated steel construction with 10" 
no-flat tires. Holds one 20" or 24" fan (not 
included). Attaches with bolts from fan to the 
non-adjustable fan attachment bars. 25" W x 
253⁄4" L x 521⁄2" H. Sh. wt. 26 lbs. N
C32430N591 — $136.75

SULLIVAN 24" FAN STAND TRUCK
Holds 2 fans or 1 fan by itself. Adjustable bars 
so 24" fans can be moved to any height. 1-year 
warranty against manufacturer defects. Fans not 
included. Sh. wt. 29 lbs. N
C32259N591 — $161.75

SULLIVAN FAN STAND CART
Moves easily and has an adjustable height from 3 
ft. 5" to 4 ft. Stand will hold 1 fan (not included). 
Sh. wt. 22 lbs.
C31903N591 — $125.50

UPRIGHT FAN STAND
Height is adjustable. Made of 11⁄2" tubing. No heavy 
base required. Mounting brackets are included to nail 
to front of stall. Holds one or two 24" fans, or one 30" 
fan. Fans not included. Sh. wt. 22 lbs.
C15772N591 — $98.75

ACCESSORIES
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PEDIGREE SIGNS
Available in 3 formats, customizable with 1 or 2 colors to 
include owner, company, association, show, and farm 
or ranch name/logo. 12" x 18" signs. Durable, reusable 
5⁄8" thick white plastic. Dry-erase markers recommended 
(not included). 2 holes for hanging. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
Standard Information Sign. Blue information lines on 
white background.
C24100N591 — $9.30
Custom Signs. Minimum quantity of 10 must be 
ordered. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time.
Z19835N591  Name — $19.65
Z19836N591  Name & Logo — $19.65

Expo® Low-Odor Dry-Erase Marker Set. Set of 4 
markers (black, red, blue, green). Ink erases easily and 
completely. Nontoxic. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
6100285N591 — $5.75     12+  $5.06

COLORSTORM™ PREMIUM RUBBER HOSE
EPDM rubber hose won’t crack, check, or separate. 
Sure-Grip™ technology resists kinking and coils easily, 
even in cold weather down to -25° F. Hot water-resistant 
up to 160° F. Durable, abrasion-resistant cover is acid-
resistant. Nickel-plated brass fittings are crushproof. 
340 psi pull strength ensures that fittings will not pull off 
the hose. Lifetime warranty. 
C34973N591  Red, 5⁄8" x 25 ft. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. — $33.75
C34913N591  Red, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $51.25
C34972N591  Yellow, 5⁄8" x 25 ft. Sh. wt. 6.50 lbs. — $33.75
C33872N591  Yellow, 5⁄8" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 13 lbs. — $58.50
C33871N591  Yellow,  5⁄8" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 18 lbs. — $84.75
C33870N591  Yellow, 3⁄4" x 50 ft. Sh. wt. 17 lbs. — $79.95
C33869N591  Yellow, 3⁄4" x 75 ft. Sh. wt. 24 lbs. — $107.75

AC
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GILMOUR WATER NOZZLE
2-piece molded grip lets you spray boiling hot or icy cold 
liquids without extra hand protection. Chrome-plated 
finish. Threaded front with rubber guard. 
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs.
C09348N591 — $7.80

HEAVY-DUTY HOT WATER PISTOL
Insulated hot water pistol withstands temperatures up to 
160° F at 100 psi. Heavy-duty construction and thermal 
insulating grip provides easy control over hot water 
cleaning applications. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C33873N591 — $14.95

STABLESCRAPER

NASCO 
STALL CADDY

SCRAPER/SQUEEGEE

STABLESCRAPER
Great for tie stalls and free stalls because of its 14" W head. Made of reinforced nylon, 
making it durable and lightweight. Blue scraper with 60" handle. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.
C34732N591 — $19.60

SCRAPER/SQUEEGEE
Ideal for use on wet areas and crossovers. 20" W black scraper/squeegee head made of rein-
forced nylon material with 60" handle. Squeegee blade is easily changed. Self-standing for easy 
storage. Sh. wt. 5.50 lbs.
C34734N591 — $41.75

NASCO STALL CADDY
A must-have at livestock shows and exhibitions to keep paper towels handy near your animal 
when you need them. The stall caddy also provides a convenient resting place for grooming 
aerosol cans, spray bottles, show supplies, or beverages. 18" L x 11½  " W x 47" H. Sh. wt. 14 lbs.
C35048N591 — $66.75
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WEAVER® ALUMINUM LIVESTOCK FAN CAGE
Configurable to accommodate 1 to 4 animals, this livestock fan cage allows you to tie the animals’ heads at just the 
right height and hang fans at the back of the unit for maximum comfort. Built for years of use. Durable and powder 
coated. Features 2 stall dividers, 2 front L-bars, 2 rear L-bars, 4 front head ties, 4 rear fan hangers, 2 extension tubes, 
and 12 knobs. Extend from 8 ft. to 14 ft. wide. Front height: 731⁄2". Rear height: 781⁄2". Stall divider length: 96". Shipped 
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 117 lbs. N
Z48332N591 — $930.00

Aluminum Replacement Parts. For Livestock Fan Cage 
above. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time. N
Z48338N591  Front L-bar. Sh. wt. 9 lbs. — $78.25
Z48337N591  Rear L-bar. Sh. wt. 10 lbs. — $85.50
Z48333N591  Front head tie bracket. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $17.10
Z48334N591  Rear fan bracket. Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. — $16.35
Z48335N591  Extension tube. Sh. wt. 6 lbs. — $47.95
Z48336N591  Foot. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs. — $14.85
Z48341N591  Replacement knuckle knob. Sh. wt. 0.13 lbs. — $5.95

Z48336N591Z48334N591Z48333N591 Z48341N591

Z48332N591

Stall Divider

STALL DIVIDERS
For Livestock Fan Cage above. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 45 lbs.  N
Z48340N591  Stall Divider, Right — $295.75
Z48339N591  Stall Divider, Left — $295.75

GRABBIT MAT MOVER
Handles mat by locking onto the 
rubber, by pulling, pushing, and 
lifting making it quick and easy. 
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C29339N591 — $23.80

WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT 
PROFESSIONAL CHUTE PULLER
Accommodates any chute with handles in the back. 
Simply lift the chute off the ground and pull it to its des-
tination. 10", no-flat tires feature rugged treads for easy 
navigation. Folds for easy storage. 18" L x 17" W x 33" H. 
Sh. wt. 30 lbs.
C32637N591 — $184.00

SULLIVAN HOCUS POCUS WIPES
Clean fitting equipment such as combs, chute bars, 
fitting mats, show day hooves, and more. Biodegradable 
wipes are saturated with adhesive remover for quick and 
easy cleanup. Container of 40 wipes. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C35565N591 — $6.50

new
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7½  -FT. 
CHUTE

7½  -FT. PADDED 
CHUTE FLOOR

7-ft. Hybrid Chute (Aluminum Top with Steel Base). 
Steel base takes the flex out of the aluminum to provide 
a more durable product. 7 ft. L x 34" W x 6 ft. H. 
Sh. wt. 150 lbs.
Z46293N591 — $925.00 

7-ft. Aluminum Chute. Super-light, 9-gauge aluminum. 
7 ft. L x 34" W x 6 ft. H. Sh. wt. 115 lbs.
Z46294N591 — $925.00

71⁄2-ft. Aluminum Chute. Includes paper towel dispenser. 
Sturdy, 9-gauge aluminum. 7 ft. 6" L x 36" W x 7 ft. 6" H. 
Sh. wt. 115 lbs.
Z49375N591 — $930.00

8-ft. Aluminum Chute. Super-light, 9-gauge aluminum. 
8 ft. L x 34" W x 7 ft. H. Sh. wt. 130 lbs.
Z49989N591 — $979.00

Padded Chute Floors. For use with chutes above. Extra-
thick, cushioned padding to keep the animal comfortable. 
Complete with wood floor and high-density foam pad-
ding, all covered in a durable multipurpose carpet.
Z49376N591  For 7-ft. chutes (Z46293N591 & Z46294N591). 
Sh. wt. 43 lbs.
Z49377N591  For 71⁄2-ft. chute (Z49375N591). Sh. wt. 45 lbs.
Z49990N591  For 8-ft. chutes (Z49989N591). Sh. wt. 42 lbs.
Each — $166.25

WEAVER® KIRK STIERWALT  
PROFESSIONAL CATTLE CHUTES
All-aluminum chutes are fully collapsible with side bars, top bars, and head piece fitting securely within the base for 
easy transportation and storage. Side bars and head gate are powder-coated to prevent any oxidized aluminum 
from rubbing off. Rounded bottom cross bar of head lock sits lower for added safety. Due to the physical properties 
of aluminum, and its ability to bend and flex under stress, it is recommended this chute be used with animals that have 
been broke. Animal should never be left unattended in chute. Shipped directly from our supplier Allow extra delivery 
time. N
7½  -ft. Chute. Assembled chute: 1221⁄2" L x 36" W x 75" H (including triangle head piece and handles). Collapsed 
chute: 104" L x 36" W x 16" H (including wheels and handles). Sh. wt. 118 lbs.
Z47629N591 — $875.00

8-ft. Chute. Assembled chute: 138" L x 361⁄2" W x 75" H (including triangle head piece and handles). Collapsed 
chute: 110" L x 361⁄2" W x 16½  " H (including wheels and handles). Sh. wt. 130 lbs.
Z50204N591 — $859.95

Padded Chute Floors. 11⁄2" thick, closed-cell foam padding provides extra comfort. Durable outdoor carpet prevents 
liquids from getting inside. Easy to clean with a pressure washer. 
Z48225N591  For 7½  -ft. chute (Z47629N591). Sh. wt. 50 lbs. — $161.25
Z50203N591  For 8-ft. chute (Z50204N591). Sh. wt. 52 lbs. — $175.95

CH
UT
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WEAVER® 8-FT. 
DAIRY CATTLE CHUTE
Measuring over 8 ft. long and 3 ft. wide, this chute is big 
enough for dairy cows to fit comfortably. Fully collapsible 
aluminum chute with detachable handles is easy to 
store and transport. 109" L x 44½  " W x 83" H. Shipped 
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. 
Sh. wt. 87 lbs. N
Z51218N591 — $630.00

Padded Dairy Cattle Chute Floor. Keeps animals com-
fortable for the duration of grooming. 96¼  " L x 39¼  " W x 
2½  " H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time. Sh. wt. 62 lbs. N
Z51219N591 — $185.00

WEAVER® FITTING MATS
Sturdy, 11⁄2"-thick foam padding with vinyl cover helps 
relieve stress on back, knees, and feet when fitting cattle 
or trimming sheep.
Portable. 28" L x 14" W. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C33442N591 — $47.95

Tri-Fold. 84" L x 181⁄2" W extended; 28" L x 181⁄2" W 
folded.  Sh. wt. 7 lbs.
C33443N591 — $93.75

SULLIVAN FOLDING FITTING MATS
Convenient, easy-to-carry mats are great to kneel on 
while clipping and fitting. Covered with vinyl. 
Single-Fold. Folds in 1 place. 18" L x 24" W when folded. 
Purple. Sh. wt. 3.50 lbs.
C31300N591 — $68.50

Double-Fold. Folds in 2 places. 30" L x 28" W when 
folded. Maroon. Sh. wt. 9.50 lbs.
C31301N591 — $117.75

SULLIVAN CADILLAC CHUTES
Super light chutes are easily portable 
for shows. Side bars and head gate are 
powder-coated to prevent the aluminum color 
from rubbing off onto cattle. Chutes include 
wheels, head tie, and 2" tubing with rounded 
corners. Padded floors sold separately below. 
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time. N

7-FT. 
ALUMINUM 
CHUTE
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Z47628N591

Z49982N591

Z49974N591

WEAVER® STEEL TRIMMING STAND
Black powder-coated trimming stand folds completely flat and features bolts to help keep 
legs secure when carrying. Wide pad base on each leg provides extra stability. Adjustable 
front legs and head piece. 3 steel cross bars support wire mesh floor. 50½  " L x 24¾  " W x 19" H. 
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 70 lbs. N
Z49981N591 — $254.95

Weaver® Head Piece Conversion Kit. Easily attaches to trimming stand with Chicago 
screws and wipes clean with just soap and water. Comfortable flat strap is constructed 
from ¾  " black Brahma Webb® and features 7" of adjustment. Can also be used with other 
Weaver® Trimming Stands. Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C34105N591 — $6.30

C34105N591

WEAVER® TRIMMING STAND
Light enough to carry, the stand folds completely flat and fea-
tures bolts to keep legs secure when carrying. Wide pad base on 
each leg provides extra stability. Adjustable front legs and head 
piece. 3 heavy-duty aluminum cross bars support the wire mesh 
floor. Max weight 170 lbs. Assembled: 481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W x 19" H. 
Collapsed: 481⁄2" L x 241⁄2" W x 5" H. Head piece: 46" L. Shipped 
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Trimming Stand with Nose Loop Head Piece. 
Sh. wt. 34 lbs.
Z49980N591 — $335.00

Trimming Stand with Wire Form Head Piece. 
Sh. wt. 28 lbs.
Z47628N591 — $323.25

Head Piece for Smaller Animals. For use with trimming stands 
above. Get more adjustability for smaller animals with this alumi-
num head piece. 40"; adjusts from approx. 18"-40". Sh. wt. 4 lbs.
Z49982N591 — $71.95

FOLD-UP GOAT STANCHIONS
Practical equipment for pygmy and dairy goats. Sturdy 
stands fold up for easy carrying or storage. Angle iron 
lateral bracing provides support for even heavyset ani-
mals. Has a 48" x 20" deck and is 171⁄2" off the ground. 
Includes a 1-ft. poly feed trough. Shipped directly from 
our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Aluminum Stand with Stanchion & Trough. Stan-
chion head piece can be extended out 8" from the deck. 
Minimum stanchion height is 16" with a maximum height 
of 37". Sh. wt. 34 lbs.
Z45660N591 — $564.25

Steel Goat Stand with Stanchion & Trough. Includes 
fold-up stand with poly feed trough; neck reach adjusts 
from 0"-8" from deck. Sh. wt. 64 lbs.
Z15594N591 — $386.25 TR
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GATE ATTACHMENT HEAD PIECE
Simply attaches to a gate or rail to best suit your needs. Powder-coated steel construction 
easily attaches with bolts. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. 
Sh. wt. 10 lbs. N
Z49974N591 — $75.25
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WEAVER® DOLLY SHOW BOXES
Mounted on a wheeled frame with a dolly handle, these boxes are easy to transport. 
Wheeled frame extends underneath the doors for added support and to take 
hanging weight off hinges. Rounded corners and rolled edges reduce cuts and 
scrapes. Hooks for hanging halters, ropes, and more. Door shelves, inner shelves, 
and drawer hold grooming tools and show day products. Large bottom shelves can 
fit a blower, gallon-size products, and clippers. Hasp latches keep doors closed and 
contents secure (padlocks not included). Features 10" no-flat, polyurethane foam-
filled tires with rugged treads for easier rolling. Shipped directly from our supplier. 
Allow extra delivery time. N
4-ft. Show Boxes
Z48507N591  Single-door, galvanized. 24" W x 461⁄2" H x 24" D. Sh. wt. 125 lbs. — $559.00
Z48509N591  Double-door, galvanized. 24" W x 461⁄2" H x 261⁄2" D. Sh. wt. 114 lbs. — $669.00
Z49083N591  Double-door, aluminum. 24" W x 48" H x 261⁄2" D. Sh. wt. 112 lbs. — $805.00

5-ft. Show Boxes
Z48508N591  Single-door, galvanized. 24" W x 581⁄2" H x 24" D. Sh. wt. 148 lbs. — $607.50
Z49082N591  Double-door, aluminum. 24" W x 60" H x 261⁄2" D. Sh. wt. 137 lbs. — $962.25

WEAVER® FRENCH DOOR SHOW BOX
All-aluminum show box you have to see to believe. Each door opens separately to 
reveal shelves for liquids and aerosols, 3 hooks for halters and ropes, and storage 
for pig pipes and whips. Pullout bottom tray makes it easy to store and access your 
blower. Frame with 10" no-flat tires makes this box easy to move over any terrain. 
311⁄2" L x 361⁄2" W x 491⁄2" H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery 
time. Sh. wt. 113 lbs. N
Z49978N591 — $854.99

WEAVER® DELUXE DOLLY SHOW BOX
Attractive, aluminum tread-plate design pairs with innovative features to give you 
the ultimate storage solution for all your daily care and show day must-haves. 
A sliding rack has plenty of room for aerosols, as well as a bottom shelf that 
accommodates quarts of liquids. 2 spacious drawers on slides provide customized 
organization. One drawer is lined with foam and designed for cushioning valuable 
items like clippers and combs to prevent the breaking of teeth, as well as a special 
compartment lined with waterproof foam to keep clipper blades from rusting. A 
second, deeper drawer holds anything from show supplies to personal belongings. 
A pull-out blower drawer gives easy access to your blower. Mounted on a wheeled 
frame with a dolly handle. Door features 8 hooks. 5 sets of brackets on both the 
back of box and inside of door offer storage for show sticks. Sturdy hasp latch keeps 
items secure (padlock not included). 24" D x 30" W x 61½  " H; depth including 
handle is 31". Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. 
Sh. wt. 160 lbs. N
Z51268N591 — $1,034.99
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Optional Can Pusher Only. Helps prevent cans from falling over during travel. 
Inserts into the sliding aerosol rack in the show box above. Sh. wt. 0.38 lbs.
C35030N591 — $13.50
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WEAVER® ALUMINUM 
HANGING SHOW BOX

WEAVER® 
SHOW BOX 
HANGER

WEAVER® SHOW BOX HANGER
Add extra organization to your show pen with this easy-to-setup hanger designed to accommodate hanging 
show boxes. Features a chain latch for simple attachment to fence or gate and an adjustable shelf at the top. 
Convenient design gives you the flexibility to position a show box at the right height. 513⁄4" L x 801⁄2" H x 161⁄2" D. 
(Show box not included.) Sh. wt. 70 lbs. N
C32638N591 — $167.95

SULLIVAN MINI SHOWCASE SHOW BOX
Smaller box enables you to carry the basic essential supplies to shows when a large box is not necessary. 
Features a handle on top for easy carrying. Constructed of 20-gauge galvanized steel. 161⁄4" x 113⁄4" x 181⁄2". 
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 32 lbs. N
Z48317N591 — $176.50

SULLIVAN DEEP SHOWCASE SHOW BOXES
Feature reinforced sides, pig whip holders, and a tray for small equipment. Large handle on each end and a 
handle on top. Chain and hook assembly allows you to hang almost anywhere. 20-gauge steel or aluminum. 
161⁄4" x 113⁄4" x 46". Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N
Z48318N591  Galvanized Steel — $257.25
Z48321N591  Treadbrite Aluminum — $389.50

WEAVER® HANGING SHOW BOXES
Show boxes hang easily with a convenient chain and hook and hold all your grooming essentials like liquids, 
aerosols, and brushes. Available in aluminum featuring a unique tread plate or durable galvanized steel. 
Features include spring-loaded end handles that lay flat and a top handle for easy 1-person carrying. The 
sturdy hasp latch is designed for use with padlock (not included). Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow 
extra delivery time. N
Hanging Show Boxes. 51" L x 16" H x
9" D with door closed.
Z49081N591  Aluminum. Sh. wt. 35 lbs. — $321.95
Z47632N591  Steel. Sh. wt. 45 lbs. — $224.50

Deep Hanging Show Boxes. 54" L x 18" H x 
121⁄2" D with door closed.
Z49080N591  Aluminum. Sh. wt. 36 lbs. — $335.00
Z47626N591  Steel. Sh. wt. 48 lbs. — $266.95

SULLIVAN MINI SHOWCASE SHOW BOX

SULLIVAN DEEP SHOWCASE SHOW BOXES

SULLIVAN HANGING SHOWCASE BOX™
Features 20-gauge galvanized steel with reinforced sides, 
pig whip holders, tray for small equipment, and a large 
cushioned handle on each end. Hang this show box 
almost anywhere with chain and hook assembly. 16¼  " x 
8½  " x 50". Sh. wt. 47 lbs. N
C24446N591 — $220.50

HANGING SHOW BOXES

WEAVER® MINI DEEP HANGING SHOW BOXES
Deep design gives you plenty of room for grooming 
essentials. Hold up to 2 gallon bottles. Sturdy handle for 
easy carrying. Convenient hook and chain for hanging. 
33" L x 121⁄2" W x 17½  " H. Shipped directly from our sup-
plier. Allow extra delivery time. N
Galvanized. Sh. wt. 29 lbs.
Z49975N591 — $151.75

Aluminum Tread Plate. Sh. wt. 20 lbs.
Z49976N591 — $205.00
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WEAVER® SINGLE GATE PIG PEN DIVIDER
Convenient lift-gate design makes it easy to move pigs in and out of tight spots. Powder coated with a silver 
vein finish that prevents aluminum from rubbing off on the animal. 33" H x 7½   ft. W when fully expanded; 33" 
H x 48" W when collapsed. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 40 lbs. N
Z49973N591 — $306.00

PAUL HOG 
AND SHEEP SCALES
Sturdy, well-constructed 
crate scales. Have steel 
floor cleats and sliding 
gates. Sorting gate and 
wheel assembly are 
optional. Crate size: 
48" L x 18" W x 34" H. 
500-lb.capacity, 1-lb. beam 
calibration. 1-year warranty. 
Shipped directly from 
our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time. N
Basic Scale. Sh. wt. 322 lbs.
Z07283N591 — $2,365.00
Scale with Sorting Gate and Wheel Assembly. Sh. wt. 335 lbs.
Z07284N591 — $2,875.00

Wheel Assembly Only. Sh. wt. 50 lbs.
Z07286N591 — $320.00

OPTIMA LIVESTOCK ALLEYWAY SCALE
Extremely heavy-duty livestock alleyway scale with a capacity of 
5,000 lbs. x 1 lb. Large, 84" x 30" platform with integral 6" L ramps and 
4" H side rails. Motion-sensing technology delivers accurate animal 
weighing. Stainless steel LCD display with rechargeable battery and 
a stainless steel junction box. 2-year warranty on platform; 1-year 
warranty on electronics. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra 
delivery time. Sh. wt. 350 lbs.  N
� CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
Z50127N591 — $1,100.00

OPTIMA LIVESTOCK SCALE
Comes fitted with all the electronics necessary for livestock weighing. 
Swivel casters for easy moving. Equipped with a hand wrench for raising 
and lowering. Watertight stainless steel backlit LCD display, accumulation 
mode to total weights, built-in communication port, tilt-adjustable wall 
or desk mount stand, and rechargeable battery and AC adapter. 
5" H platform. Capacity: 5,000 lbs. x 1 lb. 60" x 36" x 37". Shipped 
directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. Sh. wt. 380 lbs.  N 
� CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
Z50128N591 — $1,050.00

OPTIMA WEIGHING BEAM SYSTEM
Simple design and easy handling accommodate various loading methods 
and pallets of all sizes. Includes indicator display, lb./kg selectable, auto-hold, 
and rechargeable battery that lasts up to 72 hours. Capacity: 5,000 lbs. x 
1 lbs. Carbon steel. 4" W x 3¾  " H. Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow 
extra delivery time. N � CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Z50129N591  24" L. Sh. wt. 52 lbs. — $530.00
Z50130N591  40" L. Sh. wt. 83 lbs. — $575.00

� See page 82 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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OPTIMA PORTABLE LIVESTOCK SCALE
Features an indicator with large LCD display, tread-plate surface, 
ramped ends, 18' L sturdy metal-shielded cable, handles and wheels, and 
AC or battery operation (rechargeable battery). Steel frame with check-
ered steel cover. Platform is 20" x 50" (including ramped ends) x 21⁄2" H. 
Shipped directly from our supplier. Allow extra delivery time. 
Sh. wt. 113 lbs.  N � CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Z50125N591  1,000 lb. x 0.2 lb. scale — $560.00
Z50126N591  2,000 lb. x 0.5 lb. scale — $580.00
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You need to be concentrating 
on presenting your animal in 
the show ring, not worrying 
about your comb or number 
falling in the dirt. Find the 
right products here to make 
your show ring time a little 
less stressful.

EXHIBITOR SUPPLIES
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EXHIBITOR HARNESSES
Adjustable harnesses constructed from 1" nylon webbing, sculptured 
elastic, sturdy Naugahyde®, clear plastic, and nickel-plated hardware. 
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
Small. Suitable for a child or small individual. Black. 10" x 7".
C14549N591 — $13.05     10+  $12.49

Medium. Suitable for the junior showman to adult. Black. 
C08041N591 — $13.55     10+  $12.79

Large. Suitable for large adults. Adjustable on sides and shoulders. 10" x 8".
C14548N591  Black C28293N591  Brown
Each — $15.25     10+  $13.43

A. 4-H EXHIBITOR NUMBER HARNESS
Embroidered 4-H name and logo. 1" nylon webbing. Adjustable 
waist and shoulder straps provide great fit. Simply slip the number 
into the plastic window pocket. Size small/medium (youth/ladies). 
Sh. wt. 0.56 lbs.
C31319N591 — $17.70

WEAVER® EXHIBITOR NUMBER 
HARNESSES WITH SPARKLE OVERLAY
Constructed from 1" poly webbing with adjustable 
waist and shoulder straps. Number slides into plas-
tic window pocket. Medium/large size for adults. 
Sh. wt. 0.63 lbs. 
C32370N591  Black w/Black Sparkle
C32736N591  Black w/Silver Sparkle
Each — $21.40

Embroidered 4-H name and logo. 1" nylon webbing. Adjustable 

WRANGLER® COWBOY CUT® YOUTH-SIZE WHITE JEANS
Sized to fit either young boys or girls. Cannot be sold outside of the U.S.A. 
Sh. wt. 1.50 lbs.
C33256N591  Size 8, Regular
C33257N591  Size 9, Regular
C33258N591  Size 10, Regular
C33259N591  Size 11, Regular

C33260N591  Size 12, Regular
C33261N591  Size 14, Regular
C33263N591  Size 16, Regular

Each — $23.95

B. SULLIVAN EXTRA-SMALL EXHIBITOR HARNESS 
Waist and shoulder straps are fully adjustable for a perfect fit. Adjustable 
silver strap across back fits smaller showmen. Nylon. Black. Sh. wt. 1.25 lbs.
C33358N591 — $14.80

WRANGLER® COWBOY CUT® ORIGINAL FIT MEN’S WHITE JEANS
The official ProRodeo Competition Jean. Tough, heavyweight, broken twill 
denim with 5-pocket styling, made from 100% cotton. Perfect for the show 
ring. Leg opening fits over boot. Cannot be sold outside of the U.S.A. 
Sh. wt. 2 lbs.
C31002N591  28" W x 30" L
C31003N591  28" W x 32" L
C31004N591  28" W x 34" L
C31005N591  30" W x 30" L
C31006N591  30" W x 32" L
C31007N591  30" W x 34" L
C31008N591  32" W x 30" L
C31009N591  32" W x 32" L
C31010N591  32" W x 34" L
C31011N591  34" W x 32" L
C31012N591  34" W x 34" L

C31013N591  34" W x 36" L
C33232N591  36" W x 32" L
C33233N591  36" W x 34" L
C33234N591  36" W x 36" L
C33235N591  38" W x 32" L
C33236N591  38" W x 34" L
C33237N591  38" W x 36" L
C33238N591  40" W x 32" L
C33239N591  40" W x 34" L
C33240N591  42" W x 30" L
C33241N591  42" W x 32" L

Each — $39.95

WRANGLER® COWGIRL CUT® WOMEN’S WHITE JEANS 
Ideal for the show ring, this riding jean has a slimming, stylish cut and fea-
tures a no-gap waistband and flat seam to make riding more comfortable. 
Mid-rise style with spandex for added stretch and comfort. 12-oz. weight 
denim is 100% cotton. Cannot be sold outside of the U.S.A. Sh. wt. 1.75 lbs.
C33242N591  Size 1, 34" L
C33243N591  Size 3, 34" L
C33244N591  Size 5, 32" L
C33245N591  Size 5, 36" L
C33246N591  Size 7, 32" L
C33247N591  Size 7, 36" L
C33248N591  Size 9, 32" L

C33249N591  Size 9, 36" L
C33250N591  Size 11, 32" L
C33251N591  Size 11, 36" L
C33252N591  Size 13, 34" L
C33253N591  Size 15, 34" L
C33254N591  Size 17, 34" L
C33255N591  Size 19, 34" L

Each — $36.50

EXHIBITOR
HARNESS

WRANGLER® 
COWGIRL CUT® 
WOMEN’S WHITE JEANS 

WRANGLER® 
COWBOY CUT® 
YOUTH-SIZE WHITE JEANS
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FITTER’S STRIPE OVERALL WITH ZIPPER
Features include brass zipper front, adjustable elastic shoulder straps, 2 breast pockets (1 with flap/1 with 
pencil slot), 2 lower-front pockets, 2 hip pockets, rule pocket, side-access openings, hammer loop, double-
stitched pockets and waistband for extra strength, and reinforced stress points. 100% cotton denim. Machine 
washable. Features heavy-duty, 10-oz. denim. Sh. wt. 2.50 lbs. 
Regular Sizes. 30" L. 
C31354(A)N591  Chest Size 36
C31354(E)N591  Chest Size 38
C31354(B)N591  Chest Size 40
C31354(F)N591  Chest Size 42
C31354(C)N591  Chest Size 44
C31354(G)N591  Chest Size 46
C31354(D)N591  Chest Size 48
Each — $89.75

Tall Sizes. 32" L.
C31355(A)N591  Chest Size 38
C31355(B)N591  Chest Size 40
C31355(E)N591  Chest Size 42
C31355(C)N591  Chest Size 44
C31355(F)N591  Chest Size 46
C31355(D)N591  Chest Size 48

Size Description Black Blue Pink Green Sh. wt. Price

Adult
X-Small/
Youth 14-16

Fits men’s waist 26"-28"; 
women’s sizes 6-8; 
youth sizes 14-16

C33328N591 C27179(A)N591 C32606N591 C33771N591 0.88 lbs. $59.95

Adult
Small/
Youth 18-20

Fits men’s waist 28"-30"; 
women’s sizes 8-10; 
youth sizes 18-20

C33329N591 C27179(B)N591 C32607N591 C33772N591 0.88 lbs. $59.95

Adult
Medium

Fits men’s waist 32"-34"; 
women’s sizes 12-14 C30508N591 C30509N591 C32608N591 C33773N591 0.88 lbs. $62.95

Adult Large Fits men’s waist 36"-38"; 
women’s sizes 14-16 C30506N591 C30507N591 C32609N591 C33774N591 1.25 lbs. $62.95

Adult 
X-Large

Fits men’s waist 40"-42"; 
women’s sizes 18-20 C30504N591 C30505N591 C32610N591 C33775N591 1.25 lbs. $64.75

Adult 
XX-Large

Fits men’s waist 44"; 
women’s size 22 C30510N591 C30511N591 C32611N591 C33776N591 1.25 lbs. $67.25

Adult 
XXX-Large

Fits men’s waist 46"+; 
women’s size 24+ C33330N591 C33327N591 C32612N591 C33777N591 1.25 lbs. $73.25

WATERPROOF BIBBED OVERALLS
Lightweight, waterproof design keeps you comfortable and dry. Features a secure inner pocket with zipper. 
Machine washable. Inseam length on all bibbed pants is approximately 30", but tends to fit 32"-34" 
length due to the lower crotch. Nylon. Fabric imported.

OVERALLS + HOLDERS

FITTER’S STRIPE 
OVERALL WITH 
ZIPPER

WEAVER® SHOW COMB HOLDER
Leather holder offers traditional styling. Easily 
slides on or attaches to your belt. 3⅛  " W x 5" H. 
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C34602N591  Black
C34603N591  Brown
Each — $13.30

WEAVER® SHOW NUMBER 
HOLDER WITH CLIP
Hair-on-hide leather, metal 
spots, and Swarovski® crystal 
accents with bead pattern. Clips 
to exhibitor’s belt to keep number 
visible and secure. Black & Teal 
Diamond Bead Pattern. 3⅛  " W x 
5" H. Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs. 
C34614N591 — $23.50

WEAVER® SHOW NUMBER HOLDER
Classically styled leather holder easily slides on or 
attaches to belt. 3⅛  " W x 5" H. Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.
C34604N591  Black C34605N591  Brown
Each — $13.30

B. GROOMING TOOL HOLDER
Keep grooming tools handy at all times. 
This leather holder for livestock combs clips 
onto a belt or the top of pants. 2" W x 3" H. 
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.
C14550N591 — $7.30

A. LEATHER CARD HOLDER WITH CLIP
Durable clip holds show card securely in place. 
Leather holder fits easily on belt. 31⁄4" Wx 41⁄4" H.
Sh. wt. 0.25 lbs.
C12714N591 — $7.30

WATERPROOF 
BIBBED 
OVERALLS

A B

WEAVER® FASHION SHOW HOLDERS
Brown leather holders with a crocodile print 
overlay and a nickel-plated clip. 3⅛  " W x 5" H. 
Sh. wt. 0.69 lbs.
C35574N591  Number Holder
C35575N591  Comb Holder
Each — $23.45

new
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SHIPPING
We will ship your order the most secure and 
economical way, unless you request a particular 
method of shipment. Most orders within the 
continental United States arrive within 3–5 
business days.

Nasco strictly adheres to the U.S. Department of Transportation regulations regarding 
products classified as “hazardous materials.” In following these regulations, you may be 
assessed a $24.95 per carton special handling surcharge for items defined within this 
category. For your convenience, these products are designated in the catalog by a ◆ or 
D.O.T. classification next to the catalog number.

QUESTIONS ABOUT AN ORDER?
Our Customer Care Representatives are experts 
at resolving any issues you may have with your 
order. Please follow these 3 easy steps:
Please review your packing slip carefully. You may 
find that changes or substitutions are fully detailed. 
If you need to contact Nasco Customer Care, 
make sure you have one or more of the following 
available: Nasco order number, invoice number, 
purchase order number, and billing and shipping 
addresses. 
Authorized returns are permitted only by request 
on stock merchandise within 30 days of the date 
of invoice. Restocking fees may apply. 

◆ HAZARDOUS HANDLING SURCHARGE

ONLINE: NascoFarmandRanch.com

PHONE:              1.800.558.9595

FAX:                 1.800.372.1236

EMAIL:      orders@eNasco.com

ADDRESS:      901 Janesville Ave.
                             Fort Atkinson, WI
                                                      53538

FREE DOMESTIC STANDARD SHIPPING

CHOKING HAZARD (2)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Children under 8 yrs. can choke 

or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult supervision required. 
Keep uninflated balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once.

CHOKING HAZARD (1)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small Parts. 

Not for children under 3 yrs.

CHOKING HAZARD (3)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy 

is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

CHOKING HAZARD (5)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy 

is a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

CHOKING HAZARD (4)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Toy 

contains a small ball. Not for children under 
3 yrs.

CHOKING HAZARD (6)
� WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Toy 

contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

CHOKING HAZARD
LABEL INFORMATION 
Please refer to the full warning statements 
at right that correspond to the abbreviated 
warning labels used in product descriptions 
throughout this catalog.

ORDER TOTAL SHIPPING CHARGE*

$99 or More FREE

$0–$98.99 $11.95

This icon indicates that additional freight charges may apply.

Catalog items with this designation require higher shipping charges than 
typical parcel rates due to size and special handling requirements by the 
shipping company. Call Nasco at 1.800.558.9595 for more information.

CREDIT TERMS
Net 30 days upon credit approval. 

REGULAR OR SMALL PARCELS
Most orders will be shipped using FedEx® or 
Priority Mail. 

• Next and 2nd day shipping available: Please call 1.800.558.9595 for rates.
• Alaska & Hawaii shipping: Please call 1.800.558.9595 for rates.
• International shipping: Please call 1.920.568.5531 or 

email export@eNasco.com for rates.

*Charge applies to each separate order.

NASCO PRICE CHANGE POLICY
Because our vendors sometimes make significant price increases during the life of our catalog, we reserve the right to change published catalog prices without notice. 

We also reserve the right to add a fuel surcharge during periods of fuel increases.

82
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WANT MORE? 
SHOP THESE PRODUCT GUIDES

More of the products you 
need to keep your farm 
running day in and day 
out. Nasco is dedicated to 
equipping you for success.

CONTACT US
1.800.558.9595

REQUEST A CATALOG
eNasco.com/catalog-directory

SHOP ONLINE
NascoFarmandRanch.com

Agricultural Education

Showing & Grooming

Livestock Identification

Veterinary Supplies 

Animal Health

Artificial Insemination

Hog, Sheep & Goat Equipment

Poultry Equipment

Calf Care

Dairy Supplies

Water & Fencing Equipment

General Livestock Supplies

Farm Home Products

FIND THESE CATEGORIES
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New removable battery design extends 
clipping times for the toughest grooming jobs.

Blue Ribbon 
Blocking 

C35380N591
Pg. 28

Pulse ZR® ll
C35058N591

Pg. 22

The Pulse ZR® II
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